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ALVORD IS TOILS.
Bank

People Hare

Him

Located

Probably

at

His

Mt.

Vernon Home.

DAILY

—

MAINE,

and the surplus profits would not be disturbed.
Bank
Examiner Charles A. Hanna
was olosoted with United States District
General Burnett for nearly 15
Attorney
minutes
The published statement that
he had said that the embazzlement
was
the result of a conspiracy.
He had no
of
the
of
Aivord.
whereabouts
Knowledge
It was learned that Mr. Hanna had
practically presented all of the case, that
he oould at this time and that If warrants had not baen asked for already they
would be very soon.
In spite of many rumors, some of them
very circumstantial, It may be positively
stated that the officials of the bank have
no definite Idea just what
Aivord
did
with the large sum of money he stole. All
street
is full of news telling how the
defaulter was a heavy loser in the stock
market and although the bank officials
refuse to discuss that phase of
the matter, there is no doubt that their deteotivea are looking Into it and if Alvord’s
broker or brokers can be found they will
be made to disgorge if that shculd
be
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October 24.—There is reato the New York
World, that Cornelius L. Alvord, Jr.,
the note
teller, who robbed the First
National
bank of $700,000, Is either in
the oustody of the Pinkerton men, or he
is where they can get him In a very short
time.
son

York,

believe.according

Every

It can look and laugh and leer, be
dazod or dull or clear, or love or hate
and sneer. It can woo or wound,
succumb or

subjugate, retreat or
Intelligent, speaking

This

triumph.

organ can also bo misfitted, abused
and ruined, or fitted correctly and
preserved. Avoid those evils by havexamined and

ing your eye carefully
with
accurately fitted

suitable

The apparatus which I use
in examining the eyes is the best that

lenses.

cali^J^my

science has produced. A
offico will convince you of this fact.

I Examine the eyes

free.

WORTHLEY, JR„

N.T.

SQUARE.

ootddUistp

BARGAIN WEEK.
Fine

to
are
offered
trades
Ladies. Misses and Children in
are
if
not
footwear,
particular
you

about style! good wearing goods,
from best manufacturers, bit out-of-

style.
In Prices Great Reductions,

Ladies' dongolar pat tip, button
or

lace, spring lieel,

sizes 2Va

to

6Vs,

former price $2.00, now 99c
Misses’ same kind, sizes 11 to 2,
former price $1.50, now 79c
Children’s same kind, sizes 5 to
8, former price $1.25, now 65c

center &
539

Alvord. No police department
has been oflioially'informed of his thefts.
No detective or police officer could legally place him under arrest. These facts
made clear
yesterday that the bank is

arrest of

bending every effort to effect a compromise by which restitution of a part or all
of the stolen money will be made,
How
far the negotiations for restitution have
progressed is not known, Neither the
attorneys of Alvord nor the officials of
the bank would discuss the matter yester-

which the bank officials can find.
A
warrant will be sworn out before
the United States court for the arrest of
Alvord
as a matter of precaution in
case Alvord should have left the country.
This afternoon Vice President
Hine
said that the note teller’s
peculations
dated back about five years. The figures

mentioned, $700,000, represented the
imum of

max-

the

embezzlements and the
shortage might fall within that sum.
Alvord was not under bonds and no reward has been offered for his arrest. Mr
Hine
said the bank officials had no idea
he was.
The loss to the bank
where
would be met out of the contingent fund

McDowell,

Congress St

FOOTWEAR FITTERS.

Statement From

Acting Comptroller

of

Currency.

the First National bank of New York:
“During the progress of the examination by Bank Examiner Hanna, October
15, of the First National bank, Assistant
Cashier Backus discovered that the note
and exchange teller, Alvord, was short
in his cash to an amount which has since
been found to be $690,000.
“His thefts have bean going on for a
long time. The plan of oonceallng them
and making the cash on hand agree with
the amount for whioh
he was accountable, as shown by the books was to take
out of the morning mall of which he was
In carge a sufficient number of cash items
to cover the aggregate amount of
his
defalcation
and
add them to the exchanges for the clearing house received
during the preceding day. The examination of the exohanges at the time of ex- |
amlnations
showed
the total amount
correct, but $690,000 of the Items had
uocu

utauu

iivm

uuo

muiuiu^

Canton, Ohio, October 21.—Secretary
Root’s meeting here tonight was an impromptu affair. It was oonoeived, arranged and underway in a period of

“WE

SELL ’EM.”
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If a woman’s srown of glory
is her hair, Jessie Fraser, of
must be a queenly
She wrote us, last
that her hair was
inches long and very

Fine, N. Y.,
woman.

January,
nearly 64

thick.
And she gave Ayer’s Hair
Vigor all the credit for it.
Ayer’s Hair Vigor may do
this for you.
We don’t claim the 64 inches
every

time, though.

Practical

Chemists,

J.

C. Ayer Company,

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla
Ayer’s Pills
Ayer’s Ague Cure

Lowell, Maw.

Ayer’s Hair Vigor
Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral
Ayer’s Comatone

anthracite
coal product, it is
have posted notioes, but President Mitchell would not say that all
of
them comply with the terms
of
the
Sroanton convention. The big companies
in this district which have not posted the
notioes are the Lehigh Coal
Sc Navigation Co., (I. B. Markle Sc Co.,and
Coxe
Bras. Sc Co. The Marklss have granted
no inorease of wages
of any kind. Today’s conference was in
session
three
hours and was adjourned till tomorrow
President
Mitchell
at
its
oonmorning.
oluslon announced that the situation was
review
partly canvassed and that tKe
would be completed tomorrow.

Mitchell

President
Issue

Will

One.

Anglo-German
ment

An

THE WEATHER.

Will

Define

Explicit

on

Agree-

China.

HAVE LEFT PEKIN.

Statement To This

Amerleau

S.

Reply

Held

in

Abeyance.

Impression

It Will De-

clare It Off.

October

for

24,—Forecast

Probably Not An

Fair, cooler, light northwest
or north
winds.
Friday, fair weather;
light easterly winds.
Washington, October 24.—Forecast for
Thursday and Friday for New England:
Friday; cooler
Thursday and
Fair,
Thursday; fresh northerly winds.

at

Tien

Tsin.
It is now said that in
all probability
General James H. Wilson, the second in
command in China, will soon be detached
and will not remain In Pekin according
to the original programme.
Instead of
having the negotiations for a Anal settlement conducted through a fully
organized commission in behalf of the United
States government as at first proposed,
i t begins to appear that any formal negotiations will be conducted by the legation
at Pekin, proper credentials for the pul?
pose being despatched to Minister Conger.

And Will Indicate Whether Strike
Will Be Continued.

All

Washington, October 24,—Based on
General Chaffee's advic9, the war department officials are of the opinion that all
of the American troops Inoluded in the
order of evacuation have not only left
Pekin but probably are now
at Tien

Position,
U.

Alow

Tsin.

Union’s

Boston,
Thursday;

Soldiers

Effect.

\

GENTS.

suitable measures In their own Interests,
In the contingency
that other powers
seize territory in China, our government
will not concern itself at this stage.
It is not expected that our adherence
to the arrangement would be required
to take the
form of a formal signature
or acceptance of the
whole agreement.
Ho it is probable that the answer to be
made by the state department will not
ba
an
unqualified acceptance of the
whole act, but only will treat of those
portions of the agreement with which
we are directly concerned at this time.

learned,

Unqualified

Acceptance.

Washington, Ootober 24.—In view of
AUSTRIA-HUNGARY ASSENTS.
the widespread comment that the Analliance
concerning Chin
Vienna, October 24.—Austria-Hungary
Portland, Oct. 24, 1900.—The local glo-German
was open to the possible construction of has given her assent to the Anglo-Gerweather bureau records the following:
man agreement.
an Implied or indirect menace or threat
thermome8 a. in.—Barometer. 30 177;
A Few
Are
Still ter, 59; dew point, 68; rei. humidity, 97, against some other powers interested in
POPULATION OF CALIFORNIA.
direction of the wind, SW; velocity of the Chinese question, the attention
of
Washington, October 24,—The populathe wind, 7; 6tate of weather, foggy.
Out.
Count De Quadt, the German
charge tion or the State of California as officially
8 p. in.—Barometer, 80,264; thermomed’affaires today was called to this point. announced today, is
1,485,053, against
ter, 62; dew point, 60; rei. humidity, 62;
in 1890.
This is anjnerease of
direction of the wind, N W; velocity of Count De Quadt said that he was able to 1,208.130,
or 22 9 per cent.
276,923,
state of weather, Clear.
the wind, 8;
give a categorical and very positive
Maximum temperature, 76; minimum statement on the highest authority, that
temperature, 66; mean temperature. 66;
Hazleton, Pa., October 24,—President maximum wind velocity, 12 S vV; precipi- the agreement involved no menace whatever to any power concerned In China.
Mitchell
tonight announced that he tation—24 hours, 84.
He said this applied to all the parties
would tomorrow, probably late in the afhad taken a hand in Chinese
which
ternoon or evening, issue a statement deWEATHER OBSERVATIONS.
Count De Quardt stated with
affairs.
fining the position of the United Mine
weather equal positiveness that
The agricultural department
there was no
Workers in their present situation of the
bureau for yesterday, Oct. 24, taken at 8 foundation for
He also said that his statement
reports of further or addistrike.
for
observation
the
meridan
time,
p. m.,
would in ail llkllbood lndioate whether this section being given in this order: tional features to the agreement beyond
transmitted
to the various govstate of those
the strike would be immeilately declared Temperature, direction of wind,
No firm now,
Our sales
on
weather:
ernments and made public. He said that
off or whether it would be continued.
or in the past
The announcement was made as a reBoston,66 degrees, NW,clear; New York, documents covered the entire transacBlackst one
70 de- tion. The
ten years, has
response of the United States
sult of today's conference between thee 68 degrees, N, clear; Philadelphia,
N, clear; Washington, 66 degrees. to the British-German agreement as
grees^
within
Cigars equal the come
officers of
the
national and dlstriot
62
degrees,
NW,
clear;
NW, clear; Albany,
five millions of
The impression Buffalo, 62 degrees,
United Mine Worker:.
W, cldy; Detroit, communicated by Count De Quadt, Is
sales of any ether
our yearly sales
around headquarters tonight is that the 60 degrees, NE, cldy; Chicago, 60 degrees, still held in abeyance. It is understosd
St.
Paul, 62 degrees, SE, that with the third article, namely,
in 0n Blaekstones.
I three firms
statement will contain practically a de- E, dear;
64
W,
Huron,
degrees,
clear;
clear;
the compact between
claration that the contest Is ended. Coal Bismarck, 60 degrees, SE, cldy; Jackson- that concerning
Boston or Now
Great Britain and Germany, and to taKe
companies controlling about 75 per cent ville, 74 degrees, E, clear.
LOCAL WEATHER REPORT.
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totem.

little more than three hours, The Secretary and Mrs. Root are here for a social
visit with
Mr. and Mrs. McKinley at
their Canton
home.
The meeting was
tomorrow
announced for Youngstown
evening, but as a mark of respect to the
late
Secretary Sherman, all political
meetings arranged for Ohlo*for Thursand
Friday night were called off.
day
local committee heard of this
When the
it prevailed upon the Secretary to speak
There was an enthusiastic invahere.
sion of the McKinley lawn. The Presithe
dent himself escorted
Secretary to
the carriage, elbowing his way down the
dark walk and then across the lawn to
street where the band was stathe side
bowed his thanks for the
tioned. He
impromptu serenade and then retired to
the porch.
Secretary Root delivered an exhaustive
address covering nearly all questions inHe was frevolved in the
oampaign.

ation

in fine china.

The

assortment

of

Punch Bowls Is large enough to gratify almost any wish in quality and price.

BURBANK,

DOUGLASS &

CO-,

242 Middle St.

oct24deotf
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The manufacturers of
Powder

Baking
declined

have

Royal
always
cheap

Clothe
Your Hands.

produce a
baking powder at the sacrifice
of quality.
The Royal is made from
to

pure grape cream of tartar, and
is the embodiment of all the

It’s

quality and assortment,
prices, that give us
more glove customers
every
twelve-month. They’re willing

■with fair

to go a bit out of their way to

trade here, and

in

the

Here is an excellent

and in many

at

its

price

and is

than

showing
Gloves, all now,
grades.
THE HATTER,

I

9
Geo.

A.

197 Middle St.

Coffin, M’g’r.

A BULL RAZOR
Will shave a person, but not as

quickly
nothing of conk
W oo$
fort. Same story kindling fires.
will do it, but not half ns quickly a®
BENSON’S CHARCOAL. Order a Big
10c Bag of your grocer, and you’ll sav©
time, money and patience.
as a

_

Powder

appreciate

of cold weather

possible to be attained
highest class baking

powder.
Royal Baking
only a fair price,

we

their effort.

excellence

costs

cheaper

good sharp

one, say

■Pi

-...

DON’T LOSE
SIGHT OF

any similar

THIS SPACE.

article.

My daily talks which

now

No. 819,

discontinued until Monday,
October 29th, at which time they

will be

Samples of mixtures made in imitation of baking
powders, but containing alum, are frequently distributed from door to door, or given away in

(3OLD FOR BALLAST.

fiioion

You to Know

we hare
just received a Punch Bowl made by Haviland
& Co. that will sell at only $5.00, and yet
it’s so handsome’twould easily be thought
worth nearly twice the price.
Its a revel-

Economy

quently applauded.
London, October 24.—The Daily Mail
Lorenzo Marhas the following from
quez :
•‘The American bark Fred P. Litchfield, whloh went ashore here from her
moorings during the gale on the night of
and was searched the next
October 14
day for gold, in consequence of a susthat she as carrying Mr. Kruger’s
of
the amount
1,500,000
reasure, to
pounds, will attempt to sail today (Wednesday.) There is little doubt that she
carries a large quantity ol gold hidden
under her ballast.”

IT MAT INTEREST

i I

Powder

x.cccipu's

and listed with previous days’ exchanges,
the amount of morning additions being
reduced that much,so that the sum of the
two aggregate^ the correct amount,
‘‘A change in the slip later in the day
caused
and comparison to be
inquiry
made at the clearing houss when it was
discovered that the two items of
‘previous day's exchanges’ and ‘morning additions' did not correspond with the list
checked by the examiner, and a count of
the
current days’ cash and checks in
hands of the third teller revealed a shortThe shortage seemed to
age of $690,000.
have been about $100,000 two years ago
and has b3en increased
gradually silica
that time the teller concealing the same
in the morning additions which always
more
than the
amounted
to
much
amount of his shortage and never entered
into the oount of the
preceding days
cash.”
SECRETARY ROOT AT CANTON.

-m

PRICE THREE

1900.

HOW ALVORD WAS CAITGHT.

Washington, October 24,—Mr. T. P.
Kane, the acting comptroller of the our
New York, October 24—A meeting of rency,
today gave out the following
the officials of the First National bank statement regarding the defalcation in

held this forenoon in the bank buildBesides the officials of the bank,
ing.
O. A. Peabody, of the law firm of Peabody, Baker & Peabody, was in attendance.
Steps will be taken at once to attach all property
belonging to Alvord

25,

Alvord, $5,000; total, $105,000.

day.

was

478 1-2 CONGRESS ST.

MONUMENT

indication last night pointed to
tne fact that the whereabouts of Alvord
was no mystery to the bank people and
the Pinkerton men.
It was
thought
for a time that the Pinkertons had their
man cooped
up In his own house in
Mount Vernon
and had had him there
since Sunday.
N o warrant has
been Issued for the

__

of the

possible.

In Wall street, the opinion prevails that
Aivord was oleverer
than the average
defaulter. Banking men were disposed
to believe today that Aivord managed to
make his escape
with several hundred
thousand dollars. Knowing
the c. nseit
was easy to believe that
quences,
Aivord did not disappear empty-handed.
Mrs. Aivord
made
the
following
statement today:
“I am heart-broken
at my husband’s
actions. He never gave me any intimation of the way he secured money. I always understood that he received §4,000
a year from the bank and that
he made
large sums by speculation in Wall rtreet.
The stories that my husband was seen in
Saratoga with another woman, are, I
am convinced, absolutely false.
I have
not heard from my husband since Saturday morning when he left home to go to
the depot.”
xne
interesting mature or a supplementary statement made by Vice President Hine, is the positive assertion that
Alvord had
not been absent from the
bank one business day this year. Mr.
Hine repeated this statement orally after
an
examination of the time books in
which every employee of the bank Is entered. This oontradlcts the numerous reports that Alvord was a regular attendant at the Saratoga races this last season,
In spite of Vice President Mine's
denial It is regarded as extremely probable
that
Alvord
took a large sum of
money shortly before he left.
Kepresentatives of the bank were reported as having made a still hunt
among the brokerage houses today, presumably for proof of the rumors that the
note teller had dropped large sums
in
stock speculations. Whether or not they
met with any success oould not be ascertained.
Vice President Hine was seen In the
At that time ha said:
early evening.
“We have not heard anything about
Alvord
and we have no idea where he
is.:f
Mrs. Alvord returned from New York
to her Mount Vernon home, late this afternoon The following is said to be a fair
list of the Alvord possessions, all or nearly all, being In the wife’s name:
Heal estate, houses and lots in Mount
Vernon, $25,000; lots in New Kochelle,
$15,000; six carriages, 6lx horses, $15,000;
household furniturre, $5,500; paintings,
oricabrac, $10,000; diamonds owned by
Mrs. Alvord, $30,000; jewelry owned by

PRESS. 1553

will bo continued.

Such mixtures are dangerous
to use in food, and in many cities their sale is
prohibited by law. Alum is a corrosive poison, and
all physicians condemn baking powders containing it.
stores.

grocery

_

in

My office during this time
charge of my assistants.

A. IYI.

0

will

b*1
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*

ROYAL
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POWDER CO., 100 WILLIAM ST.,

Practical
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Optician,
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COULDN’T

BOWDOIS TOOK REfESCE.

Ei

henticlty

Declines to

Take

pressed In Berlin.

Defeated

The Chinese

statesman

Prohibition
at

The Score the Reverse of That of

to

b< 1

Lewiston.

-uewiscon, uctober 24—A movement Ii
foot to organize the Maine Prohibltioi
alliance with branches in all the counties
and towns of Maine.
The object of thi ,
on

organization
In

tiie

law.
The

is to awaken

pnblio interesl
of the prohibitory

enforcement
movement

will be controlled

by

prohibitionists but will embrace ail whc (
are opposed to the liquor traffic and wist
to do something toward its abolition, Thi >

whlct

reports thal
she was
run into about midnight, Iasi
when
oil
night
Cape Page, by steamei
Hector, Boston for Newport News, anc
had bowsprit
carried away at knightheads, together wltn all headgear at
tached, bow ports started, and stem dam

Line

Up Was

the Heavier.

Her

Interference

and

Team

Play Much Belter.

THACKMAN

MAKES

FUrL STATE-

MENT.

Paterson, N. J.f October 24,—The four
•men charged with complicity in the deatt
'of Jennie
the 17-year-old
Bosschieter,
jmill operative, spent the night in sepacells
at
the
Passaic
rate
county jail. Nc
■one is allowed
to see the prisoners bui
ithelr attorneys and members of their revspective families.
Sculthorp, the hackman, was released
[from jail this forenoon°on $500 ball fur

mished by
his counsel. Bsfore he was
allowed his freedom he made a full statef-ment to Chief of Polioe liraul and Re
foorder Senior, giving the movements ol
"the four prisoners on the night that th€
igirl met her death and describing how
-they are alleged to have maltreated her
'until she died.

'JBORALMAHREAKS WAGON liECORE
October 21.—Boralrua, ch s.
Boston,
owned by Thomas W. LawsoD of Boston,
■winner of
the Transylvania stake at
[Louisville, and Senator L,, owned by
John Shepard, hitched to wagon, trotted
the

world's record time ol
an amateur driver at the
.3.12 1-2,
iGeadvllle track today, during the meetf:ag of the Gentlemen’s Driving club.
This ;beats the best amateur record ol
*3.13 1-4, made by Belle Hamlin and Jus? ina, at
Independence, la October 22,
1890, and is only a quarter of a second
slower than the time which Geers made
’with Heile Hamlin and Honest George at
-.Providence in 1892. The pair was driven
oy Mr. Shepard,
a

mile

in
for

DREYFUS CASE RECALLED.

Paris, October 24.—Col, Plcquart’s suit
for libal'agalnst Le Jour arising
from
the Dreyfus polemics, was decided in his
favor today. The court condemned the
managers of the paper, M. Pouch, to pay
a fine of 2000 francs, and that M. Poslen
and Galli, the writers
of the articles,
were
sentenced
to
six months and a
month’s imprisonment, respectively, and
all three were
sentenced to pay 30,000
francs damages.
SCHOONER’S CREW SVAED.
October 24,—A cable despatch
was
reoelved by the
Dominion
line
steamship company late this afternoon
from Queenstown, stating that the crew
of the schooner Leading Breeze, Boston
for Eastport, with a miscellaneous cargo,
which was abandoned at sea during the
heavy gale of two weeks ago, were saved
by the crew of the'Commonwealth.

Boston,

SCHREINER RESIGNS.

Cape

Town, October 24.—The Hon.
Win, P. Schreiner, the former premier of
has resigned his seat in
Cape CoIobv,
Parliament owing to the persistent opposition of the extremists of the Africanders.

gwmnmrwvtr w

Jantyne

at
right end was lamentably
The Bowdoin interference bowled

Aveak.
him over repeatedly, and nearly all of
her long inns ware made around this
end. Chase at the other end of the line
played a fierce game and prevented gains
of any length.
Behind the line, hlcCoy

A mher st
Bowdoin.Position.
1. e.
Chase
Fogg,
1. t,.
Marshall,
Cook, Otis
1. g.
Cloudman,
Otis, Varnum
c.
Howard
Bodwell,

Phipps,

r.

Burke

g.

r. t.
Morse
Dunlap,
La Ferrier,
r, e. Ballantyne, Capt
b.
Anderson
Pratt,
q,
1. h. b.
Baumann
Gregson, Capt,
r. h. b,
Hunt,
Cleveland, Blanchard, Ciymer
f. b.
Upton, Wilson,
McCoy
6
Score—Bowdoin,
11; Amherst,
Baumann.
Touchdown—Wilson, Hunt,

Goal

from

touchdowns—Marshall,

J

cheap

in

price, but

E. L. H., 11; BOWDOIN, 2D., 0,
[SPECIAL TO THE PRESS.]

Lewiston,

October 24 —In the most infootball game of the season In
Edward Little
High Sohool
of Auburn defeated the Bowdoin
college
second eleven this afternoon by a score of
11 to 0. Ldward Little scored "in the first
half on
a
place klok by Clement from
the 40-yard line In the second half the
High school scored a touondown and
Clement kicked goal. The line up:

teresting
this city,

-mivvaru

ojujixh.

xsowaom

Ohas. Bailey, 1 e,

Bigelow, It,
D. Lowell, 1 g,
Philoon, 0,

Clinton—Bailey,

E. Bearoe, r t,
Brake, re,
C, Baarce, qb,

r

g,

I

“

•
”

«

list at $27.00 and Solid Frame guns at $25.00, but
will outshoot and outlast the highest priced
double barreled guns, and they are as safe, reliable
and handy besides. Winchester Shot Guns are made

J

in

»

price only.

Take Down

°f the very best materials that can be procured, a
thoroughly modern system of manufacture permitting
them to be sold at buyable prices.
#
fi
&
FREE—Send

and address

«
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SHERMAN.

Distinguished Party Participates
Last Rites.

In

Washington,

October 24.—In the capital of the nation where his life work has
been accomplished, there gathered today
representatives of every governmental
department and the representatives ot

be Voted

to
the

over

Party

for in the

Name.

To vote

a

November 6th,

State of Maine,

Split Ticket,

X

mark

IDOO.

in the Square over the Partv Name, erase
BYRON BOYD, Secretary of State.

printed

nans

foreign governments to pay homthe memory of John Sherman.
age to
The funeral services held here were at
the Sherman house on K street.
President McKinley was recommended
who was one of the
by Secretary Hay
honorary pall bearers.
It was the most notable gathering at
any funeral held here since the burial of
Gen. Lawton last spring.
The services at the house w«m slmnio

«'

£

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO., New HAVEN, Ct.

]

,1,

1

II

REPUBLICAN

DEMOCRAT

PROHIBITION

SOCIALIST

BRYAN AND STEVENSON

WOOLLEY AND METCALF

DEBS AND HARRIMAN

For Electors of

For Electors of

For Electors of

For Electors of

PRESIDENT AND VICE-PRESIDENT

PRESIDENT AND VICE-PRESIDENT

PRESIDENT AND VICE-PRESIDENT

PRESIDENT AND VICE-PRESIDENT

mckinley and roosevelt

,,

M|W

m__-

Joseph O. Smith of Skowhegan

George E. Hughes of Bath

James Ferrigo of Portland

Louis E. Bramhail of Camden

George P. Wescott of Portland

David L. Parker of Danforth

Henry Woodward of Winthrop

Charles L. Fox of Portland

Charles F. Libby of Portland

Cornelius Horigan of Biddeford

Edward T. Burrowes of Portland

Fred E. Irish of Portland

James W. "Wakefield of Bath

J. S. P. H. Wilson of Auburn

John H. Stacey of Phippsburg

Lewis J. Hills of Warren

Edgar L. Jones of Waterville

Charles H. Clary of Hallowell

W. G. Hapgood of Skowhegan

Frederick W. Knowlton of Old Town

James D. Clifford of Island Falls

George W. Saunders of Lubeo

>

Fred Atwood of Winterport
Almon H. Fogg of Houlton
:

many

They began at 1 p m., and were conducted by Rev.Alexander AlacKay-Smith,
pastor of St. Johns' Episcopal church, assisted by Rev. E. Al. Haddock, assistant
rector.
Concealed in the rear of the hallway a
quartette of St. James’s church, accompanied by the organist, Air. H. H. Freeman,sang in the intervals of the services.
In accordance with the Episcopal usage
there was
no funeral address and after
the reading of the services and a short
the
caRket
was borne from the
prayer,
house. The hom^'battallon of the Firth
with
its
band
and
the
cavalry,
Second artillery, escorted the remains to
the depot.
The honorary
pall bearers, who were
grouped about the coliin during the
ceremony, were Secretary Gage, Justice
Harian of the Supreme court, Admiral
Dewey, Gen. Nelson A. Miles, ex-Senator
Cameron or Pennsylvania, Justice
Hagner of the District of Columbia,
Judge Banoroft Davis, Hon, J. A, Kasbod of the state department and Col. M.
M, Parker.
Among those present at the ssrvioes
were members of the President's oabinet;
Chief Justice
Fuller and the Associate
Justices of
the
Supreme court; M.
French charge d’affaires;
Thiebuat.
Count
Von
Quadt, German
charge
d’affaires; Mr. Kogoro Takihera, the
Japanese minister; the Alexican ambassador
and
Mme, Aspiroz; Minister Wu
the Chilean
Ting Fang, Mr,
Vicuna,
minister; Air. Beaino, the Venezuelan
and
members
of the Loyal Lecharge,
gion; Allnister J, N, Leger of Hati, Brig.
Gen. Haggles,
Mr. Jose Godoy of the
Ivlexloan embassy, Mr. Siien Tung of the
Chinese
Hon. Ainsworth H,
legation,
Minister Sin Teh
Spofl'ord,
Moeo
of
Korea, Mr. J. F, De Assls Brasil,
Brazil, Brig. Gen. John M. WUson, Hon.
Alvey Aden of the state department, Mrs.
C. L E. Lardy
of the Swiss legation,
Air. Gustav D. Strait of the Norwegian
the
legation,
Belgian minister, Count
the
Lychtervelde,
Spanish minister;
Duke de Arcos, and Air. Carigani of the
Italian legation,
The funeral
party left for Mansfield,
Ohio, on a special train over the Pennsylvania railroad at 3 30 o’clock. There
the interment will take place on Thursday, when President MoKinley will attend.

TO REMOTE MAINE.
Wreckp4 Battluhlp

an

Obatrnctfon to

day

the winner of the hurdle races was
Mr. Charles J. Chapman of this city.
The telegraphic report made it C. S.

Chapman and the young athlete's friends
did not recognize him as the victor until
they heard of his saccesses yesterday.
SENATOR FRYE IN NEW YORK.
New

York,

Oct. 24.—Senator William

P.

Frye of Maine, w^io has recently been
stumping the middle West, with Senator
Hanna, called at Republican
headquarters today. He will

national

remain
this city until the 6th when he will
speak at the Roosevelt massmeeting.
,n

LACK OF ENTHUSIASM.
They Dl dn’t

Warm

Vuvtgatl on.

Up For Bryan In

Delaware.

Washington, October 24.—The battleWilmington, Del., October 24.—Mr.
ship Maine Is to be removed from Havana
ryan made two speeches oF length in
harbor, as it Is considered an obstruction this city tonight, after having made IT
to navigation.
General
Wood, on the other addresses daring the day. Beginrecommendation of the harbor authorities ning at St. Michaels on the eastern Bhore
of
Havana, considers that the removai of Maryland he
spoke in succession at
of the obstruction to
navigation has be- Easton, Preston, Hurlock, Vienna, Saliscome imperative. It is
sinking deeper and bury, Berlin, all of which places are In
deeper into the mud of the harbor and Maryland and at Frankford, Georgetown,
the longer the work Is delayed the more Milford,
Harrington,
Djver, Clayton,
difficult it will be of accomplishment. Middletown, Kirkwood and Newcastle,
The audiences of the day
Today General Wood saw the secretary of in Delaware.
the navy and after
laying the matter be- were as a rule, fair-sized, and a majorifore him In detail, secured the secretary’s ty of them were thoroughly appreciative.
At a few of the stopping; places in Delaconsent for the removal of the wreok.
The work will be undertaken immediatereturn
to Havana, which will
be
within the next
week. He goes from here
to Canton tonight, to confer with the
President and
probably will sail from New York for
Havana early next week.

ly upon General Woods'

CUMBERLAND

f NORTH
EN CE,

CONFER-

ware there was

iasm

apparent

ject.

One of the most

Interesting sessions of
the conference was held
Tuesday evening,
when Prof. William MacDonald of Bowaoin, read a paper on “The Sphere of the
Church.’1 The conference closed Wednesday afternoon with a sermon by Rev.
George M. Howe of Lewiston, and the
Lord’s Supper.
The annual conference will be held at
Freeport the seoond week in June.
The
following men W9re elected as a committee of arrangements’.
Rev. Henry McBride
of North Yarmouth;
Rev. M
Harwell of Pownal, and Rev.
C.
W.
Fisher of Mechanic Falls.
Rev. P. E
Miller was elected as conference preacher
during the time between this meeting
and the annual meeting.
COLLIS P. HU N TIN GTON !S SUCCESSOR
New
York, October 23,—The Times
says:
‘‘Control of the Paclfio Mail Steamship company changes. E.tH. Harrlman,
president of tne Union Pacific railroad,
suooeeds the late
Collls P. Huntington
Mr. Harrlman
and his colleagues have
taken over
a
majority of Paclfio Mall
capital stock.
Identified with Mr. Harriman In
all this new big deal—one of
international
significance—is William
K. Vanderbilt
The
of the Pacific Mall
acquisition
Steamship makes possible the immediate accomplishment of Mr. Vanderbilt’s
cherished plan of a
continuing transportation
system, virtually under one
management, from the Atlantic through
to
the Pacific coast and thenoe direct
to the far east.
Chicago and Northwestern, with natural auxiliaries already poswill
now
sessed,
connect with
Pacific
Mall
steamships continuous transportation service to China and Japan. Pnilipplne trade Is also of course to be incidentally commanded.
“Under
Mr.
Harrlman control, the
Pacific Mail Steamship company affairs
will be revolutionized, More
steamships,
not one or two, but
many, will be forthwith added to the
oompany’s service.
Most of
them will be for the Asiatic
trade.
The Evening Post today says:
“No credit was given in the best informed circles today to the report
published
prominently this morning, that
control of the Pacific Mail
company had
passed fiom the Huntington and Southern Paclfio
Interests to Chairman E, H.
Harrlman of the Union Paclfio who, It

trans-continental
railroads are fighting
secure control
of the Paoiflo Mall
steamshihp company and that the contest
is going on in open market.To this
end,
it Is said that the Southern Pacific has
been a heavy buyer of Pacific Mail stock
in an endeavor to retain its
recently,
hold on the
property which it had exerted through Mr.
Huntington.
Last evening the police made seizures
at
Brownrlg’s
place, 45 Commercial
and at Cain's place, 518 Fore
street,
■treet.
‘BR.O_1lO>

*

Trying

not the

same as

“BROMIDE”

Laxative Bromo-Quinlne Tablets,

tne old standard
remedy widen cures a cold
m "ne cl »jr, be sure that it is labeled
Bromo
md not Bromide. At all
25c.

druggists.

It;,

by uppersons, of
eolored people.

thousand

whom nine-tenths were
The

political parties are drawing the
color line very closely and this is causing
bitter feeling between the races. The
whites predict that the convention will
last a year, alleging that most of the
delegates will prefer $300 a month to the
establishment of a Cuban Republic.
Loudon,

October

war

v
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Always Bought
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similating the Food andRegulating the Stomachs and Dowels of

Promotes Digestion,CheerfulandRest.Contains neither
Opium,Morphine norhlineral.
I^OT ^NAIIC OTIC.

i

Jkeepe of Old. JOrSAMUELPITCHER
Pump/an Seed'
\
Mx.Senna

24. —Lord
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BiCarbona/eSoda*

I

}%ntf'See<LClanAed Sugar
MFntery/ven flavor.

/

Aperfect Remedy for Constipa-

;

Tion, Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea

Worms .Convulsions .Feverishness and LOSS OF SLEEP.
Facsimile Signature

ORDERED AMERICAN GOODS.
has sent the

.•

AVfcgetable Preparationfor As-

ness

escorted to the wharf

were

wards of twelve

-j

i,

It is estimated that

of

I Thirty Years

Roberts

following despatch

NEW YORK.

the

to

office:

Pretoria, (Sunday), October 21.—Referring to your telegram of October 9,
no orders have been placed by Col.
Girouard in America.

I believe

We ru-

ber, Beit & Co., acting for various min
ing firms, have, owing to the inability of
English bouses to complete orders on
time, placed a portion of their orders in

EXACT COPY OF WRAPPER.
THE CSNTAUR COMPANY. NEW YORK CITY.

mmmm■

America.”
NO DESIRE TO BE SOLD.

SONS OF TEMPERANCE.

Thomas, D. W. I., Oot. 24.—Intense
adverse feeling has been excited here by

LOSSES

SL

the renewal of the report that Denmark
intends to sell the Danish Antilles to the

United States.

A meeting of the colonial council has been convoked at St.
Croix for the purpose of making a formal protest.
The newspapers discuss

declaring

in bold

to be sold”

typo

the

question

“we do not

wish

There is no

desire, much
the population to

less enthusiasm among
belong to the United States.

_

to

The Kind You Have

DRAWING COLOR LINE.

tion this afternoon.

conference was held in Brunswick Tuesday ana Wednesday with the Congregational church of that place. The- meetlngs
were not
as largely attended as the annual meeting but were
exceedingly interThe committee in charge conesting
sisted or Rev. E. B. Mason, Rev. G. H.
Woodward, Rev. A. C. Fur bush.
Tuesday forenoon was devoted to business,
Rev. George H. Howe of Lewiston
was elected
moderator, Rev. H. H. Noyes
of New Gloucester,
scribe; and Rev.
William H. McBride of North Yarmouth,
treasurer.
Tuesday afternoon and Wednesday forenoon were devoted to the reading of papers, After each paper was read
a general
discussion ensued on the sub-

For Infants and Children.

lack of enthus-

Santiago, de Cuba, October 24.—Tlie
departure of the provincial delegate to
participate in the proceedings of the
forthcoming constitutional couvention at
Havana, caused an immense demonstra-

October 24.—The semiBrunswick,
annual meeting of the Cumberland North they

was
SUCCESSFUL PORTLAND ATHLETE with asserted, was acting In conjunction
Vanderbilt Interests.”
The Mali and Express
In the Pkiliips-Andover games Tuessays that four

|
•

on a

A

SEC’Y.

®

postal card for 164page illustrated catalogue.

name

Cross X in the Square

expected
evening, remaining

1 e, Blanchard, (Lowell)
q b, Dana
1
h
r h b, Spence
Alaloon,
b,
Hall, r h b,
lhb, Webber
f b,
f b, Palmer
Cleant,
Score, Edward Little, 11. Touchdown,
Clement. Goal from touchdown, Clement, Goal from held, Clement. Referee,
first half, l)aly of Bates;
second half,
Kelley of Bowdoin, Umpire, first half,
COURAGEOUS RESCUE OF BOY.
Kelley; second half, Daicy. Linesmen,
Stone, Bates; White, Bowdoin, Time,
Watervllle, October 24.—Eddie Cassafirst half, 15 minutes and 10 seconds.
vant, 9 years old, while at play In a boat
Bates has just arranged to play a game that was moored to the shore, fell over
with Boston College in this city, Satur- the stern end into the water.
The
boat bad
day.
been pushed out the
length of the painter and so when the
ANDOVER DEFEATS YALE FRESH- boy went into the water ha was same 30
feet from the shore. In his struggles the
MEN.
lai had worked out into the stream some
Andover, Mass., October 24.—Phillips- distance when help arrived In the person
Andover
defeated tbe Yale Freshmen of Ednador
Lejeunesse, a young man of
eleven
this afternoon, 5 to 0. In the 25.
Lejeunesse removed his clothing rapearly part of the first half, after an ex- idly and went Into the water
after the
change of punts, Andover got the ball on boy.
The latter
had
sunk for the
downs on Yale’s 20 yard line and by clev- third time
as the rescurer reached
just
er
line bucking, forced the ball to the him
but Lejeunesse went down
after
three yard line from which point Stodthe
and succeded in bringing him to
dard broke through the opposing line lor the boy
had
the
top,
Hardly
struggle for
a touchdown.
the shore
when Lejeunesse was
Thereafter Andover played a kicking taken with began
the cramp3 and went down
game with
success, keeping Yale well A number of men had gathered at this
The college men time
away from the goal.
and
the boat had been brought
made" many excellent gains, but were Into
servloe. When Lejeunesse came up
unable
to
get the ball beyond the 20 to the top he still
clung to the boy and
yard line.
was witbln an arm’s length
of the man
In the boat.
The pair were taken ashore
SHOT BY SENTINEL.
and after the application of strong restoratives both man and boy were out of
New York, Oct. 24.— John
Sollenson, danger.
a young Swede was shot and killed last
night by one of the sentinels on guard
duty at Fort Hancock. The Swede was TWENTIETH CENTURY OFFERING
walking along the beach near the fort
COMPLETE.
and mistaken for a private who had esOctober 24—The Woman’s
Chicago,
caped from the fort. He was challenged home
missionary society of the Methodist
by the sentinel a second time, but rechurch, has raised its “twentieth Cenfused to halt and was shot down,
tury thank offering” of $20,000. New
pledges amounting to over $100,000, were
reported last night at the session or the
South Park church.
The corresponding secretary, Mrs Delia Lathrop Williams of Delaware, Ohio, announced that
previously $100,000 had been raised, mak
ing an aggregate of $200,000, the full apportionment of tb8 society.

Eguns
»
•

Becona,

re, Corliss
r t, Soule
r g, Shaw
o, Webster
1 g. Barker
It, Marshall

they

»

Mo-

Coy. Keferee, Locke, Brown university.
Umpire, C. O. Swain of Harvard. Linesmen, Patrlok of Amherst, Swett of Bowdoin. Time, 20 minute halves.

REPEATING SHOT GUNS

are

Friday

FUNERAL

October 24.—Bowdoin
took revenge on Amherst for
her last
year's defeat by reversing the score 11 to
6 in a hard fought game on Pratt Field
th:s afternoon. Bowdoin outweighed Amherst In the line and her interference and
tsarn play ws better developed.
Her defences, too, was Arm, and her opponents
bad trouble in making
distunes except
during the iirst few and the last few
moments of play.
Amherst’s team work
showed. lmDrovement hnt the lino still
feels the loss of Park at guard and Bal-

fX^INCHESTER

5

arrive

2-45 p. in., he will be escorted
by he
Democratic clubs ot Connecticut
ia a
train
lo
which his private car will
special
be attached.
Josiah Quincy of Boston will be one of
the speakers at the
night meetings.
To an invitation lo be present at this
demonstration,
Admiral Schley has
cabled from Kio;
“W. R, Hearst:—I
appreciate and
gratefully thank the National Assoeiati in of Democratic clubs for
the great
honor and confidence, but I must adhere
steadfastly to my fixed resolve to permit
no use of my name
politically. The sense
of duty well done for
my country fills
the measure of my ambition.
‘‘W. S. Schley."
(Signed)

Amherst, Mass

py st le. The score and line up:

aged, The Hawthorne anchored in Vine
yard Sound and after clearing away thf
wreckage, came here The Hector’s in
juries were not ascertained. She pro
oeeded,
The
anchor lost in
this harbor by
schooner E, Merriam (Br), during th< 1
on
the
•northerly gale
night of the 16th
finst, has been recovered,

a

night at the Hoffman Honse and goto New Haven,
Conn., Saturday
morning, where he will address the Yale
students
On th« return trip to New
York which city
he expects to reach at

--

In Phillips' place played well,
getting oE
meetings are to be conducted on the lvce his
punts for good distances. For Bowplan with literary, musical and socia ;
doin, Hunt was the stir ground gainer,
features.
but Greg sou,
Wilson, Cloudman and
BATH SCHOONER RUN INTO.
Phipps, were almost always sure of their
Vineyard Haven, Mass October 24.- distance.
Schooner Joseph W. Hawthrone of Bath
Pratt ran his team in first class, snapfrom Brucswlok for

Newburyport,

List of Candidates Nominated
To vote a Straight Ticket, mark
in list under X and fill in new name.

over

a

um

arrived here this evening,

Democratic

ing

11 Bowdoin

Alliance”

STATE OF MAINE.

National Association of Democratic clubs.
The Democratic candidate is
to

replies i

HERE’S ANOTHER ONE.

Organized

In

New York, October 24.—The
programme
for the visit of William J. Bryan to this
city this week was announced tonight by
the committee of arrangements of the

Year Ago.

will not
rais;
difficulties
If Earl Li s credentials wil
suffice for the United Statrs, they wil
for Germany.
Futhermore, all thi
legations must jointlv agree upon thi
precise working of the demands to tx
addressed to the Chinese as preliminary
to actual peace negotiations
*
"These demands will be framed in ac
cc-rdanee with the German and firs
French circular note. It is another qnes
tion whether Eaxl Li will have power ti >
enforce
thesa conditions, in case the;
are agreed to.
All the powers earnestl;
desire to show all possible advances mak
ing toward the conclusion of peace.’’
Official coniinnaticm has been receive: i
of the news already forwarded by
private
despatches regarding the unsarisfactorj
condition of health cf the German force:
in Peain.
l)ys?ntery and typhoid feve:
have appeared epidemically and each da;
brings several deaths

"Maine

at

--

refused to exhibit
them.
When
Dr
Mamrn Von
t-chwart -enstein was ii
Shanghai, he requested Earl Li to shov

evasively.
"However, Germany

Amherst

Foot Ball 11 to 6.

powers

high official of the German foreign offio \
made the following statement today:
“Before Li
Hang Chang can be accepted as a negotiator by the powers his
credentials must, of course, be examined
So far, Earl Li on various occasions ha 5

them.

Part

Meeting.

Berlin, October 24.—Dismissing the
relations be twee
present stage of the
the Chinese government and the

"

WORK SCHLEY.

TO BRING TROOPS HOME.

Grand

Body Votes

to

Help

WOOLLEY IN MASSACHUSETTS.
October 24.—With a welcome
which was hearty if it was not unroariously demonstrative, John G. Woolley,
the Presidential candidate of the Prohibition
made speeches In many
party,
places in Eastern Massachusetts "today
concluding nis day’s work at a rally
held in
Berkeley Temple, in this city.
In
each of his several speeches he laid
stress upon the subserviency of the Christian voter to the rum power.

Boston,

SOUTH BERWICK CASE

REVIVED.

Biddeford, October 24.—The predictions
made
by one who is in a position to
know, that an arrest will be made very
soon

in the South

The
eral

same

Berwick murder case
has been made sevtimes
before but this time there
seems to be the best of authority for it.

prediction

ERUNaI

I CURES CATARRH

£

( OF STOMACH.BOWELS.KIDNEYS I
AND FEMALE ORGANS,
j
f

MAINE

REGI-

MENTS.

Sheriff

Pearson.
First

[SPECIAL TO

THE

Heavy Artillery, According to
Figures Had More Men Killed Than

PRESS.]

Any Other Command.
Watervllle, October 24 —The semi-annual session of the Grand Division of the
Sons of Temperance opened
in Ticonic
Many disputes have arisen between
Division hall at noon with the following I Maine veterans of the Civil
War, as to
grand officers present: G. W. PM E. P. which regiment lost the largest number
Faunce, Oxford; G. W. A., H.F. Ne- of men. The State of Maine sent to the
Portland; G. W. S., Annie L. lie}cl as many soldiers as any state in
smith,
Hayes, Cnelsea; G. W. C., J. L. Loveitt, the Union, according to population, and
Portland; G. W, Cv S. P. Cunningham, each regiment performed every duty It
Watervllle; G. Sent., P. H. Smith, Cum- was called upon to do. Some of the regiberland Mills.
ments were engaged in more battles than
The following committees for the sea- others

Washington, Oct. 24.—It is said at the
war department that no plans have yet
son were appointed:
been made for bringing home the volunOn
reports, H. F. Nesmith, J. L.
teer troops in tlie Philippines, prepara- Loveitt, Mrs. H. O. Kay; on
llnance,
H. O. Kay, S. P. Cunningham, Mrs, T
tory to their discharge June 30th next, E Kansted.
in accordance with law, but that it is
The following members
of Ticonic
were admitted to the Grand Diprobable the homeward movement will division
vision of the state: Emily E Kay, L. O.
begin on the 15th proximo and be con- Dow and Ed. C. Talus.
tinued until all the volunteers have been
landed in the United States. There are
nearly 33,500 of these troops and their
transportation across the Pacific will be
an immense undertaking.

IN

The First Maine regiment was mustared'ln as a three months’ regiment and
upon arrival in Washington went into
camp on Meridian Hill. In that camp
the men served their whole time of enlistThe regiment did guard duty and
ment,
all other duites assigned It, but did not
engage in any battle, or even see the enemy during their service. On their return
to Maine most of them re-enlisted In other regiments, a very large majority going
out the second time, in the 10th Maine,
most excellent sero regiment that did
vice. The First Maine cavalry was engaged in more battles and skirmishes
than any other single body In the service.
The seven regiments from Maine losing
the largest number'd men, not including
missing, were as follows:
First Heavy Artillery (18th,)
515
First Cavalry,
16th Maine,
9th Maine,
SIS
19th Maine,
8th Maine,
Uth Maine,

The credential committee reported representatives present from 40 per cent of
the division of the .state.
The Worthy Patriarch submitted an Interesting report on the state of the order
in Maine which was adopted. The Grand
Scribe reported the membership of subordinate divisions slightly increased since
the last session at Oxford.
The Grand
Treasurer’s report showed a
balance of
$54.15 in his hands.
The
evening session was devoted to
various discussions leading towards the
advancement of the order In Maine during the next six months.
Kesolutlons were adopted pledging the
support of the Grand Division to the
Key. a. F. Pearson, a member of Portland division, in the discharge of his duties
In the office of sheriff of CumberTotal,
land county and to all other public officers In enforcing the laws of the state.
VAN WYCK TO REPLY.
The
reports of the divisions represented were satisfactory and they encour24 —Richard
New’
York, October
aged the others to return and work still Croker conferred tonight with several
harder for their several divisions during Tammany leaders
at the Democratic
] club. Alter
the coming winter months.
much telephoning and burSeveral resolutions were reported from rying of messengers for Mayor Van Wyes
|
the committee adopted after careful con- that official reached the club and hurries
sideration.
It was learned that *1®
up stairs.
Mayor's answer to the ice trust charges
was the matter
under consideration
MoL AUGHD1N ACQUITTED."]
after the conference it was reported that
October
24.—After two Mayor Van Wyck had decided to give bw
Providence,
hours’ deliberation, a jury brought In a answer to the public on Friday.
verdict of “not guilty” In the case of the
state against
Charles T. MoL&ughlin,
T O CURE A COLD IN ONE DAT
murder of John N.
charged with the
Drape at the state hospital for the insane, j Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets.
where
was a keeper and dr (legists refund the
McLaughlin
money if itfaiU-to™7*
I
Drape an Inmate.
^ W. Grove’s signature Is on eaott box.
--——
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MOUNTFORT—CROCKER,
One of the prettiest weddings
whioh
baa occurred In Portland for a long time
and one whioh was largely attended,took

State’s Case Rests Prac-

KILLS

tically

on

plaoe last evening at No, 43 St. Lawrence street,
the home of the bride und
Miss May Estelle Mountfort,
groom.
the bride, 1b a daughter of Mr.
Charles

Them.^

F, Mountfort,
while
the groom, Mr.
ilai’ry Clayton Crocker Is the day foreman
of the PRESS composing room

THE
Evidence

GERMS

Showing' Bailey

Was Committed

on

Murder

These

young people have a great many
friends In the olty und the attendance at
the wedding and ut the reoeptlon which

Place.

followed was unusually large. The house
was
uniquely decorated for the happy
event with autumn foliage, evergreen,
out flowers and palms,
The
officiating

COUGHSand COLDS
Unknown to those who
breathe it daily.

CATARRH, BRONCHITIS Last Person to See VicASTHMA,
tim Alive.

clergyman was Rev A. H, Wright of
the St, Lawrence Congregational church.
The bride wore a
ndsome gown of
white oorded silk with peai'l embroidered
ohlffon and carried
chrysanthemums.
The maid of honor, Miss Ethel L. Thorndike of Chelsea, Mass
wore white silk

Cannot exist whore It la
used regularly.
There is no other treatment for Consumption
indorsed by the U. 3. Health Reports. No other
advertised treatment used by regular practicing

physician*.
Your

money

refunded if it fails to

Bailsy’s

cure res-

pirator}- diseases of auy kind.
Send'for five days’ treatment and medical

Brother

Will

organdie with pink
and
trimmings
oarrled a bouquet of daybreak
pinks,
The groom was attended by Mr. Charles

Not Be

Administrator.

advice free.

Sold by all druggists or sent by mail. Outfit
Complete, $1.00. Trial Outfit 25c.
THE R. T. BOOTH CO.. Ithaca, N. Y.

UNDERTAKERS
Solicitation

of
to

Leon (iill of Portland.
When the bridal
party entered the parlor they were preceded by Master Charles W. T, Coding,
Jr., who bore a silver salver on whioh
was the nuptial ring.
Mr. Wright performed the ceremony In his usual
Im-

Lynn, Mass,, Ootober 24.—The Lynn
police today received a letter that may
be of Impo rtanoe.
It came from Thomp
pressive
souvllle, Conn., from Mrs. G. Irene Best, win P.

ORGANIZE.

Patronage

Maie

a

Bar

who says she has reason to believe th M
the prisoner, John C. Best, held pending
suspicion of having murdered George

Memberalilp.

Lewis

Duddy

of

secretary.
The aim of the
association will be In
the Interest of higher efliclcnoy of those
engaged In the profession, and annual

Jordan

The display of presents

was

unusually

attraotlve and beautiful, The employee
of the
PRESS office
sent the happy
couple a handsome couch and pillow as a
testimonial
of the esteem In which Mr.
Crocker Is held by his associates. Besides
this there was a wealth of silver and out

she has not heard from
him before until she saw his name In the
Bhe
papers In connection with the case,
writes that Bhe has valuable Information

Bprlnglield,

Portland,

Morton,

city. S

Augusta, October 24.—The undertakers E. Bailey of Break heart Hill farm, North
Bhe sends a
Baugus, is her husband.
of Maine to the number of half a hunwhich tallies with that of
house here today description
dred met at the state
Undertakers’ Best, and writes that they were married
and organized the Maine
December 8, 1889,
at Troy, N. Y., and
association for mutual benefit,
b. S. Plummer of Auburn’ was chosen that March 19, 1895, he left her to go to
-chdlrman and K. J.

The ushers were EdEdmund B. Callan,
and ltoy Dow all of this

manner.

and

“

Et does the work my muscle used to do.”

•
#

With Gold Dust you can do the
about the house in half the

cleaning
time, at

jJ

half the cost and with half the effort as
with soap or any other cleanser. For

glass, many of the tokens of affection being very elaborate and costly.

greatest

BAKER-LORD.

marriage of Miss Emellne btearns
him and the polloe
will
concerning
Baker and Mr. Frank A. Lord, of Lord
have her seen and secure a statement.
will
be
held
at
which
discusmeetings
This morning searching at the Break- Bros. & Co., took place at the home of
sions looking to this end will be Indulged
m.
aim
iarm
nearc
was resumea.
Jjate the bride 6 Pine street Wednesday afj
All persons engaged In the business of
evening State Officer Neal had ternoon, Kev. A. H Wright performing
Tuesday
and
are
undertaking
embalming
eligible a heart to heart talk with Miss Susan the
On account of the serious
ceremony.
An
to membership in the association.
and impressed upon her the illness
i Li. Young,
;of the bride’s bother the marriage
admission fee of $2 must be paid to gain
of full and oomplete answers
importance
membership in and each member with to ail
was very quiet, only a few relatives be-!
questions concerning her relations
the exception of oharter members, shall
! with both Best and the dead Bailey. She lug present.
be required to pay dues annually of |2.
declared that she had never encouraged
The oouple left on the afternoon train
Charter in* mbirsare exempt from annual |
attentions from Best and had never
i
for a trip through New England.
dues. The oilicers of the association shall any
and
affectionate
with
I
appeared
him,
lie a president, Vloe president, secretary,
I mat she had never sat on his knee as
COBB-POLLOCK.
treasurer an executive committee of six
Winfield Howe declared he saw
members and a legislative committee ol young
A very pretty wedding occurred last
her doing one time when he went to the
j
five members.
farm bouse, while Bailey was at work evening at the Residence of Mr. and Mrs.
At the morning meeting it was voted
in the fields.
A. K. P. Leighton, 6C6 Washington avethat all members found guilty of solicit
More fires, or
rather traces of fires,
East Ueerlog, when their grandlng patronage In any manner shall b( were the
sole development of the inves- nue,
expelled from membership.
at the farm house this afternoon. daughtsr, Miss Clara L.Cobb was united
tigation
At noon an adjournment was taken
who helped
William Perkins,
Bimon in marriage to Mr. George F. Pollock,
until 2 o'clock when
the
election of
O’Brien take the intoxloated Best home son of
Mr. F. A. Pollock of Woodfords.
officers was held and the work of organon Tuesday afternoon,October 9, has told
ization completed.
the police
that he saw the blackened The cer3mony was performed at 8 30
At the a'tcrnoon session the following
spot where a lire had but a short time o’clock In the presence of the relatives and
oilicers were elected:
That fire was beside a tew of the intimate friends of the conbefore died out.
President—J. F. Jefferds, Livermore the walk
leading to the barn near an
TownsFalls.
iron kettle. Nothing was found In pok- tracting parties, by Kev. H. E.
Vice
President—C. K. Foster, Ells
cinders.
ing over the
Nothing was end, pastor of the Woodfords Universallst
worth.
found In the^clnders left from a fire seen church.
The bridal oouple entered the
Secretary—KioharJ J. Buddy, Portland by Byron Hone, behind the barn on Octo the strains of Mendeisohnn’s
Treasurer—Frank B. Wood, Ilal.owell.
tober 17, and nothing was found where parlor
Executive
Ki oh, a fire had been In the underbrush about wedding march t^fered by Miss Florence
Committee—H. W.
Portland: JA. H. Kennlston, Booth bay a hundred yards from the.barn near 1 Knight.
The ceremony was performed,
ilarbor; B 8. Plummer, Auburn.
where a stump was found early in the the
service being used,
the bridal
ring
Legislative Committee—A. F. Bangs, search for evidence,
bore the
whioh
in the
bay window
Bangor; U. A. Teague, Lewiston; Frank marks of an axe head. Today State couple standing
Bedlngton, Watervllle; (i. U. Downing, Officer Proctor took me bulletB extract- which was handsomely banked with flr
Dover; H W. Plummer, Augusta.
ed from Bailey's body,the unused ballets ard evergreen. The house was
tastily
in the house and the Winchester rifle to
decorated with
chrysanthemums and
DEATH OF CHARLES Dli UMMEY. New Havens, Conn, where the gun was
The bride was gowned in a
! made, to get expert testimony on bullets, evergreen.
Ootober
24.—Charles H. 1 their
Ellsworth,
blue
ladles’
action, and the carrying power of travelling dress of dark
Han*of
Drummey, county attorney-elect
the weapon.
and carried a
of bride
cloth,
bouquet
cock county, died just before noon today
The
final search at the Breakheart
roses.
After the marriage creremony an
after a brief illness with typhoid fever, Hill farm,
was made this afternoon by
aged 35 years.
was
tendered the
State Officers Neal and Hammond, but informal reception
lie was elected county attorney of Hanpositively nothing new was ascertained young oouple.
cock county last month and would have
that they learned that previous
except
Mr. and Mrs,
Pollock are to enjoy a
taken office January 11.
to September U7th, the date on which BaMr. Drummey studied law with the late sie
brief trip to Massachusetts, and on their
had
went
Best
no
away.
Young
key
of
Ellsworth, to the back kitchen, Bailey always keep- return are to reside at 6lJ6 Washington
Judge Ueorge P. Dutton
and was admitted to the bar
18 *0.
In
him. Since October 8, the
ing it witn
Mr. Pollock Is a
avenue, East Leering.
The same year he was admitted to the law date on whioh
Bailey disappeared, Best clerk In the
trm of Bale & Hamlin, of which State has had a
Deerlng
Grocery
company’s
On
a
of
key.
Friday
report
Senator Hale is the senior member. Two the
analysis of the supposed blood spots store at Woodfords, of which his father
he
withdrew
from
the
Arm.
years ago
found on different pieces of clothing at 1b the proprietor.
Mr. and Mrs. Pollook
Mr. Drummey was a Republican and the
farm, will be made by Pror. Wood were well remembered with presents
by
bad taken an active Interest In the affairs of Harvard and the case
rests
practically
relatives and friends.
pf his party In this section since attainupon the result of his findings. If he
his
been
chairman
ing
majority, having
decides that the spots are not of human
CONAN T—CKOSBY.
of the city committee for 11 years and
blood, the officers realize that they have
Congressional district committeeman for a hard proposition to face, while on the
^SPECIAL TO THE PRESS, j
For several terms he served other hand,
6lx years.
If they are declared to be
as city treasurer, and two year ago was
Auourn, uocooor zi,— a large garnerblood, their evidenoe against Bast will
sent as a representative to the legislature
street
ing at the High
Congregational
Where he serve 1 as secretary on the joint
church
witnessed the nuptials of Miss
Charles
of
E.
Providence,
v
Hailey, Jr.,
committee on railroads. He was recently a brother of the murdered
man, was to Maude Juliet Crosby, niece of the Hon.
elected a member ol the Republican state have been
M. Carter, and Charles Leonard
appointed administrator of his Ssth
committee.
brother’s estate and had got the personal Conant, both of this city thlB evening.
The
to
be
Wisoasall
to
effeota
ceremony was performed by the Rev.
ready
shipped
HOULTON
PASTOR
CALLED TO set and turned over to Susie
Young. Carl fc>, Patton, the pastor of the churoh.
The officers, however, concluded that his The maid of honor was Miss Edith Lee,
Washington.
bridesmaids Miss Helen
aot was a little premature, Inasmuch as of this olty and
October
24.—Rev.
Father
Houlton,
Hailey left a bona fide widow In Bath, Armrstong,^Miss Jane Hunt of Lewiston,
William Lonergan, who for the past
15 with two
who
was
enchildren,
legally
Miss Gertrude
May of Auburn, Miss
years has been pastor
of St
Mary’s titled to his property, and that she and Catherine
of Newtonville, Mass
Homan Catholic church here, this week not Husle Young, should be the person and Mies Hooper
Amy
Mayo of Brookline,
will sever his connection with the diocese to benefit
by any property her husband Mass. Harry E. Jordan of Auourn was
of Maiue having been called to
have
had
been
left.
WashingConsequently steps
the best man and the ushers were Edward
ton. D. C the Generals of the Order or taken to prevent the property being sent L. Armstrong of Lewiston, Willis Atto Wlscasset, Mr. Charles E. Bailey
will wood,
Franciscans, of which he Is a member.
Harry Conant. Charles Carter,
I The transfer was made at the request not be appointed
administrator, and Harold
and George Wing of
Goddard
of Father Lonergan, his sister, who has meantime the new tenant of Hreakheart
Boutelle of
Mias Catherine
Auburn.
lived with him for many years,
is
a
Mr.
Cole
of
Bill
Wakefield,
being
farm,
Watervllle, was the flower girl. Alter the
obliged to seek a warmer ollmate owing unable to take possession of the; place.
the
a
there
was
ceremony
reception at
to Ill-health.
State Officer Neal made a discovery to- home of the Hon, Seth M. Carter.
Mr.
Hev. Father MoCarthy, for more than nignt which he believes to be of speolal and Mrs. Conant left on the
night train
20 years pastor of St. Joseph’s ohurch In
return
On their
Importance. Early this evening he went for a wedding tour
Garulner, will lake up Father Lonergan’s to the Pleasant Bill neighborhood and they will reside at
Wakefleld street,
Work In this place.
had a talk with Charles Deery, to whom Lewiston.
Hailey delivered milk dally. By the conMAINE PENSIONS.
versation, Officer Neal Is confident that
BOSWORTH
CORPS OF
Deery was the last man to see Daily alive, RELIEF
October
24.—The follow- October 8th, with
Washington,
the exception of the
POST.
ing Maine pension changes resulting person or persons who oaused his death.
from
the
The relief corps of Bosworth Post held
Issue of October 8 are anAfter
supper on that evening Bailey
nounced :
drive to the house of an entertainment at the “hall on Free
took his usual
Mr. Deery with the milk, and after re- street last evening. There was singing by
SUPPLEMENTAL.
maining In the stable for nearly half an Miss Weloh and Mr.
Wiliam Nickerson
Lewis Macord, National Homo,
Togus, hour, he returned home, which would
f3<
make him absent from his farm about and reoltatlons by Edward J. Qalnn.
Mr.
an hour, If he went directly home.
OHIO INAL, WinOWS, ETO.
Deery recalled that on that night,Bailey
POOL TOURNAMENT.
Speolal accrued,
October 10, Annie wore an overcoat over his shooting jacket
Fulre, Uuoksport, $8; Sarah S. PUls- beoause It was raining quite hard. He
In the pool tournament at the Pa lace
Is positive that he wore the overcoat as
bury, Lewiston, $3.
Billiard hall last evening Roberts and
they talked together for quite awhile.
made a score of 100 points,
The coat that Bailey wore that night has Mortenseu
The regular monthly
of
the
meeting
been
found in his room at the Break- beating Smith and Webster who made 49.
lommlttee on lire department was held
heart Hlll^farm. It was behind the door
last evening at the office of Cnlef
he usually
No blood
Engl- where
kept It.
leer Eldredge. The
only business was stains have been found upon the garOffioer
ment
and
Neal
reaches
the con■he approval of
monthly bills.
clusion with great certainty that Bailey
was killed about the place.
Advancing
There is no health possible withou
the supposition that Bailey put up his
horse after returning home, he then went
pure blood, and with pure blood no hisinto the house and hung up the coat in
is possible. Purify and enrich this
Its usual place. Neal believes the killing easo
was subsequent to the routine work of life-current, and good health will result.
Hailey during the evening.
Hostetter’s Stomach Bitteis Is the best
medicine in the world to do this. It cures
HOOD GUIDE TO HAVE.

»

economy use the

«*
»*
•

large package.

»

The

“Housework is hard work without Gold Dust.”

;j

Omega Oil

J

PURE

North Anson, October 24 —Hon. S. A.
waa
Bickford of
East Orange, N. J
brought to this village late last night
a
fractured
right leg
sulfering from
Mr. Bickand a badly sprained wrist.
ford was hunting in the violnlty of the

Chaln-of-Ponds

when he
reoeived

fell
the

over

a

Injuries
preolpice and
He wag accompanied by Guide
named.
Green of Eustls, who carried him
Joe
16 miles on his back outfof the woods. _

and

Induces

Sleep.

Tired Feet
People

walk too much and rest too

They stand

up more than they
The feet don’t get anything
sit down.
but abuse in these busy days of modern

little.

That’s why they itch, swell,
times.
You
burn, ache and become tender.
have got to do something for your feet,
If
or they’ll keep right on hurting you.

solid, healthy pair of feet to
carry you around, rub them good atfd
hard and often with Omega Oil. Every
night and morning do this after taking a
Rub upwards in the direction
hot bath.
of the heart. If you rub down, you interfere with the circulation of thie blood,
711
and that is a bad thing.
you want a

Stomach
Hitters

CRESSEY,
oc20sat,tu,th

Sole

Representatives,

-----

ALLEN

JONES &
Baxter

Block, Portland.
-—

—

——*

MERRY’S
!

O-TFJE^FP
A

NOT

WRINKLE

the Overcoats we make, which means the fit
perfect. Let us take your measure for a new
WINTER ^OVERCOAT.
We have all the new colorings In fabrics and
we can turn out an elegant garment, correct in
style, exqulslto In lit and perfect In taste. If
you want a
BUSINESS SUIT,
we have Just received a new Invoice of those
stylish striped Worsteds, also a complete lino
of choice Scotch Tweeds. We have a larger assortment of Fancy Vestings than any other
house in Portland.
Up to date Trouserings
In
is

a

speoialty.

REUBEN K.

DYER,

IVToroliant Tailor,
ST., near foot of Exchange
oct20-dtf

375 FORE

St.

ClosingOutSale
BUSINESS.
GOING OUT OF

Everything in the

EVERY WOMAN'
Sometimes

monthly

needs

a

reliable

regulating medicine.
DR. PEAL'S

store to

be sold at

a

Cnrcat Sacrifice.
This sale to continue for 6

days,

com-

mencing, IHonday, Oct. 22.

BARGAINS IN EVERY DEPARTMENT.
I

SPECIAL

BLOOD.

Indigestion, constipation, dyspepsia,
biliousness. Inactive liver, weak kidkeys, and prevents malaria, fever aud
See that our privatereveuuej
ague.
stamp covers the neck of the bottle.
Hostetler's
Improves the

Appetite

I

NOTICE—We

will sell

om

stock, fixtures and lease of store to
good responsible party at a low price.

entire

a

PENNYROYAL piLLS,

A re prompt, safe and certain in result. The genuine (Dr, Peal’s) never disappoint. 81.00 per box.
For ealo by C.
Maine.

H. GUPPY & CO., Portland,
tu.th&sa

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN.
Notice Is hereby given that Portland Bridge
will be closed about three weeks for repairs,
commencing Oct. 15th, l»oo.
H. SEAVEY.
) Cum.
Co.
ARDINElt WALKER,
CHAS. E. WIG GIN,
) Corns.
1900.
oc.io-tf
Portland, Oct. 9,

S.

MERRY, the Hatter,
237-239 Middle St., Portland, Me,

■'

....

PEESS.

TUT!
THURSDAY,

OCTOBER

23. 1900.

TSUft
I

AILY PEESS—
By the year. $6 Is ad ranee or $7 at the end of

ihe year.
By ihe

month. 60 cents.

DAILY PEESS is delivered at these rates
ol
every morning to subscribers in all parts
Portland, and iu Westbrook and South PortThe

land.

MAINE STATE PEESS (WeetUvv—
By the year, $1 in advance, or $1.26 at the
end of the year.
For six months, 60
26 cents

cents; for three months,

Subscribers whose patters are not delivered
promptly are requested to notify the office of
the DAILY PEESS. No. i»7 Exchange street

for that purpose.
A postponement of
the question pending before the City
Council until afier this bearing may be
advisable.
The Boston Herald, which onoe characterized Mr. Bryan as “open, frank and
courageous,” now admits that he has
“badly deteriorated,” The Herald's diagnosis of deterioration Is not, we think,
The trouble with
altogether correct.
Mr. Bryan is that he never possessed both
frankness and courage. It Is true that
he has

appeared to, and actually
has,
out with frankness at times, but
if one will
examine the circumstances
under which he thus spoke it will be
found that they were of such a character
as
not to call for
the possession of
much
It Is easy
courage.
enough

Epoken

to

frank
when
frankness
apto be the politic thing,
but it

be

pears

MISCELLANEOUS.

Presidential Election, Tiias., Nov. 6.
REIT BLICAN N0311 NATION S.

For

President,

William

McKinley
Of Ohio.

WHAT IS OVARITIS?
A dull, throbbing pain, accompanied

by

of tenderness and heat low
down in the side, with an occasional
a

sense

For Vice

President,

Theodore

Roosevelt

Of New Tork.

At Large—Joseph O. Smith of SUowhegau;
George P. Wescofi of Portland.
First List.—Charles F. Libby of Portland.
Second DlsL—James W. Wakefield of Bath.
Third Dist.— Fred Atwood, Winterport.
Fourth Disc—Almou H. Fogg, Houlton.

test

been suspected iu
the slightest degree until he disappeared.
Then
inquiry showed that though he
had led an apparently exemplary life In
to

York city, at Saratoga, where he
he was a “sport” of
went,
the first water.

courage of his convictions or not.
This year it has b8ea applied, and the
result shows that the estimate that credited him with courageous frankness was
a courageously
wrong. If he had been
frank man, when he was asked If he
pay the deb; in silver he would
have answered either yes or no, and not
have said simply that the Republicans

CURRENT COMMENT.
THE

KENTUCKY ELECTION.

(New York Post.)

frequently

The Kussian press, doubtless Inspired
by the government, finds the Anglo-German agreement in regard to China V8ry
It seems to regard it as a
distasteful.
menace
to| Kussian Influence in Mana
churia, and talks in
very begigerent
strain. “By all means,
says one of the
papers, “open the door to the whole of
South China, exploit it and preach the
gospel by the aid of the sword, that is
but we cannot open the
your affair,
There is evidoors of North China,”
ently a touch of sarcasm in the injunction to preach the gospel by ths aid of
the sword, and it is not altogether point-

less,
How much the Southern wing of the
Democratic party Is likely to oar a about
the rights of Filipinos after election is Indicated pretty cleanly by some remarks
Senator Tillman has been making out
West. Tillman Is by all odds the most
vigorous, and in many ways the ablest, of
the Southern
Senators, and with the
Democratic party in power his would be
a very
potent influenue. Tillman has
been boasting in his' speeches that in a
county In South Carolina where there
was a negro majority of 2,010 “we beat
them by 3,600.’’ One can imagine how
much consideration the Filipinos would
get at his hands, how muoh attention the

MAINE.

Incorporated
CAPITAL AND

StRPI.CS

Lyceum, now Daly’s Theatre. New York.
Monday Sight, Oct 29, and Wednesday Matinee, Cct. 31,

of the

Formerly

THE

valuable

much for the purse end of it as for tire
glory of capturing the stake. His hcrae
just about figured to win, too, and Baldwin intended to ’go down the line’ cn
the animal's chances, not only at (he
tracii, but at all of the big poolrooms In
the country. He stood to clean up conso

more than $100,000 on thS horse
if the brute got under the wire first
Baldwin’s regular stable jockey was taken sick on the morning of the
race and
the old man had to hustle around for
another boy to ride his horse in the big
event. From
another
horseman
he
bought, for a big round sum, the release
a

high-grade rider,

who

was

to

$

BANKERS.
Municipal, Railroad and Hreat
Railroad Bonds
FOR. SiLLB.

OF THE

Stocks
on

ing, though

at

:

Friday

^

i display

I

,|
"
*,

|

J
S

Rugs,

Ij

Beautiful China,
Turkish Embroideries,

i:

Carved

Novelties
Jewelry,
Antique Arms,

J

J

EDUCATIONAL.

IVIr. Frank Burnham,
Te=.ei..

work

537 Congress St.,
sep25dtf

Kooin U7.

in Orcliestia and

l)ev>osits.

professional
Military Band.

PARS. ABNER W. LO

■
Ry.

^

104

IOf
“

more

art

With

preservative of all
us printing is not

place

Flagg,

V. O.
roan

vmar n

a

trial order with

vestments:

as

Portland Water Co.
4s, 1927.
Machias Water Co.
5s, 1916.
Oakland, Me., Water Co.
5«, 1908-18.
4s, 1929.
Newport Water Co.
Bangor & Aroostook Main Line
5s, 1943.
Do Piscataquis Div.
5s, 1943j
!
Do Tan Buren Ext.
5s, 1943

?

sells beller

lower price.
ERRtj) pays claims
promptly.

■

The PltEI

April, 1899.

wh^

the

eomnanv

com-

a®
““which
thee‘mo«thhlS5Poll
tne most It064al
1^0
neftrlv
policies have been Issued to- ihfc
»«i idr'oluS'Vd'IS
SSS?T S5 “" ""
ones m

ttni.i

o

iinn

us

eveu

is

friends to

us.

MANAGERS AXD ADJUSTERS,

8dec^iXChan&e St"
_^__

Portland,

October 22,1900.

Portland, October

2inl'

MISS NELLIE BEARDSWORTH[
188

Managers.

i*S?LE'
Secr^ry*AH».
OCl22dI\V

Secretary.

oct23d7t

^r,"*3? .0 clof.lv'
t^e._tra,°!
b0
alay
brought

{.tfr.5Ar\ier

WOJIEA.

\

Jle.

eodti

THji ^uuaf mo?htStwomsn?? Jffi,1
jjj>s

AGED

The annual meeting of the subscribers of this
association will be held at the Home, Emery
Sr., on Tuesday, Oct. 30, at 3 p. m.
By order of the Managers,
HABKIET Sr McCOBB.

notice.
October 29th, commem-in
the election of office s jml
anv oilier business :h^legally before the meeting.
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Dunfortli St„
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Beference—Harvey S. Murray.
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PORTLAND, MAINE

hereby given that the

have been committed to me by the assessors to
o
collect. On all said taxes that are paid on or
before October 31,1900, NO INTEREST will
be CHARGED and all said taxes not so paid
INTEREST will be ADDED at the rate of six
per cent., commencing September t, 1900.

‘

The ordinance of the City of Portland, aliowv"
Ing a discount of one per cent was repealed In
1S99, consequently no discount will be allowed.

P[

REMOVAL,
Caster,

S.

R.

S.,

Specialist in all chronic diseases, from 622 Con
gress St-, to the Mt. Hope Health Bazaar, No
06 Bedford St., between Forpst Avenue auc
Grove St., where he is more fully prepared to
t(

s

r«
treat all chrouic diseases of whatsoever naturi
with all the modern and improved method!
known to medical jurisprudence, having mon
commodious office room and operating room
and will be open day and night to all who de
le! sire consultation. Grove St. and Forest Ave.
e”
cars pass the street.
Remember the number
66 Bedford St., Portland.
Telephone coanec

tlon.

ciiy:

J

^

|

TAX BILLS FOR 1900

Paul

octlO-lm

Notice Is hereby given that the Board of lteg
istratiou of Voters will be in session at roots
numbered eleven (11), City Building, niue dayt
for tbe purpose of receiving eTidence of tbs
qualification of voters, beginning Tuesday.
October 23rd, and closing Thursday, November
1st, 1900. Hours—3 sessions daily:
9 o’clock a. m.. to 1 o’clock p, ni.
3 o'clock p. in., to 5 o’clock p. rn.
7 o’clock until 9 o’clock in the evening, ex*
c.epting on the last day of said session (i nurs*
day, first of November) when it will not be in
sessiou after 5 o’clock it the afternoon.
During this lime said Board will revi-e and
|
k
j correct the Voting Lists; and the Wardens of
said
city shall be governed by said revised and
|
correoied Lists, and no name shad be r.dded to
or stricken from said Lists, on said day of election and no person shall Vote at auy elect ort
whose name is not on said Lists; hut the Board
of Registration will be in session November
the Cih. the day of election, for the correction
of errors that may have occurred dTfting sain

CITY OF PORTLAND.

Of

Morphine Patients

To the Electors of said
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:

THE C. F. DUNLAP AGENCY,

ALL'*-,.-,
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CITY OF PORTLAND*

?

e
Any person not receiving their tax bill before
September 30, 1900, can procure a copy on apOffice hours 9 a. m. to 1
; plication to this office.
12
p. m.; 2.30 to 4 p. m. Saturdays, 9 a. m. to 12
Descriptive circular of these; | m.
only.
and other choice issues mailedI
GEO. H. LIBBY,
City Treasurer and Collector.
on application.
City Treasurer and Collector’s Office. Portland,
sepSdtt
September 7, 1900.
sept7dtoct31

in Maine
overF *0 Pner^en1899
to d0
better
?n 1900.
in
l^OO Yoi!?
?»Wl^b
lour aid
solicited.
Send your

Street.

c. W.

65 State Sr.

Notice to Taxpayers
Notice is

Ev^bange

THE BAILEY SANITARIUM.

an

97 1-2 EXCHANGE STREET

City of Portland 6s, due 1907.
3 l-2s.
City of South Portland

Auction.

living in Portland will be treated at their
own homes, if they so desire, by sending

Corner Exchange and Middle Sis.
Attention is culled to tbe following last of Sew England in

at

word to

»i ■ ir—rr mm
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Stock
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bailey & ca

BAIClfiir.

Liquor

Me.
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$1.60.

ketioneers and Commission Serial'

arts.”

mechanical—we treat it

TVfersaniile Trust no-.
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Since
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miRDLEST., Portland,
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should be treated.
Wouldn’t it be wise for you to

than
n

over.

Charles F.

Over 2,000 of the host Olisme^R nnrf nrnfA^o.
iouai men in the State ar
*)rotect edb v HsdoItcies. lathe accident
n
othe
Company has oue-half the business !n

at a

$1.50

Stockbridge’s Booms.

shall sell on SATURDAY, Nov, 3rd at
12 o clock, noon, at the Merchants’ E*to close an estate, 10
shares of the capital stock of the Peering
value was five
1 and Co. The origluai par
hundred dollars ($500) per share. The saioii
subject to all dividends heretofore made In disoct24did
tribution, Term cash.

Printing is
artistic insight into the

the

Copulation Supplied. 2S5.000.
Company is earning its ime-est

ACCIDENT.
INSURANCE CO.

PREF5.RHED

sale at

\\rE
**

Good

*■ !
Covering the entire street railway and eleclight system of Milwaukee, Wis.

PREFERRED

policies

on

Peering

The Knack

’PHONE 30

Ihe

Tickets
Now

p—•m.awmammmae

-i-

—FOB SALE

JASKSOI,

ELL change, Portland, Me.,

lias removed to 72 Ashmont St., Woodfords
[Grove St. < arj, and is now ready to receive
private pupils, classes in light gymnastics for
ladies and children, to open Nov. 1, in Port and
For particulars
aud Deering, now forming.
call or address 72 Ashmont SI.,
Telephone
oci2at£
1003-13.

Fiaukllii R, Barrett,
Silluey W. Thaxter,
Chas. F. Llbfoy,
A. H. Walker,
Geo. F. Frans,
Clinton L. Baxter,
Harry Butler.

trie

—

WiiY

LEONORA

MISS

the Famous Vio'inist, supported by celebrated
artist3, Mis* Josephine Elhurna. Prima
Soprano; Tor Van Pyk, the eminent Swedisli
tenor and Yr. Seldeii Pratt, Concert Pianist.

AUCTION

THE THURSTON PRINT

deDarS

-BY-

Snlearoons 46

twice

26th,

Ocf.

COUJOERT

Gr 2FF-A.3NTX3

F. O.

Physical Culture.

Elocution &

jivisdtf

B’MIRHIGE.

T13LO

Friday Evening:,

oct24-dtd*

for

WH. G.DAViS. Prest.
JAS. P. BAXTER, Vice Prest.
HARRY BUTLER, Treas,
JOSHUA C. LIBBY, Asst. Treas.

-.—

k

KOTZSCHMAR HALL

ryiQjjjij and CORNET.

Pupils prepared

COLD 5’s DUE 1926.

?

\ NADJIM

on

Milwaukee Electric
and Light Co.

and

“Baldwin borrowed another gun from
one of his stable hands—in those days he 4
always carried one of his own about as
long as your arm—and with his artillery
he strolled over the infield and took
up
And other wares made in farhis stand by the fence, at the turn Into
the stretch. Ha hadn't mentioned
to
a away lands
he
was
what
to
going
do, and
anybody
the folks who saw the old man making
for the stretch turn simply thought that
lir 1 iwin wanted to watch the race
from
He did, for that
of view
that point
octlOdlm
matter, but he happened to have ^another

50c, 25c.

Sisters Giaaestons

the

J. Aldiich Libby,
and others.
Seats now on sale.

UnderwoGd Spring-

Tirade Bonds for

■

Funutore,

French

175,000
1,800,000

Will. G. IJsivi
.las. P. Baxter,
Wm. XV. Brown,
Walter G. Da Is,
Chas. O. Bancroft,
Fredericks llobie.
David W. Snow,

Success,

Gracey, Ada Burnett,

Dan

The ZtlpJia Ladies’ Orchestra of Portland will play in the Casino evenings from 6.30
to 8. Eleetite Ponut da will play at 8.00.
First Class game aittl shore dinners at the
Casino. Arrangements can be made for private
lnouire at
parties for dancing, whist, &c.
Portland and Yarmouth railroad office, 440
oct2dtf
Congress street. Telephone 31-3.

TRUSTEES.
*

1

Persian

$200,000

Investment* Interest Paid

I

Saturday Matinee.

Dojgl

Surplus at»<l Profits,

Deposits.

ITY FAB

/

Saturday and

and

Regular prices, $1.00. 75c,

Exchange St.

Specialties:— High

2

of

a

THE RAYS’ EASTERN
A HOT OLD TIME CO.

BuilJing.

Capital Stock,
Total

Congress St.,

interesting

W"8

THE HOUSE RATING SCENE.
THE HUSKING BEE SCENE.

M

—

5
^

a

•-

The Great Farce Comedv

J
87 and 89

—ty

20.

OCT.

/

**■"£> ET*

Managerr.

Regular Prices, $1.00, 75. 50, 25c.

-...AND....

f

Lessees and

Matinees at 3.15.

8.15

THTJRfeDATi

1

#

He is a man of half-truths—the most
dangerous sort of man for great responsibilities, And, as might be expected of
consent of the governed
theory would such a man, he is responsive to any radicalism under the sun. He has a bright,
reoeive from him.
lively intellect, but no power of profound end in view.
uo oapacity for deep study, and
thought,
“Well tne horses got away from the
It has been assumed in the discussion
no taste for wide reading or experience.
post in an even bunch, and then Baldof the Marginal way question that the He is unsafe, having no serious gift of win’s
horse went out to mate the runHe was at first frank ning. The jockey’s idea was to race the
Maine
was free to build a statesmanship.
Boston &
and open and courageous; he now
has
horse's head off, and then pull him in the
trestle or road bed outside of the Margi
deteriorated, and resorts to campaign stretch, making It appear as if the animal
nal way. It appears, however, that that
tricks, unfairness and disguise.
Baldwin had Instructed the
hau tirsd
freedom is not absolute. The charter
This diagnoses Bryan alike as Be was
jocky to play a waiting game, and make
as
he
and
is.
The
Herald
at
one
time
the finish.
it
the
toward
The horse
of the road gives
his bid
right to build
commended him for being “open, frank
simply outclassed his company, however
outside or inside the way, but this and
courageous,” but it now fully agrees and he didn’t "show any Indications of
right i6 subject to all the statutes in re- with Mr. MacVeagh that he has badly leg-weariness whatever as he rounded
the back stretch on the rail, a couple of
gard to Portland Harbor. One of those deteriorated.
statutes is that “no erection, Incumbrance
lengths in front of his field. Baldwin
could sbe, however,that the crooked jockor material shall hereafter be placed or
STILL OWNED THE JACKET. ey was sawing the horse’s head off in his
or
deposited in those waters (Fore
the ruok.
effort to take him back to
River and
Back Cove), which will obWhen the horses were still a hundred feat
struct the flow and ebb of those waters, Others Thought They Had Bought Him from him, Ballwin let out a yell to attract nis jockey’s attention,
and then
or diminish the volume thereof without
but Lucky Baldwin Made Good His he Hashed his two
guns In the sunlight
written permission of said (harbor) comat
the
bawled
and
jock:
Claim.
missioners.1’ It seems to be clear there“Leggo that horse’s head, you monkey
devil, andon and win—or I‘ll shoot
fore that no road bed or trestle can be
you 60 full of holes that you won’t hold
(From the Washington Post.)
built without the permission of the harmolasses!’
“It didn’t surprise me any to read the
bor commissioners. Tne general govern“The jock gave one look at those two
ment's permission
had guns that Baldwin was pointing straight
may also have to be other day that ‘Lucky’ Baldwin
Then he gave Baldwin's horse
at him.
obtained, for by a statute parsed by Con- again struck it rich, thl3 time In the his head, sat down to ride for all that
Alaskan
in
it
is
“that
the
remarked
a
wellgold Hells,”
horse under him
provided
gress
1899,
was in him, and the
creation of any
obstruction not affir- known Californian at one of the hotels cantered in ten lengths to the good on the
as Lucky’
Baldwin was on
As
bit.
lmg
matively authorized by Congress, to the the other evening. ‘Baldwin is about ther the Eastern turf after
that, no jockey
navigable capacity of any of the waters hardest man to be chiseled out of any- ever tried to yank one of his horses.
of the United States is
hereby prohib- thing he has set his heart on getting that
ited, and it shall net be lawful to build I ever met up with. A whole lot of people
Deafness Cannot Be Cared
or commence the
building of any wharf, have tried to put it on him in business
pier, dolphin, boom, weir, breakwater, and other sorts of deals, but none of these by local applications, as they caunot reach the
disased portion of the ear.
There is only one
bulkhead, jetty, or other structure, In ever succeeded in catching ‘Lucky5 Bald- way to cure
deafness, and that 1* by constltunoual
remedies.
Deafness
is
caused by an inany port,
roadtsead,
haven, harbor, win sufficiently asleep to make their
flamed condition of the mucous lining of the
canal, navigable river, or ether water of plans stick.
Eustachian Tube. Wheh this tube is inflamed
the United States, outside established
“Horsemen still talk abont a funny you have a rumbling sound or imperfect hearwhen it is entirely closed. Deafness is
harbor lines, or where no harbor lines game in which Baldwin figured on one ing. and
the lesult, and unless the inflammation can be
have
been established, eicept on plans of the Chicago racetracks nearly a dozen taken out and this tube restored to Its normal
condition, hearing will be destroyed forever;
recommended by the chief of engineers years ago. Baldwin had brought
his
nine cases out often are caused by Catarrh,
and authorized
by th9 Secretary of magnificent string of thoroughbreds to which is nothing but an inflamed condition of
mucous surface.
War.’5 So harbor line has ever been es- Chicago to make an effort to annex the
We will give One Hundred Dollars for any
tablished in Back Cove, but we under- swell stakes that were then on tap on the case of Deafness (caused hv catarrh) that canbe cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send tor
stand there is t? be a hearing about the tracks in the windy town, and he got not
circulars, free.
F. J. CHENEY & C0„ Toledo, O.
middle of November
before the United them home first or in the money in many
Sold by Druggists. 75c.
States
officers in charge of this district of the biggest events. Well, he had one
Hall’s Family Pills are the best

Evenings

oct-odtf

quality

5

^

JEFFERSON

Portland Trust Co„

510

‘Much obliged tor telling me that,
replied the old man I’ll just make a stab
to see that the boy doesn’t do any snatch-

finely" staged, and beautifully mounted by company's

Prices Matineit 1.10 and 20c. Seats now on sale.
Evening, 10, 20, 30e.
Gal.”
Next attraction Monday, Oct. 29-The Moreans la “SI Hedges’

Introducing

188 Middle Street.

CO.,

Prices

I’ORTLAM), JtUE.

ORLD’8 I
FAIR

snatched.

ownecenerf,

octlTd tf

commission.

I The_

They Wanted me to
go in with ’em but you’ve always bee n

Bank

COMEDY

HOLLOW

COOK
will be

play

BRANCH OFFICE OF

Firs! Naiiciu!

bought and sold

tii© Season!
MONDAY. OCTOBER 32.

MORRISON

Every

J. L. McLean & Co.,

ders.

BEGIN

To

Supporting Dainty Allte Gerald an t Mr. Eugene Powers, present a new and
brilliant repertoire ot new Yonc successes.
REPERTOIRE FOR THE WEEK.
FrltfVy Mat.The Princess of Patchn
Matineee Todav
ion ay,
Mauneee
Friuay Eve.Lost in New York
The Girl From Mexico Saturday Mat.coon h«hoW
T„„.
Saturday Eve ..-fflj

WATERHOUSE, Man’g’r

H. T.

F. S. Government Bonds
bought and sold on or-

of

Event

WEEK

BIG

,c—-

have

going to get beat

THE

said that tne very best indications from Wall
Street point to Vanderbilt!.activity m alt their
specialties; totlarze commitments on the
long side of Nor.hern Pa<#Iie by insdriers in the
face of news of err p disaster covering three
states; to purchasers of Atchison securities by
one of the heaviest opera ors in (he Street, wno
ne'er goes into the market for short turns.
Politics no longer cuts a figure, wi ll the big
men.
For them the e ection is settled, and
such signs as the above are euco raging to t ie
b lief that this bull market will not stop with
the election, except peril ips for a few days in
which to recover its breath.
The print that .we wish to bring out Is that
the people woo are runuiug this market are
men that cannot as a ru e make short turns, on
account of the magnitude of ibeir uu eitakings. This point.il coirect, is worth more to the
timid speculator than ailttie bull tins from w a 1
Sr; eer. We wish to sav that we have on li e 11
this office information which leads us to believe that we are safe in thus commi ting ourselves to the bull side of this market for a
period to last over election.

siderably

of

TIlo
ONE

It is impossible
gaining momentum daily.
lu limited space to give the public out reasons
for the belief that is in us. bur it ran be briefly

SWAN & BARRETT,

THEATRE.

PORTLAND

13

Aston.

a

These three co»redies to be presented in Portland with the original scenery, beaalilul
gowns and'furnish ngs which distinguished Its runs in New York.
Messrs. Calm & Grant Inaugurate a new rnle for the reservation of seats of the bightt
triced attractions, which is that no seats will be reserved unless paid for, later than 2 o’clock
of the day of the performance
EVENING—Box Scats $3.00, Orchestra $1.50, St-00, Balcony *1 jfl,
DDiOCO
Seans
1.00, 75c 50c. Gallery 25c. Special Wednesday Matinee- box
$1.50, Orchestra, $1.00, JI5c, Balcony $1.00. 75c, 50c, 35c-

A BOLL MARKET

STEPHEN ft. SMALL PmaHtanL
MARSHALL Rl GODINS. Cashier.
lebTdtt

long-aistance event, and Baldwin was
particularly anxious to win this race, not

AMBASSADOR

W HEELS W 11 HIS \Y

—

—

—

rnlbtO,

Correspondence solicited from lndl>
id ns Is,
Banks and
Corporations,
°**‘*rJ desiring to open accounts as well
as from those
to
transact
Bankwishing
ing business of any description through
**
till. BauN

of his finest horses entered in

30th,
Tuesday Night,
Wednesday Night, October 31st,

ST.

EXCHANGE

32

iebedtf

FOR SALE.

the level with me and I wouldn't
stand for it. The ring has bought up
your jock, and your horse is going to be

Bryan:

|_

YORK

NEW

STOCK COMPANY

H. M. Parson 4 Go.

TERNATIONAL CHEQUES

toms. Her experience in treating female ills is greater than any other
living person. Following is a letter
from a woman who is thankful for
avoiding a terrible operation.
1 was suffering to such an extent
from ovarian trouble that my physician thought an operation would be
necessary.
“Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound having been recommended to
me, I decided to try it. After using
several bottles I found that I was
cured. My entire system was toned
up, and I suffered no more with my
ovaries.”—Mbs. Anna Aston, Troy, Mo.

Boston,

THE MANEUVERS OF JANE,

LETTERS OF CREDIT AND IN-

on

(Boston Herald.)

|

DEPOSITS.

McKinley.

One of the best estimates of William J.
Bryan that we have seen recently comes
from Franklin MacVeagh of
Chicago.
Mr. MacVeagh is a Democrat, with indepenaent tendencies, and he is a decidedly able man. He has been the projected candidate of his partyy for
United
States Senator, ana would have strengthened Illinois In the Senate could he have
been chosen to that bodj. Like many
others, he is debarred from Democratic
usefulness now, however. He says ol

Theatre,

October

Mss. Axxia

,

DANIEL FROHMAN’S

Bank Stock.

taken the mount on a thoroughbred that!
didn't figure to get near the money in I
the stake race. Baldwin gave the jockey !
his instructions as to the way he wanted
the hopse ridden, and then, when the befcing opened, his commissioners dumped
Baldwin's money Into the ring in such
quantities that the horse became an over-IS ATwhelming favorite.
“A quarter of an Hour before the horses
were due to go to the post a well kno wn
bookmaker to whom Ballwin had often
i Is above the
exhibited kindness in less
prosperous
average Oriental
days ran to where the old man was stand- v Store in the
and variety
ing, chewing a straw, in his bara.
r ef its wares.
‘Baldwin,5 said the the cld man,
You 11 find a most
‘there’s a job to beat you,
and you're

UP BRYAN.

With WBinesday Matinee.

29-30-31,

Present Direct From the Hollis Street

Bailroad Bonds,
on

,

I?IE§SRS. CA SIX II GRAXT

Water Works Bonds,

It <3 earnestly to be hoped
that the
presidential contest may not be close
to
turn
the
in Kenresult
eribugh
upon
tucky, for the election in that state is to
be held under the detestable Goebel law.
The Democratic governor called the legislature in special session'some weeks ago
for the purpose of passing a fair election
law in its place, but the two branches
could not reach an agreement for a long
time, and when they Anally did, it was
provided that the new statute should not
go into operation for ninety days. It is
a most unfortunate stats of things. The
bitterness of feeling aroused by the passage of the Goebel law will not be assuaged for this campaign, while the
chance of a heated controversy over the
count remains.
So far as the electoral
votes are concerned, the matter may not
end with the count, as the Republicans
may try to carry their case before Congress if the state is awarded to Bryan
when they believe that it has voted for
SIZING

October

Municipal Bonds,

.

GRANT, Lessees and Mgrs,

CAHN &

WE OFFER

1824,

ONE MILLION
TIME

—

INVESTMENTS

the

have

N’8w

PORTLAND,

Interest Paid

was

the wholesale disfranchlsempnt3 at the
Mr. Bryan need not shiver at the prosSouth he would have given ni3 real opinWhite
inhabit
the
to
of
having
pect
ion about them if he had been a courageHouse far the next four years. There Is
ously frank man, instead of resorting to
not
prospect enough to justify any subterfuge to escape a direct answer. Tne
nervous disturbance,
truth about Bryan is that he is not and
never has been a really frank and courLieut, Hobson is doing his best to stir
ageous man. He says now that he is
the
Sampscn-Schley controversy
up
more Interested to improve the lot of the
again. He ought to be called off. The h»mblest citizen than to be
President,
country was 6ick of that dispute a year
but when he evades questions pertinent
ago.
to the pending issues lest the answers
Alvord, the teller of the First National might alienate votes, the people will
bank of New York, who went throng h suspect with gcod reason that he i3 not
in that declaration.
that Institution to the tune of $700,000, ingenuous
not

—*.o#

_

applied which could determine whether
Mr. Bryan was a man who really had

placed the dollar before the man; when
he was asked if he still
stood by his
tlnanctal doctrines he would have replied,
categorically and not resorted to a
Since the undertakers have organized, clumsy evasion by declaring that the Rethe trust can fairly be said to be a dead publicans were ouc9 in favor of bimetalism. So, too, when he was asked about
issue in this state,; g

seems

Casco National Bank

On examination it will be found that
the region of pain shows some swelling. This is the first stage of ovaritis,
inflammation of the ovary. If the roof
of your house leaks, my sister,
you have
it fixed at once ; why not
pay the same
to
respect
your own body ?
You need not, you ought not to let
yourself go, when one of your own sex
holds out the helping hand to you, and
will advise you without
money, and
without price. Write to Mrs. Pinkham,
and
tell
her
all
Lynn, Mass.,
your symp-

party that had no sympathy with free
sliver, and that to be frank about that
doctrine was liable
to
alienate this
element. To be open this year required

womu

FOR PRESIDENTIAL ELECTORS.

FOR

shooting pain, indicates inflammation.

then was in his estimation the best way
to commend himself to the voters. This
year the situation nas been different. It
could not have escaped Mr. Bryan that
there was a very large element In his own

Four years ago no

1

AMUSEMENTS.

JEFFERSON THEATRE,

—

is

courage.

(

AMUSEMENTS.

■

~

TELE

=

quite another thing to be so wnen
the “policy of frankness
Is
doubtful
Four years ago Mr. Bryan thought and
Patrons o'the PRESS who are leaving town
had good reason to think that free silver
temporarily may have the addresses of their
was a popular measure
With this belief
papers changed as oiten as they may desire by
in his mind it required no courage to be
notifying the office
Irani as regards silver.
To be outspoken
Portland Me.

rUTANCIAI*

FINANCIAL.

■

octldtf

revision.
AUGUSTUS F. GERR1SH,)
.JAMES N. READ
ROBERT E. AF1ERN,
)
Portland, October 22,1900.

Board of

Registration
of Votsrs.

ocK2d2w

MONEY LOANED.
Heirs and others desirmg w
borrow money on REAL E&
TATE, NOTES, household farmtnre, pianos, etc. Business strict*
ly confidential.

Shawmut Loan Co,
68 MARKET ST.. PORTLAND, ME-

mavodtf

istotioe

-jR

orAll persons holding not 8 or to^a
tiers against the town of bebago are tfr
quested to present them for payment •
the treasurer’s office in Sebago. So
terest will he paid on them after No**-*
19 ;0.
J. P. FITCH, Tre’Puren
Portland, Oct. 28, 1900.

oc33a3w*|

MUSIC

AND DRAMA.

ladles,

there

will,

attendance.

The

Morrison

doubt,

be a

large

comedy company drew

large and well pleased attendances at public.
both of their performances yesterday. East
THE MOKEANS.
evening Manager Morrslon put on for
The
rural
this
that
In
beautiful
city
comedy “Si Hedge’s Gal,”
the first time
*
In the hands
of the Moreans, is one of
(southern soolety drama entitled ‘Blue
the strongest yet presented
by them, and
Grass," Miss Allle Uerald,took the leadthe desire
their many
expressed by
ing part of Mary Brand In a^very capafriends to see
it in this olty, will be
bly manner, assisted by Mr. Frederick
gratllled on Monday evening at Portland
Murray as Louis Berthelot, Air. Eugene
J powers as
Col. Nicholas Decatur, Mr. theatre. The comedy element of the piece
is excellent with just
enough emotional
Hul Clarldon as John Brand and Allss
Interest to muke it a most
pleasing enterMinnie Milne U3 Violet Ksyinond. Miss
Gerald is surely winning a great many tainment.
1

Body

!

The waits between aots will be relieved
by new specialties, making a continuous
performance. Sale of seats opens Friday

special mention, especially Sanetaro, the
Japanese wonder worker, and Alles Mabel
Leslie, who won the hearts of all present

morning.
SOLOIST AND LECTURER.
A

Was

and dancing.
For this
afternoon "The Girl from Mexico” will
be the bill, and for this evening the play
made famous by Lizzie Evans, “Coon

Well

B.

Hoyt

Morning.

COUNTY FAIK.

a

NEW

Family
at

delightful

Dressed j But Without

Man

Probably Committed

Odd and artistic

OCt25d3t

Tinsel and
chief of police of Norwalk and is waiting a reply.
Mr. John C. Merrill of Spring street
called at the station last evening and
stated that he had received a dispatch
from Mr. Raymond of New York who is

the

Castile

Soap.

Pound
Bafs

skin, you'll
Soiip.

10

Cents,

Weakest babe.

conlldent

praotice

that he has some line material.
X

trimmings.
foundations please

all sorts of

new

Work and

Applique in Chiffon or
and Insertings are effective

LACE.

NECKWEAR.

There has not been a season for
years when every bit of lace counted,
as at the present time.
Any plain

If you can stop your
political discussioQS just
Ioi}g enough to think; of
your personal appearance,
may be you need some
Qew collars or perhaps a
new

with

differeot styles, always

stock;, 10 cents
$1.20 a dozer}.
in

A
Suits.
lots of light

few

each,

effect

Neckwear is

fluffy

produced by
and to

recognized,

meet the demand for beautiful

applique bands, points

way from 50c to $15.00 per

broken

Ask to

pall weights,
three-quarters regular
price.
$9.98,

softening

and inser- Jabots, Stock Collars, Ties, etc.
to
match.
ting^
Will not remain with us long.
In Black Web Lace we have more
than twenty-five designs priced all the Come in and see them at their best

suit.

Collars, 4 ply, all lipen,
60

The

goods
bodice may be made dressy and apof
this
description we have purchased
propriate for a ceremonius occasion
by the addition of lace.
largely this season, but carefully.
We want you to see the exquisite
The choicest creations of Silk,
line of Net Laces we carry in
Venice,
Rennaissance, Russian and Point— Chiffon, Lace and Velvet, in Fichus,

entirely

see

the New

and select what strikes your

yard.

Military Trimming

for Shirt

fancy.

Waists, something

new.

$12.

were

EASTMAN BROS. & BANCROFT.

FRANK M, LOW & GO.,

%

Men’s Outfitters,

JIOWUMEMT

IKE.

octSSdlt

#. %£ibbii •6e.
China Toilet Set4,

\'Bargain
If there
it’s the

9, 10 and 12 piece sets, Thursday,
revolution,
that has taken place Saturday.
25 per cent discount.

ever was a

one

this year in the manufacture
AYool
Ingrain Carpets.

$2.49

of

The

prettiest patterns

of other

years appear bold and
when compared to the

crude

Dainty Colorings
delicate

and

Brussels

effect

brought out this fall. AVool
Ingrain Carpets will please
the

most

discriminating

AAre’ve secured

a

of the choicest
we

at

will sell

75c per

the

large variety
patterns and
best

quality

yard.

T. F. FOSS & SONS,
Complete Housefurnishers.
oct25-lt

Sets

marked dotoun

Friday and

to

$1.87
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“
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“

«

“

5.25
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“

“

“

5.54

7.49

“

“

“

5.57

9.49

“

“

“

7.12

9.89

“

“

“

7.42

12.99

«

“

“

9.00

2.99
3.14
3.89
3.30

"

3.73

"

4.12

“

4.5/
4.52
4.49
4.81

Special $1.98 setfor

Lamb

150 Sets

~To~

to

$1.69

selectfrom.

Special cutrat^s

on

Dinner Ware.

Roast.

J. R. LIBBY BO.

Lamb—not mutton—unWe never get
derstand.
the two mixed in this
We take especial
store.
pains to secure the choicest Lamb to be had.
We
don’t trust entirely to local
sources for our supply, but
go out into the country and
gather in Lamb of just the
right age to be tender and
juicy. We dress it neatly
and when it reaches your
home there’s very little for
you to do in preparing it
Our Lamb
for the oven.
suits the epicure.
It’s
never
higher than the
market price, either.

794-790

Sale-

"

eye.
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LISTEN 11
l
l

The foolish man says,
“I’ll take my chances; my

l

property won’t burn;

£

fore,

J

►

►
►

The

Street.

Oct25-lt

|

thereI don’t need to insure

*

|
%
X
X

^

says, “I cannot afford to insure my property;
money.”
$
The wise, practicial man says, “I’ll take no chances; ITiinsuie T
♦
my property; if fate goes against me, I’m safe anyhow.”
Who would you rather be?
The foolish, the mean or the X
it’s

a

mean man

waste of

wise man?
Better be wise, and

SciiloMeck & Foss Go.,

give

popular taste.
Fringes, Cut

on

many of the

trimmings.

|

Pure

Spangles

are

Silk, Allovers, Lace Bands

well-known

|

experience)

ADVERTISEMENTS.

GARNITURES AND ACCESSORIES.

F.&C. B.NashGo.,

Believed to Live

Elmhurst, L. I.

NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS._

You don’t want your house turned
into a swimming pool, but it’s likely
to occur unless you look closely and
get the proper kind of plumbing.
Try our plumbing if you want work
that will stand the test of time.

a brother-in-law, that the man found in
Boston soloist, sweetly
Portland yesterday morning might posSuicide.
Buck’s
and
sang
frolicsome
Dudley
lovable
The prim,
Mies
“Sunset," and folsibly be a cousin. Mr. Merrill has notilowed
It
several
fied Coroner Perry to wait the developencores which
wltK
the
Abigail Prue Is a sharply dellned theatriments of today when probably someof the audience
cal delineation of eccentric female charac- enthusiastlo reception
thing more definite will be learned.
elicited.
Her
voloe
Is
all
to
the
a
due
rich
and
skill
contralto
and
of
mimicry,
ter,
and
great
man.
That
CONCERN KNOWS NOTHING.
man is Neil Burrange
sweetness
talent, of a
Shortly before seven o’clock yesterday
Mrs. Louise Katherine Harnett’s talk
New
gess, who will be at the Jefferson tonight
Y^ork, October 24.—At 76 Fifth
morning, W. Q. Malone, a yard man,
Walter
avenue it was said today that a
connection on India held the close attention of the
In the character named, In
and Tbomas Irving, a boiler maker, in
B. Hoyt, had been a tenanent there until
She was Introduced
with the big revival of that great buo- audienoe an hour.
the employ of the Portland Company, saw six or
eight months ago when he disapOff the stage by Mrs. Charles F
oe68, "The Connty Fair.”
Flagg. Mrs. Harnett a
body floating in the cove in the dock peared. No one seemed to know what
Mr, Burgess is as manly and vigorous a nas spent a number of years In India and
beyond the retaining wall on Commercial had become of him though the concern
fellow as one ever shook hands with, and lived In the families of Hi ndoos and Mostreet.
Irving went to the offloe of the with which he was connected the New
ll
a
behind
ammedans,
of
the
he
their
wears pettlmaking
cusstill occustudy
footlights
yet
Portland Company
and telephoned to York Thermal bath company,
and
ooats as If nature Intended them for his toms, religious
beliefs, habits
pies its quarters there. Employes in the
Undertaker liioh, while Malone took a
She has a wonderfully
building said that this company was now
apparel. How different this Is from the modes of life.
boat and
rowing out to the body tied managed by A. M. Yanness, who had
usual run of male performers who at- interesting way of Imparting InformaIt by a rope to the dock. The body was been in the employ of the company
tempt to
portray female characters. tion, and one could listen for hours to
floating face downward, and was re- while Hoyt was here.
her
descriptions, stories and anecdotes.
They caricature, but Neil Burgess acts
moved to the Kich’s undertaking rooms.
MYSTIC SHKINEKS.
His Interpretation of this character and She entertains as vyell as instructs. Her
Then Coroner Perry was notified and an
the general atmosphere of the production portrayal of the marriage ceremony, and
At 9 o’clock
this morning over 125
examination was made.
all the way through gives one a sort of her ^explanation of the Hindoo view or
members
of
Kora
temple of the Anoient
The body was that of a man about 45
Indefinable pleasure. It Is a feeling
of the Mystic
of double marriage were especially enterof age, who was of medium height, Arabic Order of the Nobles
years
satisfaction one cannot acalzye, yet it Is : taining.
leave this city on a three
heavy and thick-set, and weighing about Shrine will
like catching a breath of country air, and
A ilUI ULU TIME
pilgrimage to Providence, R I.
160 pounds. He was a little inclined to days’
the
of
Kora temple is the only temple
being introduced to good
old-fashioned
Fun, fast, constant and effective,' is one baldness, and had dark hair mixed with kind In
Slaine.Ic Is located In Lewiston
folks, hearing honest voices, witnessing feature of The Kays’
big eastern “A Hot gray. The eye brows were heavy and and has members In many different secj
kindly actions and being told an humble I Old Time” which will be
presented at the uai iv, auu. iuo uivnunatuo nun ui nun tions of the state. Quite a number of the
which
dlreut
to
one’s heart.
goes
story,
Jefferson. Jollity begins with the rise of gray. He was well dressed, and wore members live in Portland. The shriners
expect to get back to Portland some tlm e
the curtain and
QUO VADIS.
never
an overcoat of dark
oeases for a
cheviot, which was next Sunday,
moment until the end of the performance. apparently new.
The under coat
and
Ueo. P. Morgan, representing Fred C
HILLIKEK SOME BETTER.
Whitney ana Edwin Knowles’s colossal In addition to this, It is a thoroughly vest were of blaok diagonal worsted; and
unobjectionable
the
of
of
suited
was
Yadls”
Is
material.
In town to
piece, just
to re"Quo
good
Bangor, October* 24.—Harry C. Hilllunderclothing
production
ker of
who was wounded, In the
fined audiences, and free from
engage a large number of
supernumeranything He wore a pair of calf button shoes which woods Lowell,
Sunday, by a companion, lies at
aries to add realism to the play when It i9 that could possibly offend ladles. Dan were almost new. No hat was found. the
hospital here. He survived an operaproduced at the Jefferson, Nov. 1, 2 and Gracey and Ada Bennett play the leading The hands were soft and the nails were tion better than was expected and on
8. While there are fifty people In the roles, being ably assisted among others tidy, showing that the man was probably Wednesday there was a slight ohange in
his condition
for the better, though his
company, thirty-two speaking parts In by J. Aldrich Libby and the Gladstone not used to manual labor. A brass chain wounds are 60 severe as to make his sur“A Hot Old Time” Is the at- tied to a button hole was tucked into one vival even now a cause for
the cast, it Is necessary In some of the Sisters.
professional
traction tomorrow night and
scenec to fill the stage with
Saturday of the vest pockets, but there was no surprise.
people who
watch. This chain was the only cheap
represent the various mobs In islenkle- matinee and night.
MARRIAGES.
article found on the person, not being in
wlcz s wonderful story. These people,
MISS JACKSON'S CONCERT.
the
with
manner in which the
while not speaking a line,
have to be
keeping
December
30, after a sojourn of six
In this citv. Oct. 22, by Rev. Bowley Green.
body was dressed.
thoroughly rehearsed In order that there years abroad, Miss
George F. liustouand Miss Annie B. Tomson,
Jackson sailed for
o!
Portland.
Coroner
In
a
found
vest
be no bitch.
Perry
pocket
her native land, and on
In this city, Oct. 23. by Rev. Bowley Green.
January 5 and two small
books of celluloid cover. In
Pierce and Miss Emma C. Taylor, of
DANIEL FKOHMAN STOCK UO.
0 began her
Clyde
American tour with the
one of the books had
been written a Portland.
Under ImThe Daniel Frohman Stock, formerly New York Philharmonic.
In Bail). Oct. 21. Oramel L. Preble ol Bath
number of entries of figures. There was and Dora May Povich ol Boston.
of The Lyceum, and now
making its presario Victor, Thrane's able manage- a line, “76 Fifth ave. Sunday."’ Under
Jn Limestone. Oct. 11. M. Dunn of Woodstock
ment
Miss
Jackson
covered
a
wide
terrihome at Daly'6 Theatre, New York, will
and Mrs. Annie Howard of Limestone.
neath this line was written
“336 W. 39
In
Bridgwater. Oct, 14, Wlntney Todd and
comprising Minneapolis and St
present the first threw days of next week tory,
Miss Bfyrnla Seely.
Cam by.” Beneath this line was written
In Boothbay Harbor. Oct. 13, Stephen E.
three of the New York comedy successes, Paul on the Xorth; Atlanta, Ga., and
“W. B. Hoyt, 76 Fifth ave
N. Y.”
and Miss Jessie B. Spear.
namely Monday night “The Manoeuvere Nashville, Tonn.,on the South, and Den- Undertaker Rich looted over a New York Bryer
In East Boothbay, Oct. 16, Solomon L. Poole
ver aDd
Colorado
on
the
West.
Springs
and Miss Elsie M. McFarland, both of South
of Jane;” Tuesday night, "The Ambasaddress Bristol.
From start to finish she had scarcely a directory and found that at this
sador;’’ Wednesday night, "Wheels WithIn Wlscasset, Oct. 17. James G. McCarty of
Tree date, apart from time required for had been living Walter B. Hoyt. Coroner
Bath and Miss Emma B. White of Wiscasset.
in Wheels,’* and for the matinee Wedneswired
the officials of the New
Perry
travel. She appeared eight times en tour
day, the best of the repertoire for ladies
York police department
regarding the
with the Boston Symphony Orchestra,
DEATHS.
and children, "The Manoeuvere of Jane •’
and this address.
body
*
unprecedented distinction for an
In this play will be seen
some of
the (an
Looking about the dock where the body
In this city, Oct. 24, William Hennessy. aged
handsomest gowns ever 6een at the Jeffer- American violinist), and filled engage- bad
been found there has been a dredge 75 years 6 months 12 days. Member of Ligoula
ments
with
the
I. O. O. F., Veteran Firemen, and MeChicago,
Lodge
and
as
Cincinnati; in that
these are always attractive to
son,
part of the harbor for several chanics’ Associations.
Pittsburg and St. Louts Symphony Orservices on Friday afternoon at 2
[Funeral
On
this
dredge a number of men
chestras; likewise the Boston Festival days.
o’clock, from his late residence. No. 253 Oxford
none of
but
them
Tuesday
6lept
night,
street.
STRUCK IT RICH
Orchestra at the Louisville Festival; beIn this city. Oct 24, Annie B. Tliaxter.
heard anything, nor did they see anysides this a long list of anpearanoes with l
[Notice ol runeral hereafter.
Near
Is
the
coal
laden
schooner
by
LBangor paper please copy.]
leading ohoral and ot: e : musical socie- I body.
In this city, (Deerlug L'lst) Oct. 24, Margaret,
M'lim They Needed It Had
Eleazer B.
Clark. Yesterday morning
ties.
infant iiaugnter of John M. and Eizina Rounds,
t the cook of the Clark arose at about four
“When a two months’ old baby refuses
aged 3 months.
Miss Jackson Is supported by eminent
o’clock. He also says that he heard no
[Funeral on Thursday forenoon at II o’elk,
to nurse and cannot digest any of the artists
Seats
now on sale at StockInterment at East
at No. 14 Revere street.
sound or saw any body. The crew of the Poland.
‘baby roods’ or cow’s milk prepared In bridge's piano rooms, over Owen, Moore
In South Portland. Oct. 24, S. Jennie Tobey,
Clark think that the body drifted Into
different ways, we must do something or & Co.’s.
of the late Harvey Tobey of Hallothe dock. It was found In a space not daughter
wed.
lose the baby. That was the oonditlon
RESERVATION OF SEATS AT JEF- more than fifteen feet In width. Coroner
on
Friday forenoon at 10 o’clock,
Prayers
ot our little one about a year and a half
at the residence of F. Brunei, No. 52 Pine
FERSON.
Perry thinks that the body Jhad been street, city. Burial at Hallowed.
ago.
Messrs. Cahn and Grant of the Jeffer- in the dock for only a
In South Portland, Ocl. 24. Alice M., daughshort time,
as
“We tried every baby food on the marter of Edward D. and Hatt e duff, aged 2 davs.
son theatre.
the new custom neither of the books were completely wet
Inaugurate
In
Bath. Oct. 21. Alhine. son of Alfred and
ket, beside the cow’s milk, but nothing
that
Mary Gallaut, aged 8 months.
regulates the reservation of seats through.
Beamed to agree with him. He suffered
In
Belfast, Oct. 10, Mrs. Sarah H. Small, aged
in all lirst-class New York theatres.
Be80 years.
from Indigestion, until by the time be
In
with
the
Daniel
Frohman
Stock been
Rockland, Oct. 17. Col. George W. Ricker,
ginning
was nine months old,
found, an examination of the pas- aged 8u
he had grown so
years.
next Monday
engagement
list
of
the
Boston
boat
was
fn
weak and emaciated that we didn’t think company’s
senger
made,
Cushing, Oct. 13, Mrs. Emma Brown, aged
64 years
seats
reserved and not paid for but no such name as
night,
he oould live. At last his stomacn reHoyt was found.
In South Bumford, Oct. 10, Mrs. Vesta Adams
will he held only until 2 o’clock of the An examination was also made of the
aged about 50 years.
fuse! to take anything, and for three
of
the
In Keunebunk, Oct. 10, George L. Little, aged
after
which
performance
they Manhattan, the last steamer that had
days the little fellow was actually starv- day
80 years.
will be placed on sale again. There will arrived over the New York
There
line.
ing for something he could digest.
be no deviation from this rule positive- had been
"I happened ta have a box of Grapeonly one passenger on the trip,
Blown to Atoms.
and all requests to the contrary will and his name was not
Nuts in the house and getting a teaspoon- ly,
Hoyt.
The old Idea that the body sometimes
be ignored. Tnis rule refers to the highIn the afternoon, Coroner Perry reneeds a powerful, drastic, purgative pill
ful, poured a little hot water over it, letattractions.
ceived a despatch from New York stating has been exploded; for Dr. King’s New
ting the food stand a few minutes, then er-prioed
Dlfe Pills, which a”e perfectly harmless,
ROSTAND’S ‘‘1/AIGLON.”
that the parties at the address, 76 Fifth
give the baby the brown waiter which
gently stimulate liver and bowels to exhad the strength of the Grape-Nt\ts in It.
The New York Tlme3 of Tuesday says: avenue, New York,, say that Walter B, pel poisonous matter, cleanse the system
He could take but two
’’Persons who cherish ideal3 of theatri- Hoyt moved away from that placB some and absolutely cure Constipation and
spoonfuls at a
cal art will be grateful to the manager time ago and went to some place on Sick Headache, Only 25o at H. P. S.
time and then rest a while,
Ooold, Congress street, drug store.
who has set upon our stage a work so
"His stomach retained the food and
Long Island, probably Elmhurst. Before
worthy as Edmond Rostand’s ‘L’Alglon,’
had
Mr.
ordered
some
after one day’s use of the
away,
Hoyt
going
In
done Into English by Louis N. Parker,
UratVe-Nut8
be
a worthy
manner.
The performance things which he had left behind to
this way, his bowels were
rlgh\, for the in
of ‘The Eaglet,’ seen for the first time in sold. A
telegram from the New York
first time in six months
I continued to
this city last night, was followed with
Herald last evening gave the information
feed him the water from the Grape-Nuts close
interest and respect by the audience
had been the manager of baths
and a little cream and later on
and
was frequently
the
interrupted by ap- that Hoyt
softened food itself and he steadily Im- plause that truthfully Indicated the feel- at 76 Fifth avenue, but that he had reing of the spectators toward the play and cently given up this business. His famiproved, his little body and limbs begin- the
acting of It. The play, in fact, will
ning to get round and plump, and by tbe fairly sustain the reputation Its author ly live at Elmhurst. This is all the inthat has been obtained red8 Bergerac,’ formation
time he was a year old, he was as large secured with his ’Cyrano
again as when nine months old. At 15 though, surely, its insistence upon the garding the man. The body is at Kioh’s
ideal of national glory will
months he weighed 23 pounds, and now Napoleonic
undertaking rooms and doubtless more
never excite the enthusiasm In this counwill be learned today,
at 18 months, he Is a great,
sure
to
arouse
in
was
whloh
It
Its
fat, jolly try
No bruises have been found on the body
baby, climbing and going everywhere, Dative land. In the choloe of Maude
Adams to 1111 the title role, also, no great and Coroner Perry
thinks it is a case
full of tun, rosy cheeks, and
bright eyes. mistake has been made, In the [existing
of suicide.
Nothing quite
"During all this time his food has been circumstances.
Unless an Inspired boy
Last evening the polico authorities reso
nice for
Srape-Nuts, Just the water at first, then could have been found for the character
Rlohstadt, (and ceived a dispatch from Chief of Police
later on he had the food Itself, He Is the of the young *Duke of
If
the
bath.
are scarce in every |epooh,)
best advertisement Grape-Nuts could have Inspired boys
of New York saying
that Mr.
could, Dewey
certainly no more lit selection
a
\alue
In this town, for every one knew his con- have been made. We are not rich
you
in Hoyt had removed from New York to 41
dition and no one thought he could pos- these days In dramatic genius, and Miss Knight street, Norwal 1c, Conn. Deputy
soft, healthy
Adams has many and rare artistic traits
sibly live. We give all the praise to this that have lately
In the Marshal Frith at onco telegra phed the
put her fairly
most valuable food
,and never lose an op- front rank of the younger English-speakn
use our Green
n
portunity to recommend lb to persons ing actresses. She looks the scion of the
union to the life.
Bonaparte-IIapsburg
from
of
Buffering
Ca3tilo
Indigestion and lack
One never thinks of her as a woman from
nourishment." Mrs. C. D. Johnston, the beginning of the play to Its last sad
it soothes inIn every pictorial and superficial
scene.
Greenfield, Ind.
stead of irriActual proof Is better than all theory, attribute her portrayal is llawless. Not
Is out of
a gesture nor a jiose
place or
yet It is well to know that Grape-Nuts
tates.
awkward.”
food Is made scientifically and made for
Pound Bars
a purpose.
THE HIGH SCHOOL ELEVEN.
The most powerful elements
10c.
In wheat and
The
of tne Portland
eleven
barley are used and bo preHigh
pared as to furnish the human
body School will plav the foot ball team of the
vrith those food
school on'tbe Deerlng
elements, predigeeted In Lewiston High
a natural manner.
That is, turned from grounds Saturday morning, and for the
starch Into grape sugar.
lirst time will lln8 up as they will play
The food Is powerful enough for ath- against the Bangor team at Bangor, NoPrescription Druggists,
letes and easy enough of
digestion (as vember 8. Manager Goold is going to
shown by the above
oct25
Established 1836.
his men some active
and Is
for the

THE

ADVERTISEMENTS.

384-390 FORE ST.

finely rendered piano solo by Miss
Trlokey. Mrs. Pauline llammond Clark, The

Hollow."

W.

NEW

A Rea!
Bath Room.

Money.

entertainment was given
last evening in Y. M. C. A. hall under
the ausploes of the ladles of St.
Stephen’s
church.
The programme opened with a

by her singing

of

Found Wed,

I

friends In Portland by the manner In
parts.
which she handloH her respective
i’he specialties Introduced are worthy of

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

FLOATING IN HARBOR.

At the Jefferson theatre this
morning
the sale of seats anil boxes will
begin lor
the subscribers and
Friday for the general

MOBH1SON COMEDY CO.

I

no

♦

step

in and have

a

talk with

D0W&PINKHAn7^eW,rsa..°i.,,,c
Exchange
35

Street,

l

1

--

^;tgl8€?BM.AyBQtra»

THE POLO LEAGUE.

MAINE

of the Maine

Managers at the
Falmouth.

Meeting

Item* ol Interest Gathered

in the chair

the situation was
was the intention
to draw up a schedule but this was put
over until a later meeting. All in‘attendwas

and

informally discussed, It

the

are

league in the country and there should be
no reason why we should not b8
suocessfill

Wa hn.VA

tin

flniTnJhhlAfl>nn hnnri

nr nnv

disputes to settle as have the managers In
the ether leagues. None of us are looking

premiums

upon

the average policy
of Life Insurance
is completed.
What

other

in-

can

be

vestment

purchased on such
long time, or be
its

worth

entire

face value, if death
occurs, before fully

paid for!>
Life Insurance is
a

good investment

for rich men ; the

only high class security available for
people of moderate
means.

And Union

Mutual

Policies

strike the

keynote
liberality, fairness and genuine
results. They are
designed to satisfy,
not mystify, posof

sessors.

to

Facts sent
inter-

anyone
Your

inquiry

tested.
m3
Years of train-

|A/»frU

ing
application

and constant

needed to

Clock

fy

Troubles

qualito

raan

properly repair
valuable timeHarmon has

Our Mr.

keepers.
had life

a

are

and unin
watch
success
mending
varying
We can
and clock difficulties.
guarantee his work in every detail

long experience

©

Geo. T.
513

—

Springer,

Congress St.

oct20eodtf

For Women.

Dr. Tolman’s Monthly Regulator has brought
happiness to hundreds of anxious women.
There is positively no other remedy known
to medical science, that will so quickly and
safely do the work. Have never had as'ingla

failure. The longestand most obstinate cases
are relieved in if days without fail. No other
no
remedy will do this. No pain, no
interference with work. The most difficult
cases successfully treated through correspondence and the most complete satisfaction
guaranteedin every instance. I relievehundreds of ladies whom I never see.- Write for
All letters truthfully
further particulars.
answered.
Free confidential advice in all
matters of a private or delicate nature. Bear
in mind this remedy is absolutely safe under
every possible condition and will positively
leave no after ill effects upon tlio health. By
mail securely sealed, $2.00. Dr. K. M. TOLMAN CO., 170 Tremont St., Boston, Mass.,

danger,

for chances to hurt the rest, We are simply going to look out for the success of
the league'*
The meeting adourned late in the afterAnother

it was anbe held to
form a
schedule. The managers left for their repectlve cities last evening,

noon.

nounced, will

meeting,

soon

Habits

Permanently and Painlessly
-a

Cured

at

‘VBaitQpSonitamm
PORTL
65STATE
AND ME.

ST.

A Private Sanitarium
For Gentlemen and Ladies.
The only sanitarium m the
mor/d using
THE PERFECTED
GOLD REMEDIES
Send For booklet

Long Distance Telephone

Cliftofy J Bailey Manager

^DryearsMgnkeeley/nstitutecfttwJIast^^
octlS

dem

railroad bridge on which he
was at work, in the state of
Washington.
At last accounts the body had not oeen
found.
Ueo. C, Porter, his brother, W. O. of

Mr. J. L. Dunn

has

sold the W.

combination of roots,
you nearer to nature’s heart. The most wonderful
herbs, and barks ever placed before the American people. More than double
other Blood and Nerve
g the number of ingredients in this remedy than in any
ill cure
Remedy in the world, and costing over fifty per cent more to compound. TV
all
fail.
others
old and complicated cases where

BRINGS

S,

feeling, and general Debility, Scrofula, Catarrh, Salt Rheum, Rheumatism, Pleurisy, Erysipelas, Dropsy,
Boils, Tumors, Eruptions of the Skin, Ulcers in the Mouth and Throat, Canker
in the Mouth, Throat, and
Stomach,
Dyspepsia,
an
diseases
all
and
arising'from
Consumption,
Gout,
or disordered nerves, it is
impure state of the blood
how
this
remedy will quiet the nerves
astonishing
quickly
is the one remedy on earth
and restore lost vitality. It
and general debility,
for the over-worked brain
formula of Dr. Ray’s Yellow
The originator of the
Parilla Compound, used for
years in his. practice, a comall the ingredients of this
position containing nearly
while on a visit to the South
remedy. Some years ago,
South
and
America, he became greatly
West, Mexico,'
tures used by the natives of
interested in the herb mixmarkable cures which they
those localities and the reabout.
His
investigations brought out the
brought

university.
The following clergymen are expected
to b8 present; Rev. Messrs, G. F. Millward, Kennebunk; T. C. Chapman, Cornish; A. C. Terhune, Woodfords; J. H,
Roberts, Bowery Beach; F. A. Leitch,
South Portland; O. S, Plllsbury, York;
H.A. Clifford, Old Or hard; E. C. Strout,
Saco; J, A. Corey, South Portland; J.
H, Puffer. South Blddeford; C. F, Parson, Westbrook; W. C Wentworth, Berwick; C. W. Bradley, Blddeford; H. G.
Mitchell, Boston university; and Rev.
James B. Day, chancellor of the Syracuse
university.
THE BOWLING TOURNAMENT.

LISBON.

Lisbon Falls, October 24.—Rev.

C. A
pastor of the Universalist
will
church, Auburn,
preach In Everett
hail, Lisbon Falls, this Sunday, Oot 29,
at 3 p m.

Knickerbocker,

CHEBEAGUE.

Uhebeague,

Oct. 23.—The smelt catcher
find fish plenty, but prices very low,
liev. F. K. Beene of the M E. churoh
is attending tips ministerial meetings at
West Paris this week.
Mr. Edward Williams moved his family
to Peak's island the 20th ln$t.
Mr. Geo. Jackson moved his family
and furniture to the city the 19th Inst,
Mr. Wm. Jackson has moved into the
Rufus Hamilton house.
oapt l nomas Turner will occupy the
C. G. Webber house during the winter.
Sloop A. L. Hamilton, Capt, Geo.
arrived
from Somes
home
Cleaves,
Sound the 20th Inst,

PAliSONSFIELD.
East

Parsonslleld, October 24.—Mrs
Eugene Wentworth, who has be3n passa
few
weeks with her cousin, Mrs
ing
E, D. Chadborn In this
plaoe, has re-

THE M'ALL MISSION.

parlor meeting of this auxilion
Wednesday with Mrs.
Chapman, was a very interesting meeting. Mrs, Noyes’s account of

year,

[SPECIAL TO TIIE PRESS.]
October 24 —Last night
the fire alarm called out the members of
the fire company, the alarm being sounded
by the discovery that Edgecomb:s
The
slaughter house, was in names.
building Is on the outskirts cf the village
and was burned to the ground, the Are
being in an advanced condition before
could get to It. It is
the
company
thought to be of incendiary origin.

Kennebunk,

U.

S.

the
in
that
grows in profusion
North, he began a series of
period of over a year, at the

successful mixtures

covering

experiments,

a

YELLOW PARILLA.

was

secured results,which proved
end of which time he had
of great moment to the medical world in the completed formula of Dr. Ray’s Yellow
Parilla Compound, the greatest Blood and Nerve Remedy which the world has ever known.
*

THE AMERICAN

COMPANY

REMEDY

BOSTON,

OF

manufacturers of Dr. Ray’s Yellow Parilla Compound, offer to the people of this city
a~.d vicinity, through the druggists named in this announcement, a free sample bottle,
and are sure that a trial will show a marked improvement in any of the above-named
diseases.

mail,

Dr. Ray may be consulted, free of all charges, personally or by
Boston Office, 5 Music Hall Building, Winter Street and Hamilton Place.

TRfiDE SUPPLIED BY

at his

COOK, EVERETT So PENNELL.
JOHN W. PERKINS CORP.

few

CLARION

..

RANGES AND STOVES

Take

t VfcSl ■ ■■ ntriB«
That’s on account of the]/ lasting quailYou take
ties and tha good work they'-:i
no chances if you buy a CLARIOrl.

durab£ea’nd
p
*”

facts

Nature’s rational cure for
a” *hose ills known as
FEMALE TROUBLES

&

&

&

^

t011*0 tbat goes
directly to the source i
a

of all womanly troubles, giving strength
and vigor to the weakened organs, and
charging the entire system with all the
elements which produce sound health.
There isn’t a bit of uncertainty
about its curative powers.
Its action is prompt and positive.
The
woman who takes Tangin begins to feel
better within twenty-four hours from the
time she takes the first dose.

50c.
SEND

<S
US

$1.00
A

r\ m

iv^ ip

per
POSTAL,

bottle^
CARD

and we will send you a free sample
•of Tangin together with a sensible
treatise on the ills peculiar to women.

Address Tangin, New York

week on these 9x12

AXMINSTER RUGS

a I

attested by thousands of

users.

low that the well informed would hardly let
the opportunity pass even if they might not need
is

WOOD&BISHOPCOJwMjJ

as a

new

for immediate

use.

It is easy to see-they
than the

$19.75

we are

are

worth

a

third more

asking.

In five designs from the Persian and Turkish,

retaining all
Oriental

Dependable QuaMty-Pricel^

Everything new and bright
trying to get big profits.

so

one

COUNTS ?

the

individuality and richness of true

coloring.

,

pin.

No

sluggish

W. T. KILBORN
24

FREE

GO.,

1

STREET.

—

THE WORLD!

We manufacture our own goods and by buying your clothing and furnishings
from us you save from 40 to 50 cents on every dollar. COUIE AND BSi CONVINCED that this is the greatest bargain centre in the State of Maine.

AMERICAN CLOTHING CO.,
Portland's Greatest

teli

&

making this

Cash talks and low prices speak louder than words.

25 Bond St., Lynn, Mass., July 23, 1900.
For a long time I have been a sufferer from
female weakness, stomach troubles an^ terrible headaches. I was so bad that I usedTto faint
I took two bottles of
away on the street.
Tangin, and it is perfectly wonderful the
it
done
has
and
I shall use it right
me,
good
along if ever I have a return of my troubles.
one
has
who
suffered
as 1 have can
Only
of the gratitude I feel toward Tangin for
having restored me to complete health. I
strongly recommend it. Mrs. C. H. Field.

&

that are
See our

special circulars.
wr ite to us.
not
have
does
them,
dealer
If your

“,?rd

we are

powfbful

W,t£vHebyw£II£ERS

Tangin MONEY MOVES

nr
AMftTN Is.
A iUtjVll'l

that

COAL FURNACES

ARE m HIGH FAVOR

Look at our stock.
lots. No time to waste

&

Thespecialprice

CLARION AND ETNA

Workmanship-—Stylel.nri'Pfj
CLOTHING-—Fityyiiyyi

DISTRICT COURT.

have been
Petitions in bankruptcy
tiled by:
William T. Sullivan and John A. Sullivan, Hammond Plantation,
James Mantor, Anson.
Chester Judd, Jay.

that tired and gone

fact that the basis of the
Yellow Parilla plant, which
region. On his return to the

VALUE
IN
Wise women

The lirst

visit
to the di fferent “salles” was
given in her happiest manner, A letter
from Dr. S. B. Rosslter to the auxiliary
was received and read,
?
Miss
Georglne Melcher was elected
corresponding secretary for the ensuing

Prostration,

SEBAGO.

held
ary
Charles J.
her

of Nervous

DRUGGISTS.'

Yarmouth, October 24.—
C. Rickard and wife are
days at West Paris.
Mr, C. M. Rice and wife spent Tuesin
town.
day
Rev, C. P. Cleaves and family who
have be?n spending their vaoation with
Mrs. Cleaves*
Mr. and Mrs.
parents,
James Lawrence, have returned to their
home in Kobnin3ton,
Mr. Frank Marston of Boston has bsen
visiting his brother, Mr. George Marston.
Capt. Levi Marston and wife were
guests at Mr. James Le'-rence’s, Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs.
Arthur Flckett,
who
were recently married, arrived tome Saturday.
Miss Mary Lawrence is visiting relatives In Boston.
a

Sebago, Out. 22,—Charles Bickford’s
daughter of Portland has been at Sebago
visiting her grandfather and grandmother, Mr. and Mrs. Josaph .Bickford; also
Milliken, Cousins & Short.
another lady, a friend of Miss Bickford,
There is much anxiety as to whether
90
76
68— 233
Taylor,
present Sheriff,
81
87
86— 254 Reuben Dyer or our
Noble,
69
78— 225 Frank L. Brown, is to get the appoint78
Barrington,
ment.
Brown
has
the
Mr.
strongest sup70
73— 223
80
Warren^
76
72
78— 226 port behind him so far as numbers is
MePhest3r,
concerned; but Mr. Dyer, who has the
392" 386 3S8—1161 advantage of.being a Pearson Republican, does not regard the quantity of
Ayer, Houston & Co.
names on a petition to be of so much
85
75- 237 value as their quality.
77
Trot,
66
71
63—
200
Harmon,
66
62
62— 181
O'Brien,
GET ONE CLUB AT RIVERTON.
72
75
73— 220
Chapman,
108
67
82—
257
Nicholson,
The Get One club of the Y. M. C. A.
387 353 355—1095
is made up of those members who have
xuo
auu eAuiiuige,
xne
game was*
secured a new member for the associa! bowling of Nicholson was very fine.
and last night the board of directors
tion,
Noble
also did well. Next game Frigave them a ride and supper at Riverton
day night between the H, S. Melcher
Thirty-seven men were present and
Co., and the Twitch9ll Champlln Co,
the post prandial exercises kept the comhour.
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS DANCE.
Vocal
pany happy for about an
Last evening Portland Council of the solos by Mr. J., W. Davis added much
of Columbus held a dance and to the enjoyment of the evening.
entertainment at their hall. There were
about 75 couples in attendance. The floor
director was Mr. Florence F; Driscoll"
The entertainment consisted of readings
by Mr. Edward J. Quinn and singing
by Miss Louise Sweeney, Mi. Henry
Hinds and Mr. David W. McAndrew.
Portland Council will have a musical
and literary entertainment at Kotzsohmar hall in the near future.

cases

PORTLAND

C. V. ALLEN, 251 Danforth St.
G. E. BLISH, Knightville.
FRANK J. BRAGDON, 659 Congress St.
JOSEPH W. BUTLER, 15 Pleasant St.
THOMAS F. COREY, 269 Congress St. 1
CHARLES S. COLE, 68 Oxford St.
CHAPMAN So WYMAN, 552 DeeringAve.
DEERING DRUG CO., 1175 Forest Ave.
JAMES D. DOLAN So CO., 211 Spring St.
WALTER I. DREW, 202 Brackett St.
FRANK E. FICKETT, 212 Danforth St.
EDWARD L. FOSS, 653 Congress St.
■WILLIAM W. FOSS, 800 Congress St. j
LYMAN C. FOWLER, 107 Congress St.
GEORGE C. FRYE, 320 Congress St.
GILSON’S DRUG STORE, 14 Monument Sq,
C. H. GUPPY CO., 463 Congress St.
HENRY P. S. GOULD, 557 Congress St.
JOHN H. HAMEL. U. S. Hotel.
^
J. H. HAMMOND, 52 Free St.
D. W. HESELTINE So CO., G87 Congress St,
JOHN B. HIGGINS, 28 Brackett St.
THEORA HILTON, 129 Congress St
F. F. HOLLAND, 803 Congress Si,
W. A. HOLLAND So CO.,78 Washington Avs,
HORGAN So ABBOTT, 65 Portland St
HURLBURT BROS., 940 Congress St.
JOHN D. KEEFE, 62 Newberry St, aal
205 Middle St.
CHARLES F. LANDERS, 43 Middle St.
JOHN E. LYNCH, 30 Washington Ave,
McDonough So sheridan, 235 Om*
gress St.
FRANK L. McKEOUN, 1 Portland St.
F. B. MOODY, 669 Forest Ave.
GEORGE W. MERRILL, 271 Middle St
DAVID F. MURDOCK. 9 Pearl St.
MURPHY BROS., 241 Congress St.
JOHN C. OTIS, 789 Congress St.
JOHN M. SHAW, 34 Myrtle St
SIMMONS So HAMMOND, 575 Congress St
SMITH & BROE, 478 Congress St.
JAMES T. STATE, York and Pleasant Sts.
EDWARD W. STEVENS, 931 Congress St
WM. F. STONE. 90 Middle St.
JAMES B. TOTTEN, 172 Cumberland St.
FREDERICK A. TURNER, 225 Congress St.
CHARLES E. WHEELER, 107 Exchange 8t
JOHN WILLIAMSON, 594 Congress St
OTIS E. WOOD, 47 India St.
F. L. WINSHIP, 238 Stevens Ava

East North
Rev. J, H.

spending

In bowling
last night the Milliken,
Cousins & Short team
heat the Ayer,
Houston & Co., team, winning all three
games. The 6core;

Knights

In

1

Blanchard place
Apples rroze on the tree3 last Friday
night. The thermometer stood at 20,

turned to her home at West Baldwin.
Wilbur J. Chadborn has been successful in obtaining a fine situation In BosMINISTERS’ ASSOCIATION.
ton, His many friends wish him success.
Mr. John Trainer wa3 In 03Sipee, N,
A meeting of the Portland Ministerial
H on business last Monday. While there
association will be held in the Chestnut in
trying to get an apple that was lodged
in an ox's throat, ha had his thu mb on
Street church Thursday.
In the morning services will be held in the right band badly bitten
Mr. and Mrs. Gaorge Chadbourne have
the chapel for ministers only while the
just returned from a trip through Stanafternoon and evening services will be disb, Llmlngton, Buxton and Gorham,
where they visit3d many
friends
and
opens to the publio.
was
th8
At 2 p m. Revs, J. W, Lewis and B. relatives. Mrs. Chadbourne
guest of Mrs. Charles W, Deerlng two
C. Wentworth will speak on the “Twendays, and as the Deering homestead waB
her home in her youthful days, the visit
tieth Century Forward Movement.”
At 3 p. m. Prof. H, G, Mitchell of Bos- was very much enjoyed.
Mrs. David Lougee of Limerick visited
ton university will read a paper on the friends
In Parsonslleld last Sunday.
“New Bible.”
Mrs Frank Day is very much
Imin
health,
proved
The evening meeting will he addressed
by Chancellor J. B. Day of the Syraouse
NORTH YARMOUTH.

INCENDIARY FIRE AT KENNEBUNK

Liquor&Morphitw

falling

ihrough a

Mrs. H. B. Merrill and Mrs, O. S.
1 homes attended the State S. S. convention at Dexter last week.
Mrs. Sarah Sweetser of Saco Is to
spend
the winter with Mrs, H, P. Morton.

very cream of the
talent and are names that have for years
teen well known in polo ciroles.
One of the most enthusiastic managers
in the lot is the veteran Fred Doe.a era ok
player, and by his baseball experience, is
no
stranger to the people of Portland
“Everything look first rate,55 he said:
“Players are anxious to come to Maine
this winter and you can tank on it that
this state wll see the fastest polo that it
has ever had,
Maine will have the best

of

]

that in the so-called National league.
The managers of the different teams
have teen in negotiation with some well
known players and have signed a number of stars. It is probable that the fol-

Wiley These

before

CUMBERLAND*
Cumberland Centre, October 24.—Rev.
W. H. McBride of North Yarmouth
supplied the pulpit last .Sunday afternoon.
eldest
son
of
Mr.
and Mrs. N.
Walter,
l>. Farwell, was
drowned by

Jornlsh, with four others from Portland
:eft last Friday night on the
Puliman.for
;
gunning trip in the Moosehead Lake
: region.
Geo, Beals of North Yarmouth has entered the employ of J. L. Dann,

lowing brlllian t players will te among
the list that will compose the teams of
the Maine league; Doe, Hipson, Leydon,
Swords, Muratugh, Mul Smith, Burgess,
Menard, Stai'key, Nick McGiivray and

the

by Our Local

expressed themselves as pleased with
the situation confident that the league
will be a success and that the enthusiasts
of this lively winter game will see the
fastest polo that has ever been played in
this state and fully up to the standard of

ance

PASSESpajunent

_

Correspondents,

"A
meeting of the managers of the
Maine Polo league w as held yesterday afternoon
at the Falmouth hotel. The
managers In attendance were: Sullivan,

Portland; Doe, Lewiston; Long, Dockland; Phillips, Gardiner; McGuire, Bangor; McGiivray, Bath. President Burke

TOWNS.

Clothing Store, 255 Middla St,,

PORTLAND,

octlOdtf

MAINE.

•

j|

Dr. Austin Tenney, CITY OF PORTLAND. I
OFFICE 514 CONGRESS STREET.,
Police Examining Board,
Over Foster, Avery &■ Co*
Special:^ In diseases of the Eye and Ear and
i*‘
scientific fitting of Glasses.
Fatnrdays Only, Beginning Oct. 'ZT.
octlSJtt

the

FlJRS~REPAiREb^
MUS. it. E. BOl»TOS wishes to announce that
sue is prepared to make or repair all Kinds of
Fur Garments, Seal Skin Coats,
Capes ami Collarettes,
in

all the

up-to-date styles.

Eleven years’
Good work and reason-

j practical experier.ee.
able prices.
j Residence iJ'J Alder St., Cor. of Portland.
dim
1 coi2

regn’ar meeting of th° Police Examining
Hoard will be held on Tuesday, October 30th,
1900. at 7.30 p in., at Uoom a, City Building.
STE WIEN U, PEKKY, Secretary.
oct20dtd
The

Tin:

Pori!an I

Widow’s

Wood

Society.
ri'UE Annual Meeting of tlie Portland Widow’s
1 Wood Society for the clioice of officers lor
the ensuing year an I the transaction of such
other business as may lcgaffy come before said
meeting w ill be held at their office. City Building, on Wednesday evening, October 31st. A.
1).. 19C0. at 7.30 o’clock.
K. C. Bff ADPOKD, Sec.
Portland, Maine, Oct. 13, ltOO.
ocll3dtd

Having purchased the Insurance Business of Mr. Ezra
city, any and all indorsements, alteration*
renewals of policies in the Companies represented by W*1

j

IVaukcs of this

B

will he promptly attended to at our oiiiee.
With a line of twelve solid Companies in our office W'
are enabled to give business prompt and careful attention

H

[i

|

or

and solicit

an

increase of custom from the public.

S
9

|9
g
g

§
t!

E. G. JONES & CO.,

13

EXCHANGES!.
ocmdeodll

Private Watson,
Jrlvata H Libby,
Sergeant H. H. Bodge,
] ’rivate Andrews,
t sergeant Spear,
j Jrlvate
Portrals,
Jrivate Monson,

YYiiSTRROUK.
—

of

Members
Rifles

27
26
26
61
28
27
27
61
64
28
26

|

’orp Parker,
! •ergeant
Hanson,

Cleaves

Jrlvate J. 8. Davis,
Jorporal Lund,

Qualify.

The
L). A.

shoot was conduoted by Sergeant
Kaler of Co E, Portland, as supervisor of rllle quallllcatlon.
The
annual
meeting of the

Kings

Out of

Thirty-Seven

Forty-One Men I

Jaughters w'as
Jongregatlonal
>llicers

at the Westbrook
church.
The following
eleotod:
President, Mrs

were

! V.

Successful.

held

F. Bettes;
secretary
] ilrs. J. 11. Banks.

and

treasurer,

( if
t

of

Knights

Cohuubus

Visit

__

sale In the lower hall.
Last evening a dramatic

< in

Tha Escalator olub will meet this afternoon at the home of Mrs. Etta Eastman,
Mills
The
Lamb street, Cumberland
subject of the meeting Is to be “Men and
Women of tne White House,” with a paper by the vice-president, Mrs. Cora El-

from
] Jortland presented the roaring farce “A
j Modern
Othello, ” before a good sized
£ udlence.
The suppers are in charge of the
folMrs. George Blake,
owlng committee:
j drs Louisa Seal, Mrs. Robert B. Smith,
j ilrs. S. J Smith, Mrs. Abner
ljowell,
j lira.
Jcshua
R.
Cobb, Mrs. James
] flckett, Mrs. W'lliiam Osborne, Mrs. A.

Albert Collin, superintendent
of the Westbrook, Windham and Kaples
electric railway company, and his broth
er, Elmer K Collin cf Cumberland Mills,
have returned from Presque Isle, where
they were called last week by the illnusa

nt

j J.

Woodbury,

Mrs. I. D. Pride, Mrs.
S. Bailey, Mrs. O. B. Cram.
decorations
have been arranged

, Jharlts

The

fh«lr mother.

U1JICUHUU

A delegation of about 20 of the memLera of the local Knights of Columbus

hall,

Congress street.
brnkeman
Foley, a

on the
Portland division
a
of the Boston & Maine railroad, and
son of Patriofc Foley, was united In marriage yesterday to Miss Mary Reynolds

supper and social last
evening
vestry of tha church.
The circle was entertained by the followMrs. C. T. Ames, Mrs. W.
ing ladles:
B. Boothby, Mrs. George Adams, Mies
Lizzie
Adams, Mrs. Mark Allen, Mrs.
Lee Blake, Airs.
George Barbour and
Miss Nellie Barbour.
a

the

The

regular meeting of the Ammoncungin club was held yesterday afternoon at
the home
of Mrs. Margaret
Cloudman, Marrott street, Cumberland
31 Ills
The subject of the afternoon was
which was treated In an adEmerson,
read by
mirable
manner in a paper

The
lad 183* circle of the Unlversalist
church will
meet at the home of Mrs.
Nelson Mayberry,
tteavey street, this
afternoon.
Minnehaha council, Daughters of Pocahoatas, observed tnelr annual homing
night last evening at Red Mens* hall.
which
an
Supper was served, after
There was
entertainment was enjoyed.
a good
attendance of the members and
—

very enjoyable time had by all.
clubs Is to obThe Current Events
serve a “special day-’ at their meeting
to be held this afternoon. The programme
a

Includes the relating of a story by each
member present, the author to be guessed
by the audience.
Mr. ii. j. roDes

cierx at

u. u.

wood-

enjoyed the afternoon
gunning trip in the vi-

store,

yesterday on a
cinity of Yarmouth.
Mr
Wm. J). Smith, Linooln 6treet,
has been making extensive repairs and
alterations
his premises, The
upon
house
has been
raised, and the land
around the building has
been graded
adding much to the looks of the property, as well as the surrounding street.

year as'there were several other societies
holding them, but this year they have
started
the ball rolling and the others
must

Electric
Light company at Great
Mr. Coleman Is to move to Great
falls In about'a month. He has vacated
for
Ills house on Stevens avenue* and
land

his parents,
is living with
the present
Mr. and Mrs. Dr. F. D. Coleman, Pleas-

the company has qualilined 37 men as marksmen. Of this number one qualified as a sharpshooter and
one as a first-class marksman. Four men
have failed to qualify. The result of yesterday’s shoot was as follows, the men

*nt avenue.

GORHAM.

distance of 200 yards, the
shooting
soores representing a
possibility of 60;
a

Mr. Edward Guptill, High street, has
an old relic, the gun
In his possession
carried by
Lephanlah H. Harding of
at the fight at Fort William
Carbarn

GRAINY'S
Some

and tastes like
it
"

is

made

grains.

quarter

is

lire built at the mouth of the hole, they
Anally escaped and reached their homes
after many perilous adventures.
Mr. D. B. Holt of Gorham, who served
faithfully through the late Civil war has
recently been granted a pension of $1,400

It looks

coffee, but

costs
as

about

than

Portland Is buying
Mr. Wright of
apples in Gorham for the foreign mar-

one-

ket.

much.

All grocers

4

}5o. an(i

Mr. Milton Shaw, School street, has
orchard of 500 apple trees on his farm
besides a
large number ol pear, cherry
and plum trees.
an

Gorham

has one

18 8-4 Inches.

WOODFOUDS.
Mr. Bewls Whitney, who has resided
for the past ten or twelve years on Woodford street, below Forest avenue, has
moved his family to a rent at the corner of Walton street and Ocean avenue.
There were three children attending
sohool at the primary sohool In Odd Fellows’
blook
reported sick with scarlet
fever. The children are now
tined at their homes.
Mr. Fred T. Davis, Forest

Peering Point,

Is to have

an

quaranavenue,
artificial

stone
walk laid through his yard, on
both sides of the house.
Conductor Wm. Swan of the Deer In g
Highland electric €0 line, has a valuable pointer dog that Is very sick.
Mr. and Mrs, E. B. Weexs are to celebrate the 35th anniversary of their marriage at their home, 518 Washington aveEast Peering,
this evening at 8
nue,
o'clock.

Kooky

Hill lodge, No. 01, Knights of
Pythias, Is to confer the rank of esquire
on
a candidate at the meeting to be held
this evening.
The prospects are bright
for the fall and winter
work as several
are promised for the next
months.
Lebanon
commandery, Knights of
Malta, conferred the black degree at the
meeting held on Tuesday evening. “A

applications
two

supper

was

served

at the close of the

meeting.

Lunt’s Corner grammar school,
at
home onfSaunders street,'yesterday.

her

Mr. and Mrs, John H. Cook of Malden,
Mass
are
the guests of Mr. Cook's sister, Miss Mary Cook, corner Peering and
Forest avenues.
The funeral services over the remains
of the late
Mrs. Spear, mother of Sirs.
O. L. Knowles, were held yesterday afternoon at 2 80
o’clock from the residence of Mr. Knowles, 12 Irving street.
The services were conducted by Kev. C.
A. Terhune,pastor of the Clark Memorial
Methodist

The

enure-** ^The burial was

Lookout

committee

of the North

val Chorus will meet at the Congregational parsonage Friday evening to complete the report which they are to present
at the
adjourned business meeting of

ish churoh.

A POINT THE WOULD SWINGS ON.
if you have
been
And Boston—Well
there an even hundred times you don't
know the “old town.”
You can go to some new new place
every hour for a month and at each place
will interest you.
find something that
Boston’s sacred land marks are Bunker
Hill monument, the Old North churoh,
ground, the Old
Copp’s Iiili burying
Cradle of Liberty, tho Old State House,
the Old South churoh.
Its later day interesting points are the

Library,
House, Trinity
church, Symphony Hall,the score of magnificent public
buildings dedicated to
work, and the great oflios
educational
buildings wherein is transacted Boston’s
State

business.
Of course in a clty'like The Hub there
amusements of all kinds, and
must be
rank among the best
Boston’s theatres
in the world,while the productions whloL
“hold the boards” are ever the most stupendous and brilliant that the theatrical

Prof, Lucian Hunt has returned from a
in New Hampshire
visit with friends
and Boston.
I

Excursion the Boston & Maine is
run to Boston from Portland on Oc-

Fall

to

The travel over the ferry line yesterday
was inordinately large, and teams from
every part of the olty and from various
points In (Jape Elizabeth availed themselves of this means of reuohlng the olcy
of Portland. In “the afternoon a long
line of wagons passed along the piers
leading to the landings on either side,
and. things were more than lively,

train.
tober 30 by regular or special
The rate for the round trip Is but $3.00.
This Is the trip you. want, so d on’t miss
it.

R. M. LEWSEN & CO.

All Styles Sc All Grades.

(J. A. Tilton & (Jo. have been awarded
the contract for furnishing a new furnace
for the Pleasant street school house. This

enterprising Arm are alieady engaged In
plumbing (Japt. A. J. LJrown’B house
on Pine street;
heating and plumbing
Mrs. Proctor’s house on Franklin street,
ana plumbing Mrs.
W, T. Studleys’
house on High street.
Capt. McKeown is repairing the old
homestead, corner of Preble and High
Our stock off Ladies' line and medium grate garments
streets, for tenement purposes.
low, styles never so attractive. 23 per cent saved a*most of
Kev. Mr. (Jorey will repeat at Knlghtvllle next Sunday afterhnoon the sermon
which he preached last Sunday at the
Peoples' M. E. ohuroh on “The Religious
Uses of the Hotly.
The quarterly session of
the South
Portland and Caps Elizabeth Sunday
588

was never
our

goods

large, prices

so
are

school

association

will be

held

CONGRESS

at the

never

from maker to

URL- 3VEb Lewsen <s§b

so

wearer.

C5qb,

ST.

Hethany Congregational ohuroh the first
Portland, Oct. 25,

In November,
Dr. Lowell Is making improvements
on his residence at West High street.
The Jolly Six v> 111 give a dance at the
Union Opera house this evening.
The regular meeting of
Masoonomo

Wednesday

1900.

Tribe,

Oasis
No 18, I. OK. M., at
hall on Monday evening was followed by
a smoker.
The tribe is In a flourishing
condition, and the officers deserve great
credit for keeping up the Interest in the
work of the order during the entire year.
Mr. William West has entered the employ of the Prudential Life Insurance

SHOE
For Women and
Ciris.

Company of Portland.
home from a trip to
Philadelphia with
Mrs. Dodge's
husband,
Capt. Jacob

*‘"!cs’

Dodge.
The History
olub will hold the first
meeting of the season at the resldenoe
of
Mrs.\Young, Preble street, next
Thursday evening. The lesson will be
on the first eight pages of The Beauties
of Mythology, by Thomas Bullfinch. A
full attendance Is requested.
Belle Walton of

C.

$3.50 Ladies.

We've sold
and

served.
A Hallowe’n party will be* given by the
teachers and senior olass of South Portland High school on October 31 lu the
Elm street school house.
has
Miss Flavin of Knlghtvllle, who

Sorosis name and Sorosis methods of manufacturing
have made it possible for every woman in this country to take advantage of the best “Ready to Wear
Shoe” ever made, at the low price of $3.50, and
also make it possible for her, after finding the last
which fits her foot correctly, to really own a private
last which, being protected and easily identified by
Sorosis name, she can call for, without fear of being taken advantage of in every city in this country
and abroad.
Thus, with a little care in trying on the first
time she buys, as perfect a fit is obtainable as can
be secured in a custom made shoe, and that, too, at
frqm one-half to one-third the price. Mothers who
have worn with satisfaction their own purchases of
“Sorosis” will be pleased to know that our Girl’s
Shoes embody all the peculiar and remarkable qualities which have been found to be a part of every
genuine “Sorosis.”

re-

covering.
PLEASANTDALE.
has
Miss lihoda Urr, of Orrs’ Island,
returned from being the guest of Mr.
and Mrs. A. W. Kelley, Kelsey street.
The Ladies* Aid will be entertained at
the home of Mrs.
K. M. Bsnson, Pearl
street, this Thursday week
Mrs. J, A. Lewis, new Elm street, Is
able to be out after a long illness
Mrs. B. V. Chase Is reported ill at her
home on Robinson street.
N. H.,
Mr. Charles Carson, of Dover,
has rented the bouBe of Mrs, L, H. Piilsbury, Summer street, and moved his

family thereto.
Mrs (i. Lin wood Libby, Evans street,
who has been very 111, is thought to be

Crane

Forest avenue.
JiEWS OF THE CLUBS.

Airs. Granville
W. Leighton of Old
“Art as a
Orchard gave a talk on art,
Medium of Expression.1’
The Excelsior club mot on Alonday afThe prowith Airs. Finley.
gramme treated of Longfellow's early
life and was very satisfactorily rendered.
The review of Evangeline by Mrs. Alosely
the selections read were
was fine and
grealty enjoyed. Allss Eva Finley favored
the club with the old song “Evangeline,’’
ternoon

and as an encore gave “Allah." The addition of vocal music to the programme
meets with favor.
The Whittier club met Tuesday with
Airs, Whitman Sawyer. An unpubllsned
poem written by Airs. Caroline Dana
Howe was read by the author.
A short account of the Cloister and the
Hearth was given by Allss Lord.
v
The first chapter of the Civil Government was read.

Mrs.

an

Thompson gave

entertaining

historical

ride in which
the Whittier participated last June.
The account of the French revolution
by Mrs. Thompson and the Continental
of

the

Congress by Mrs. Sawyer closed

the

after-

noon.

FARMERS’ ALMANAC.

In the window of Loring, Short &
Harmon Is dlsjjlayed the familiar Maine
Farmers’ Almanac, edition of 1901. It
contains the usual mass of information
concerning the State and country at
large, astronomical data and other useful

knowledge which have made It
article at
farmer.

the

of

fireside

valuable
every Alaine
a

g

What Shall We Have for Dessert P
This question arises in the family every
day. Let us answer it today. Try Jel!-o,
a delicous and healthful dessert.
Prepared in two minutes. No boiling! no
add
baking! simply
boiling water and
set to cool.
Flavors:—Lemon, Orange,
and
Strawberry. Get a packRaspberry
age at your grocers tcjday, 10 cts.
•

Ward’s,Whiting’s,
and all the famous

corre-

here
spondence papers
atpound prices. Mourning
commercial

papers,

pa-

pers, blocks, pads and
Also all desk
tablets.

furnishings.
In this department are
game
playing cards,
the

counters,

for

rules

playing the game of
“500”, score cards, duplicate whist, poker chips,
etc,

Special prices

Rines Bros. Co.

clubs

to

individuals

and

RETURNED FROM HUNTING TRIP.
Messrs. J. P. Stevens of Woodfords and
reArthur E. Marks of Oakdale have
turned from a two weeks' outing in the
Chesunoook 'lake.
woods at
Messrs Stevens andJMarks are members
of the Chesunoook club oomposed of 16
gentlemen from different parts of the
state, and in fact has one or two members
residing outside the New^England states.
club has acquired
some $2000
worth of valuable property at Chesunoook
It Is incorporated under the laws
lake.
of Maine, Mr. Stevens being Its president,
j The members of the club have had sevThe

eral neat log houses built on their lands
and Marks have
and Messrs. Stevens
individual oabins near the principal reservation.
several of the
of
It Is the intention
other members to have individual camps
Tne
built this fall for use next season.
club have a guide whom they employ
for the year. The guide remak.
camp and cares for the property, and in
the spring gets the garden crops In readiness for the summer season,
During the past two weeks the 16 members of the club have suooe-' ^tL in shooting 19 deer besides winging several birds.
The most of the game that has been shot
dressed and eaten In camp, although
Messrs,
Stevens and Marks brought a
portion of the deer meat home with them.
was

Mrs. HeleD L. Coe, founder and director of the Portland sohool of gymnastics,
will begin the eighth year on November
12. The classes will meet, as for several
years past, at Wilson’s academy, which
still further Imhas been retinted and
proved by the addition of new windows.
MAINE

cus

Hurd’s

considerable

buying
quantities.

Oet24

At the opening session of the Wayside
club Monday evening guests from the
and Jeolom clubs were
enterExcr’

resume

Mar

s,

are

Improving.
Mrs. Ernest True and children, Pearl
street, Portland, have been guests of her
W. P. Evans,
parents, Mr. and Mrs.

to

the schools in town,
if you don’t know about
school paper send
our
for a sample sheet.

Means Something to Every Woman.

Society

Is

of it

all

Chocolate and cake

wit^h typhoid fever,

are

we

tons of it,
still selling

large quantities

were

been very sick

we

use.

South Port-

People’s

School”

sell is the very
best sort for compositions and for all school

Paper

$3.00 Misses.

will make lcs first appearance next week,
There was a social at the Knlghtvllle
M. E. church last evening under the aus-

Young
psces of the
Christian Endeavor.

“Portland

E

THHigh

land, N. Y. A. 1902, Is the editor-ln-ohief
of the school paper at the academy, whloh

at

Cumberland union will hold a meeting
at Yarmouth soon.
The executive committee of the Festi-

PudIIo

SOUTH PORTLAND.

MiBS

Miss
Barrett, a teacher In the schools
of the town of Buckfisld, was the guest
of Miss Mary
Elwell, principal of the

through Col. H. 11. Mlllett.
can present,
Principal Corthell will deliver an ad- world
Don't you think that with such an arafternoon at South
dress next Saturday
at the'r ray of entertainment and sight-seeing as
Portland before the teachers
hand in Boston at present, you
“School is at
Subject,
meeting.
monthly
to take
advantage of the low rate
ought
government.”

from

cheaper

In

a

pure
No coffee in it.

Grain-O
coffee

1767. Mr. Harding, In company with William Files, also of Gorham,
escaped from the pursuing Indians and
took refuge In a hollow tree and aftor
being nearly suffocated by smoke from

Henry

people can’t drink
everybody can

drink Grain-O.

with
the
Jaokson
team,
their grounds, next Satur-

on

Falls.

41 men

coffee ;

v

power

qualify th9lr men, and yesterday’s concluded the work of qualifying.
Out of

at

play

Portland,
day.

Morrills, formerly occupied by the Keely
the ehoiu3 to be held at the Central vesInstitute, corner of Forest and Allen avenues,
The building is being remodelled try, Saturday night.
Green is the guest of Mrs.
Miss Ada
into a four flat tenement house.
Woodbury .Shillings.
Mr. J. L, Winshlp, Highland square,
Mrs. Frances Ellen Buoknam visited
has gone on an extended business trip of
relatives in town Tuesday.
several weeks to the Western states.
Miss Margaret Kooh of Colby college,
Mr. Francis D. Coleman,
Jr., has
state
superintendent of junior work, is
accepted a position as assistant elecsoon to give an address in the First Parhouse of the Porttrician at the

CLEAVES HIFLiEy QUALIFY.

possible

follow.

Mr.
W. S. Johnson, gthe contractor.
Lawn street,
Deering Centre, has purchased the" Morrill estate building at

The members of the Cleaves Rlfies, N.
U. S. M held a shoot yesterday afternoon at their rllie range, near Warren
for
the
park,
purpose of qualifying
marksmen as required by law. The coma
shoot
about a week
pany held
ago
when 2*5 men qualified. Yesterday 11
out of 13 that were present qualified.
The
company is allowed two days to

a

will

Evergreen cemetery.
Margaret, the three-months-old chll(|
of Mr. ana Mrs. John M. Bounds, died
ChaB E. McIntosh.
yesterday at** 4§b parental home, as a
Apron Table—Mrs. S. E. Strout, Mrs. result of cnolera infantum. Prayers are
L, H. Toofchaker, Mxb. E. L. Watkins,
this morning at 11 o'clock
to be held
Mrs. G. M Cram, Mrs. A. D. Woodbury,
from the home of Mr. and Mr3. Hounds,
Mrs.Geo. Hawke6, Mtb. N. L. Wcodbury,
44 Kevere street. The burial is to be at
Mrs. W. M. Stewart, Mrs. Howard
E, East
Poland.
Knight, Mrs. John Pelton, Mrs. D. H*
Head, Mrs. Fred A. Hollins, Mrs Oliver
YARMOUTH.
A. Mann, Mrs. W
Mrs.
S.
Bailey,
Thomas
H. Fielding, Mrs. Edgar M.
William
Watkins. Mrs
Mrs.
Gately,
The ladles’ circle of the Central ParlBh
li. J. Lord, Mrs. N. H. Cobb, Mrs,
served their first supper of the season
Ch3s. Fielding, Mrs. S.
E. Stevens,
Mrs. George W. Noyes, Mrs. H. C. Stev- Tuesday evening.
Endeavor
At the Christian
meeting
ens, Mrs. K. B, Low, Mrs Freeman K.
Tuesday evening the executive commitLamb, Mrs. Lynn Buckley, Mrs. John
tee reported, recommending unanimously
Folwartschnny, Mrs.Clarence E. Flckett,
that for the next six months the ChrisMrs. George Barbour, Mrs, Harvey A.
tian Endeavor service be held on Sunday
Copb, Mrs. Albion Hawkes, Mrs. George
from seven to eight, instead of on
H. Koblnson, Mrs
Arthur J. Sargent, night
Tuesday
night, and that it be the only
M.
K
Mrs. S.
Skillings, Mrs. Charles
service and free to everynight
Sunday
Wescott, Mrs. H. J. Webster,
There teems to be little doubt
The remainder of the commltees will be body.
that at Its next meeting the society will
published, during the week.
vote to adopt this plan.
The lied Men omitted their fair last

Noah P. Burgess of Portland.
Beulah chapter, Order of the Eastern
Star, conferred the degrees of the order
on two candidates at their meeting held
last evening.

man's drug

Art
and
H.
fanoy work, Mrs. A.
Strickland, Mrs. John Archibald, Mrs.
1’. Li. Winship, Mrs. A. K. Uuston, Mrs.
A,
Li. Dow, Mrs. D. F. Jones, Mrs.
Joshua Cole, Mrs
J. G. Johnson, Mrs.
D. B. smith, Mrs. Geo. C. Koberts, Mrs.
Edgar Dow, Mrs.Elbridge Matthews, Miss
Alberta Gately, Miss Mary Ball, Miss
Minnie Soule, Mrs. Hugh C. Cobb, Mrs,
Wallace
Knapp, Mrs. F. H. Gardiner,
Mrs George Newell, Mrs. B. C. Peabody,
Mrs. Stuart
Worster, Mrs. J. H. Card,
Mrs.A. B. Davis, Mrs. C. S. Farnham,
Mrs. Jerome L. Watson, Miss Gertrude
Goodrldgo, Mrs. Howard Gordon, Mrs.
James Gowen, Mrs. L. H. Mllilken, Miss
Julia Hawes, Mrs. Willard liiley, Mrs.
Lucy Osgood, Mrs. H. A. Hall, Mrs. J.
G. Leeman, Mrs. Willis .Loveltfc, Mrs. C.
A. Morgan, Mrs. C. B. Sawyer, Mrs.
P,
I E. Simmons, Mrs, C. B. Hawes, Mrs. S.
J. Smith, Mrs. George Wells, Miss May
Dow, Mrs. AI van! a Leighton, Mrs. Irving
Barbour, Mrs. Charles T. Jordan, Mrs.
■

brook on the noon train and ure to visit
here for a few days before
their return
to their home In Rochester.
of the
The ladles' circle
Methodist
In

LUiil

The various booths and tables are under
she charge ol the following:

cf Rochester, R. Ti. The wedding occurred at the home of the bride In Rochester. Mr and Mrs Foley came to West-

enjoyed

iUUUYVIU^

H. Strickland, Mrs. S.E. Strout, Mrs.
S. O. Varney, Mrs. C. O. Moses, Mrs.
A. H. Bailey.

Worcester, Nashua &

church

IUC

A. L. Dow, George F. Grant, D.
S. Smith, E. W. Scott, C. E. Clark, Mrs.

on

Edward

Ul

3 nlttee:

last evening to attend
went to Portland
the meeting of Portland Council In their
new

club

j

kijs.
MeBars

Hon. W. J. Corthell has returned from
Calais with his family and will open the
Tolrord House, South street.
The
Grammar
sohool football team

•

rranged by the ladies in charge and
iresent a
beautiful appearance, being
veil laden with useful and fancy articles.
In the lower hall Is the grooery dep arti ueut which Is well
equipped.
The supper and refreshments are also

Portland Lodge.

Mr. B. A. Gould of Portland visited
friends In this town yesterday.

The three duya fair under the
auspices
Rockameecook
tribe
of Bed
Men

pened very successfully Tuesday
eveni ng at Bed Men’s hall.
The several booths have been tastefully

_

Biddings has a
building In Buxton,
Mr. P. Fogg, janitor at the Normal
School building and wile, passed Tuesday In Portland.

Inches.

THE BED MEN’S FAIR.

Daughters.

Frederick

f or

Jesse Bombard,Water street, 1h painting
In Portland this week.
Baldwin reports an apple measuring 13

MOltHILLS.
Annual Meeting Kings

Selectman

large oontract

~~

|N

MAJOR

MERRITT INSPECTING S.
OF V. CAMPS,

Major Edwin A. Merrittiof this city,
the junior vice division commander of
Sons of Veterans, Is
the Maine division
Fred H.
assisting Division Inspector
Brown of South Standlsh in the work of
inspecting camps now being carried on,
Last evening Major Merritt inspected
Gen. John A. Logan camp of Yarmoth,

-#-

Geo. H. Griffen,
jeweijEH,
509

CONGRESS

ST.

books,

camp of South Standlsh.
Later in the season he Is to inspect the
camps at Gorham and Freeport.
SEMINARY.

lists, little books

OWEN,
♦«

g
g
g
w

♦

g
g

I

several years.

in

MOORE & CO.

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦« ♦♦f

I WEDDING

getting in shape again, and It is expected they will be all right for the game
with Edward Little High school on the
This game Is exhome grounds, Nov 8.
pected to be the hardest one for the season, as the Edward Little team is said to
be fully as strong as last year.
Last week three new pupils entered the
school, which brings the whole attendance up to !>3, the largest it has been for

laundry
keep-

tor

ing the Goif score, all
dainty leather covers.

g

this

new

books,

address

shopping lists,

week. The game
with
Portland
High last Saturday opened
their eyes to several weak points, and
they are trying hard to
remedy them.
Several or the best men who have been
in bad shape for the past two weeks are

practice

has

memorandum

of

line

He was aooompanled by a delegation
from Sbepley camp of this city. Thursday
evening he is to Inspect N. B. Abbott

Rev. C. A. Hayden of Augusta
will
address the pupils of the seminary at
General Assembly Thursday forenoon.
The football team is ; getting in good

Our assortment of articles for table
use is larger than usual at this seaTko list
son—very attractive, too.
would fill a column and many arti stio
effects in Sterling Silver you’ll find.
Tlie marks of the best makers will be
fouird on each piece.
Handsome
Berry and Salad Bowls, Bon Bon
Dishes, Chocolate) Coffee, Ice Cream
an4,Salad Sets are worthy of special
mention.

department
just opened a fresh

Mass.,
Alpheus Hyatt of Cambridge,
to the Ottawa Park company, for 5’,
land on the Cottage road, Cape
Elizabeth.
Ueo. F. Edwards of Portland to Geo.
W. Brown of Portland, for $1, land on
the corner of Highland and Longfellow
streets, Portland,
Lewellyn ML Leighton of Portland to
Charles G. Libby of Portland, for fl,
land on Washington avenue, Portland.
Freeman G. Cleaves, et al, of Yarmouth
to Chas. P. Cleaves of Robblnston, for
51, land In Yarmouth.
Park company of PortThe Ottawa
land to Adam P Leightorr of Portland,
for 51, land In Ottawa park, Cape Elizabeth.
Portland to the
Gao. W. Brown of
Suburban Realty company of Portland,
for 5i, land and buildings at Cape Elizabeth.

WESTBROOK

SILVER

This

REAL ESTATE TRANSFERS.

g

g

I

g
g

PRESENTS.

|

We have all the latest
patterns in Sterling Silver
and the best Plated Ware
made by Reed & Barton,
Rogers 8c Bros., and international silver platers.
We have a great variety
of Knives, Forks, Spoons.
Meat
Spoons,
Berry
all
sizes,
Forks, Ladles,
Pie Knives and numerous
other articles.
Our stock of Clocks is
the largest and best in the
city. A clock makes a
very useful present.

t
X
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MONUMENT
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KISCE1XASEOW,

RUNNING MOTOR VEHICLES.

I-1,

Something .'lore titan Pulling the Lever
Xetdful to the

Successful

I'tt

of the

Automobile.

(From the New York Times.)
Wltn the enormous increase In the sales
and general use of all kinds of motor
vehicles, electric, steam and gasoline, has
the conviction that It takes more
the purchase of an
automobile to
make the purchaser capable of running
his vehicle. As ons of
the prominent
come

chan

Yon wish to look like the mam in the
picture. You would like to have muscles
like his.

You would like to have the
that knows

strength

no

weakness.

But

you are all run down, nervous, weak,
can’t sleep, no appetite, everything seems
too

much for you, you are

despondent, no

ambition.
Take

Smith's

Green

Mountain

Renovator, and it will give you strength.
It is made in Vermont, of life-giving
herbs, and is redolent of the green pastures, fragrant woods, and bracing air.
It will put life into the stagnant veins.
You will find

yourself a new man or woman—strong and vigorous, instead of
weak,

run

down and miserable.

has beert the

experience

Your medicine Is truly

cine.

a

This

of thousands.
great family medi-

It has done wonders for

us.

Hard

work, long hours, broken rest and hurried
meals, had made a wreck of me. I was completely run down, nervous, and unfit for anything, could not work half the time. Smith's
Green Mountain Renovator put me on my feet

6leep,

an
a new man of me, gave me
on
as nothing else
appetite, and
would. I am introducing it inevery'household
I can, and it gives me great pleasure to do so.
to the weak
The medicine is worth

—made

put

and sick.”

strength

everything
Philip

Feb,
*4 Grape St., Providence, R. I.

WEDDINGS
MARSTON—CLARK.
[BPrCIAX. TO THE PRESS.]

Bath, October 24.—At the residence of
and Mrs George H. Clark this evening oecuried tne marriage of tneir
daughter, Miss Nellie, to Dr. Eben*Jordan Marston,
for
a
number of years
Bath’s city physician,
The ceremony was performed by Rev.
Mr

David

drivers of motor vehicles lately expressed
it, the automobile is by no means a
“push the button” and some one else
does the rest affair, for it Is necessary If
one is to get out
of his
vehicle the
of pleasure that it is able to give,
to have a thorough and
comprehensive
knowledge of it® workings, to acquire
which is no small task with any of the
patterns of vehicles now In use.
In New York oity, for Instance, one of
the insuperable obstacles would 6eem to
be the necessity of procuring an engineer’s lioense, which is required to run
a boiler such as is a part of the steam
automobile. The flrmB
manufacturing
this vehicle, however, have got around
the municipal law. The law says that
one must have been a fireman for five
amount

years before he can be licensed to run a
steam boiler.
The law Is
universally
condemned as absurd, but It Is on the
books, and must be observe. To observe
It the automobile manufacturers obtain
for purchasers au engineer’s lioense In
Yonkers, the possession of which entitles
the holder to a large amount of conslderation from the local authorities. In fact,
only a perfunctory examination Is re*
qulred to procure a license to run the type
of boiler or engine mentioned in the document
A

X

-3

u

a

and so far, with ail the great number of motor vehloles In use there is nothing of the kind. Of course instructions
are given to purchasers, but even the
builders admit that this instruction is
not thorough, especially so far as a complete understanding of the machine Is
concerned.
The consequence of this is that many a
man who buys a motor vehicle, although
be may understand how to run It, Is entlrely at sea when it fails to run through
accident or ignorance on the part of the
driver. Many an automobile driver has
been caught on the highway somewhere
with a machine that refused to move,
and has been compelled either to push
bis vehicle to a stable or to hie
to the
nearest telephone and call for a machinIt is this incomplete knowledge of
ist.
the machine that has robbed many a
driver of the pleasure that
the motor
vehicle can glV3. There is also always
the lurking suspicion in the driver’s
mind that he would not know what to
do if something unforeseen should hap-

said,

L. Yale of Central church.
Dr.
Byron F. Barker was best man whl.e
the Misses Abble and Mae Clark were the
bridesmaids The U6hers were James D.
Clark and Harry W. Tucker of Bath,
Charles' Bailey Clark and Harry Kimball
Clark of Portland.
After the wedding a reception was held,
music being furnished by Denham’s orchestra.
Refreshments were served by
Mrs. Harry Mitchell, Misses Gertruda
Greenleaf, Marlon Luce, Alioe Shorey
and Laura WescotE,
The fruit punch
was in charge of Mae Clark and Florence
Harnden of Bath and
Marguerite Will
of Brunswick.
There were hundreds of wedding pres- pen.
9
Probaby the most peculiar fact in conent one
of the finest being an elegant
with
this
nection
matter Is that the buildclock from the Bath police force.
ers know the needs in this direction, and
LAMB—PRENTISS.
the buyers or
prospective buyers have
Bkileford, October 24.—Thera was a called their attention to it many times,
and
have
done little or nothing
yet they
quiet home wedding this afternoon at
Alfred G. to remedy It. They even go so far as to
the residence of Mr. and Mrs,
Prentiss of Saco on Thornton avenue admit that their sales might be larger if
the
of they could give to the buyers all
this afternoon, It being the occasion
the marriage of their daughter,Miss Fan- knowledge of the machine necessary, and
nie Prentiss and Charles B, Lamb, son of yet they do nothing to bring about that
The ceremony enu.
Henry G. Lamb of Saco.
One of the companies which manufacoccurred at two o clock,
Rev. G. E.
Nichols performing the
marriage ser- tures steam vehicles, not very far from
vice, assisted by Rev. G, F.Cobb of Gor- this city, takes purchasers to the works
and there shows them how the machine
ham, an uncle of the groom,
Alfred Page Cook of Portland, a class- Is built and endeavors to explain every
mate of the groom at Bowdoin act9d as working part to them. They say that
best man, the bridesmaid being Miss Nel- If a man has a taste for mechanics and
lie C. Williams of Stroudwatar. The Is quick to learn, he can in this way bewith the machine.
bride
wore a dress of garnet Venetian come fairly familiar
cloth trimmed with white chiff on and After tnls the buyer Is put into an automobile with a teacher in propulsion, and
lace.
The
parlor had been decorated with then it depends on bis aptitude as to the
time It will take him to master the runand
for
the
After
ferns
occasion.
palms
After he knows how
the ceremony a weddiDg lunch was served ning of the vehicle
to those present.
Only immediate rela- to run the machine, a kit ol repair toolB
and
a
of
book
instructions
are given him,
tives and immediate friends were present
at the ceremony.
Both Mr. and Mrs. and it is possible b9 may know what to
Lamb are well known in Saco and both do If anything happens. It Is, however,
not probable.
took an active part in church work.
The bride is a graduate of Thornton
According to the builders themselves, It
Is
about one chance in 20 that the buyer
a
of
the
cass
of
member
Academy, being
will know wbat to do If be
*24.
gets in
The chances are quite as great
The eroom Braduated from Thornton trouble.
his
home
and
going
trying to
Academy in 1898 and from Bowdoln col- against
He then entered Boston gain the mastery of his automobile by
llege in 1897
School of 'Theology from studying its parts. What the average
University
He is at buyer wants is results. He wants to get
which he graduated last June.
present occupying a pastorate in Naples, Into an automobile, turn on tbe power,
and be propelled along. It is not pleasant
Me.
3
'i'he newly married couple will depart for him to think about why the thing
direotly for their new home In Naples, goes or how it goes. As long as it does
carrying with them the best wishes of go he is satisfied.
In this connection a builder of automotheir many friends.
biles said yesterday: “It Is about time
that some newspaper came out
with a
BULLER WELL RECEIVED.
correction of all the tommy rot Ideas.that
Cape Town, October 24,—Sir Redvers have been put into the heads of prospecBulier, who landed today from the Ha- tive automobile buyers—that all they
warden Castle,
was
acoorded a magni- have to do is to turn on the power and.
ficent
The Mayor of Cape the thing Is done. That fallacy Shas given
reception.
Town presented an address In the pres- us more trouble than anything else.
I
ence of thousands of enthusiastic citizens, don’t know of any other thing
that a
the
General’s
service
to
man
takes
In
this
Even
he
If
eulogizing
great
way.
Cape Colony and to the empire. Speech- bought a horse, he would not take
es in the same strain
were made by lead- chances by driving him through crowded
ing public men. The Mayor and corpora- thoroughfares, or even In country lanes,
tion entertained Gen. Bulier at dinner.
without first having learned something
In
reply to the address, Gen. Bulier of his disposition and of trying to find
paid a high tribute to the courage and out what he had to expect of the animal.
“But no* so with a motor vehicle. /The
bravery of the troops, complimented the
colonials and expressed a hope that the purchaser won’t understand that he has
winning side would remember that self- a more or less complicated piece of masacrifice could be shown in peace as well
as in
The city was beautifully
war.
decorated, and the popular demonstration was truly remarkable.
Sir Redvers and Lady Bulier will sail
by the Dunevan Castle for England.
THE NEW BASE BALL LEAGUE.

Philadelphia, October 24.—The Evening Bulletin says: The American baseball league, which failed t-o materialize
to lack of financial
last winter, owing
Support In Philadelphia, has profited by
that experiences and its emissaries have
put in a busy summer among National league players.
The circuit, which
Will be composed of eight clubs, will
made
probably be
up as follows: PhilaBelphla, Baltimore, Washington, Brook
lyn, St. Louis, Detroit, Chicago and one
In the West.
The various clubs have selected their
managers and Brooklyn’s
champion
team will
supply three, In addition to
many of Its players.
other club

PULLED UP THE KING.

Paris, Ootober 25 —The King cf the
Belgians, while riding in a auto-car in
the Bols de Boulogne, was palled up by
the police for exceeding the regulation
A policeman was about to take
speed
down King Leopold’s name in his notebook when the driver whispered in bis
ear and an explanation followed.
CLARA BARTON ILL.

Galveston, Texas. October 24 —Clara
Barton
is dangerouly 111 at her apartment? at the Tremont hotel
Nfrvous
prostration is the physician's diagnosis.

:hlnery to handle, and

that If he does
may come to grief,
may come to grief with
him.
A horse, for
instance, has a
mind of his own. Give him hlB head and
he’ll find his way home, or will keep to
the road, bit the automobile depends entirely on the brain of the driver, and
when that brain cannot be of use the jig
Is ap
“We try In every possible way to teach
people how to understand their machines,
but we can;t give our customers brains.
Ordinarily the thing is easy enough to
learn, but it requires practice and study
—a great deal
more than the
average
pleasure-seeker would care to give to the
matter.
“It is quite true that the Inexperienced
driver of a motor vehicle is a
menace,
not to himself, for little danger can come
to him witn the later types of uncomplicated machines, bat he is certainly a
menace to the public if he ha6 not his
machine under perfect control.
“I should advise every buyer to taka
hl6 machine home and study It thoroughly. No person would expect to become a
musician if he did not practloe his exercises, and the same is true of automobiles.
If he will study his machine, know what
each part will do and what
It Is there
for, test the parts and understand their
Idiosyncrasies, I am willing to stake my
reputation that he will have in his possession an instrument that can give him
more enjoyment than any other thing in
existence.”
The mistake made
by most operators,'
said another builder,“is to suppose tha ta
few minutes’ explanation is sufficient to
enable them to run a
carriage with
safety. They move the lever and off they
know
it
The man or
all.
go—they
woman who intends to drive an automobile should make up his or her mind to
study the subject thoroughly, to go at it
systematically, master all the details,
and then drive slowly and cautiously
until the hand becomes thoroughly expert in handling the maohlne. The carriage moves 60 swiftly and noiselessly
under the slightest touch of the lever that
many drivers fall to understand the tremendous speed at whioh they are travelling. To the man or woman who learns
the machine thoroughly and who is capable of managing It with skill, no greater
pleasure can be lonnd than in the swift
motion of the automobile.”
One of the most prominent members
of the automobile club of Amerioa, an
not understand
and that others

onfhnalaof

rtn

TO LET.

anscEi LAXEQUs.

tho

anhiact

mnf.ni*

rahl.

kinds, said yesterday that what
the public wanted was “a first aid to the
injured automobile college.” He took
the same ground as the manufacturers,
that few parsons would be willing to go
to the trouble of studying the needs once
they understood or thought they understood how to run them.
“When 1 got my first steam maohlne,
and saw it put together in the factory,”
said he, “1 at once made a study of every
part connected with it. I found that
some parts wore differently from others,
that some nuts and screws dropped off
more frequently than others, and 1 precles of all

emergencies by always
pared myself
carrying such dnplcate parts with me.
for

The oonsequenoe is that In a year and a
half of automobile driving I have never
had any trouble that I did not know how
to remedy, and 1 usually found that any
trouble waB traceable to my own negligence.
“I remember only a few weeks ago I
was driving mv maohlne along, when I
heard a peculiar creaking that 1 had not
noticed before. Instead of remedying
the thing at once, I suspected what it
was, and I attempted to climb a steep
hill. W'hen I got half-way up my maohlne came to a deads top, and
nothing
1 could do would budge it. Then i had
to get out and find the 6eat of trouble.
As I had suspected, one of my journals
had become heated, and I had a ‘'hot box.'
I might have remedied the thing with a
little oil wnen I first noticed It, and now
I paid the penalty of having to wait on
the middle^of that hill for half an hour
untll^the thing cooled off, and was In
such condition as to be safely run again,
Nearly every one I have ever spoken to
has admitted that accidents were traceable to his own laziness or thoughtlessness.

not think
“One reason why I do
makers ought to sell carriages to men
the details
not
master
or
will
who cannot
of their construction i9 that such people
reflect little credit on the vehicle itself or
on its uiaKurs.

x

utuiuvu

uut

du«

mu dux

vehicle Is today
commercially perfect,
just as the telephone Is. Of course, it
but
can be and will be improved upon,
the telephone and
like
many other
modern Improvements, its value oomes
from a knowledge of how to use It.
“No man ought to be satisfied to allow
another man to take sole care of his carriage. If he owned a fine horse he would
look
not be satisfied to let the
groom
after him perpetually and never take a
it
he
was
to
see
look himself
properly fed
and looked after. He would naturally
animal over himself,
want to look the
and for his trouble he would be rewarded
animal.
fine
with a
Exactly the same
thing Is true of a motor vehicle.
“I don t know If the fact Is generally
known, but It 16 a fact that Columbia
college has a professor of automobilism
The study of the machine
in Its faculty
is a part of ths mechanical course, and
I look to 6ee motor vehicle engineers
make a fine thing out of their profession.
The thing has oome to stay. As competidown
tion grows the prices will come
and the carriages will oome Into general
All there Is needed is a
use.
thorough
understanding of the vehicles and how
they can be handled with safety and
pleasure. When that comes there is no
limit to their possib ilities.”

Forty wordi lswrtcd under till* Read
cs*h lu rdvaucc.
week f«; 33

CURIOUS CUCKOOS.
The cuckoo is generally known only
bird with a very monotonous note :
continuous cry of “cuckoo, cuckoo”

as a
a

and over again.
Among naturalists,
however, the cuckoo is known as a bird
that never builds a nest for
itself, but
taK.es
of one already built by
advantage
some more industrious bird.

profit by

the success which some one
else has made with much effort and
labor. It is so with those imitations of

There is as far as known no
qualified
woman physician connected
with anv
medicine
proprietary
establishment, and
none therefore
competent to give medical advice. It is certain that there
is no
one, man or woman, who can offer free
medical advice backed by such knowledge and experience as is possessed by
Dr. R. V. Pierce, chief
consulting phvsician to the World’s
Dispensary, Buffalo
N. Y. For over thirty years Dr. Pierce
has made a
die treatment
of diseases peculiar to women. In
that
time he has treated over half-a-million
women, ninety-eight per cent, of whom
have been perfectly cured.
sick

specialty'of

Every

is invited to consult Dr. Pierce
letter absolutely without
charge or
cost. Every letter is heM as strictly
private and sacredly
and all
answers are mailed
sealed in

woman

by

confidential,
securely

perfectly plain envelopes

printing

bearing

whatever upon them.

no

Dr.

Congress
h«

to

establish

a

on 59

London, October 25.—Great uneasiness

circles sa^s the
! Constantinople correspondent of the Daily
an
American
‘that
a
Mall, “by report
j squadron was approaching; and the ceninstructed to prohibit the pres*
; eor was
was

Liebig

COMPANY’S

Extract of Beef
places the stubborn fact that it has been before
the

public for

over

thirty years and is to-day

preferred before all ether articles of its kind.
It is

simply unapproachable for quality.

tram

created

in

mentioning

subject.”

MAINSPRINGS, 75c7
The best American Mainsprings, made by
the Elgia and Waltham compaui-s. Warranted
the
Jeweler,
for one year. McKENNEY,
jlyiOdtt
M liument Square.

new

9 room

I
TO
LET—Two nice tenements of six rooms,
A
$n.00; two tenements of seven rooms,
#10.00; others Is centrally located; price from
#25.00,20.60.18.00 and #30.00 per month. Enquire of EZRA HAWKES, Real Estate Agent,
186 Exchange St. Telephone 431-2.24-1

I

L'OR SALE—4 horizontal boilers, with fronts

24-1^
SALE—Band
FORcondition,
$55.00;

double cut off saw, $15.00; upright drllL $iaoo:
saw benches; a fine small lathe $45,00, belting!
etc., etc. C. J, FOSTER, No. Gray, Me. 24-I

SALE—We offer three parcels of nnlta
■pOR
A
proved property situated at West End, on
Congress, Lowell. Burnham and Cherry streets,
at prices to Induce promotors to purchase
BENJAMIN SHAW & CO., 61% Exchanw

wanted for offioe work
permanent;
canvassing; business will pay manager $30
to $60 weekly; no money required but good refSend
erences; party with office preferred.
UTuPIAN SUPstamp for full particulars.
is-l
PLY CO., Philadelphia, Pa.
no

street.

or

j

TtO

LET—A desirable tenement of six rooms
Price f 17 00
Congress Square Hotel.
permontn.
Apply to J. 0. WOODMAN, 93
23-1
Exchange St.

TO

Why the Buzzers In One Newspaper
Office Are Silent.

near

slalrs rent
TO 7LET—Down
and bath, hot

Some years agb, when a certain Chicanewspaper was constructing a new
building which was intended to stand as
a model for all dther newspaper buildings, somebody in authority conceived
the brilliant scheme of fixing an electric
“buzzer” on the desk of each reporter in
the local room so the city editor could
summon his slaves by merely pressing a
button instead of the time honored custom of summdns by name through the office boy. The writers were expected to
jump nimbly when the button was pressed, report to the city editor for their assignments and hustle out to cover them.
But the scheme slipped a cog the very
first night the new office was occupied.
The reporters in nosing around the
shining new local room found the “buzzers” and in a moment discovered their

FOR

L'OK SALE—2 art squares, almost new. will
A
sell at a reasonable figure.
Apply si
par io street,m

BRICK

Cider Barrels For Sale.
Shipped in lots to suit. F. O. B. Boston.cars or

at 116 North St;
and cold water,
heat, first class repair, sun all day, very
sightly, fine view of city and snburhs. Inquire
at THOMAS’ STABLE, 34 Lafayette St 23-1
No. 13 Heury St, all modern
Improvements;possession gDen Nov. 1st.
of H. A. FLETCHER, 241 Commercial

Inquire

23-1

street.

0 LET—A house and stable, either together
or separate.
The house is an upper rent
No. 2 Ocean street.
Inquire of J. H. REED.

rr
A

agents.
WANTED.-Sub
vv
paying local work;

FEMALE HELP

23-1

LET—Parties desiring pleasant homelike
rpO
A
would do well to call
rooms for the
on

glass.

SALE—One good driving horse, about
6 years old, kind and good driver, some
afraid of cars as he does not see them very often; also one new low down fine upholstered
sleigh, new drlv Ing harness, nearly new top
carriage. H. 11. HARMON, North Windham.
20-1

FOR

SALE—A set of light driving harnesses,
with 2 pairs of brass hames, 2 pairs coach
hames, collars, breast plates and breechings,
russet reins; also one old work harness, robes,
blankets, etc., all new, cheap; also one double
and single work rigging, hay rack. Address
H. H. HARMON, No. Windham.2ft i

FOR

WASTED.

Forty words Inserted under this head
week for 25 cents, cash In advance.

SALE—One poultry house. 60 x 12, cost
will sell for less than one halt; also
dump cart, dong cart, one single 10 gauge shot
gun, one 38 calibre Winchester, 16 shot riile.
ill reloading tools; one home made incubator
would be flue to use as brooder, one Mann.
Address H. H. HAR$16.00. bone grinder.
MON, No. Windham.20-t

FOR$60.0)

makers. Applisamples of their stitching, hemming on a circle, felling and button
holes. CHARLES CUSTIS SHIRT CO., 618%
Cougress street.25-1
VVANTED—A housekeeper for a widower,
m
Address
where there is no children.
23-1
LOCK BOX, No. 7, Nobleboro, Maine.
WANTED—A yoinglady stenographer and
type writer, one having some experience
in book-keeping preferred, a permanent position offered. Address L. B.. Press office.
g4 1
capable girl to do general
WANTlE^A
»»
housework: must be a good cook and
Call at 120
laundress; references required.
FREE ST._21-1
for
work.
German
general
W^TEn—Girl
y»
Good pay to the
or Swede prefered.
120
Fessenden
No.
Pitt
St.,
right partv. Apply
octl2tf
Park. Ta'ke Grove street cars.
once ten shirt
WANTED—.At
cants must brina

19-1

rent in western part of city; 12
all modern conveniences, newly
fitted up, nice neighborhood, sunny exposure.
For particulars call on GEO, F. JUNKINS, 270
Middle street.
13-4

|CHOICE
V' rooms,

LET—A
rpo
a
with all

pleasant front and back room
conveniences, centrally located,
Park, corner Park
12-2

near electrics. 4 Congress
and Congress streets.

OR FACTORY BUILDING-Tht
OFFICE
first floor of the building occupied by the

Express Company on Plum street is
offered for rent. Apply to E. A. NOYES, Port
land Savings Bank.10-tf
American

LET—A first-class corner store, Congresi
corner Gilman.
Plate glass, steel ceilina
good location for drug or grocery store or shoi
store: almost new. Price $25.
L. M. LEIGH
28-tf
TON. 53 Exchange street

SPOT CASH—SLD

large mirrors, two marble
FORtopSALE—Three
ice
;vats kwitli all piping
cream

Monument Square.

riOR

LET—Large, furnished front room wltl
TO alcove,
steam neat, gas. bath
nrivi
room

leges. Inquire torenoons ~at 19 ELLSWORTI
STREET.
l-tf
WANTED

SITUATIONS.

Forty words Inserted under this hea
week for 25 cents, cask In advanci

FACES.

one

/COMPETENT, experienced stenographei
s-'
operating Remington typewriter, desire
position as offlc* assistant, best of city refe
ences as regards character and ability sul
mined. Address “STENOGRAPHER,” Pre«
Office.
25-1
Situations wanted—Those desirious <
obtaining competent help for hotels, boan
ing houses, private families or restaurants, ca
fin first class cooks, table, cha mber, kitchs
and laundry girls and help for all branches <
work at my office.
MRS. TALMER, 399 1
Congress street.
22-1

Store,
»

SAWYER’SI
Typetrithj,

w

lling

a

Exchaag^?

Sept. 4.
specialty.

Cumberland St, between

tir

10.1

SALE—Brick house, 10 rooms, bath, set
tubs, furnace heat; in good condition, good
location; one minute’s walk from Monument
Square ; will be sold at a great bargaiu. G. F.
ALEXANDER & Co.. e3 Exchange St. 19-1

FOR

give you
exchange
Jeweler,
sepisdtf

SALE—House
FORCedar
Sts., containing

near Cumberland and
9 room i, bathaud
improvements! an exceptional
a
purchase cozy home at a modthis desirable location.
Apply
JOHN F. MARR, 225 Commercial St., or Frederick S. Valll.’ First National Bauk Build-

other modern
opportunity to
erate price in

inSCELLASi ECUS.
rro the Portland Daily Press: 1 wish to saymy
A
husbaud Herbert N. Morgan lias never
supported me and nas paid no bills of my Contracting since I married him. MRS. HELEN
20 1
M.

MORGAN._

ing.>3-1
SALE—A thoroughly built two story
brick house, containing 11 rooms and bath,
furnace heat, conveniently located, being only
five minutes walk from
City Hall; sufficient
room in rear for addition to house It ever desired.
BENJAMIN
SHAW & CO., 6114
Exchange St._ _]9-l

Ij'OR

|

\MORTGAGES NEGOTIATED—Owners of
juA real estate who desire loans to complete
tlieir purchases or parties having mortgages
maturing or past due can obtain liberal loans at

low rate of Interest by applying to FEEDER*
ICKS. VAILL, Real Estate, First National
Bank Building, Portland.
20-1

six flat block on High St,
FOR SAlyE—New
rented for $1400 per year; strictly first
now

xjISS
i'A

FOR

FOIt

& Wilson,
auctioneers, reNOTICE—Goss
moved to 164 to 169 Middle St, corner of
pair of gray mares, 6 years
dtf
FORold,SXLE.-A
Silver HL
weight lioo and 1200, sound and

kind, will work single or double and on either
Address J. D.
side; seen at Yarmouth, Me.
1
12-3
CLEAVES,
Yarmouth. Me. Box 27.

WILL BUY household goods or store
VT
fixtures of any description, or will refor
eeive the same at our auction
rooms
sale on commission.
GOSS
& WILSON*
Auctioneers, 154 Middle street, corner Bilver

Vio-

SALE—Elegant Pianos. Mandolins,
FORlins.
Guitars, Banjos, Harmonicas. Super-

street_teb3-tt

ior Vtolin and

WATCH needs careful attention and

A GOOD
best of workmanship when it

Drums, Instruction Books, and everyth ng in
is cleaned or
the music line. For sale by HAWES, 414 ( on*.,
This kind ot work is my specialty; press street.
my 20 years experience with W. F. Todd is the "C*OR SALE^The only available lot of" land
best guarantee of good work.
My prices are £ on the Western Promenade, located be*
reasonable. GEO. W. BARBOUR. 388 Con- | tween the residence* of Messers. C&rtland and
1-tf
gress street, opposite City Hall.
Also a
furnished

_cct6-4 Jg

1

1 Conley.

stable and land
to TRUE BROS

LOST AND FOUND.
Forty words Inserted under this heada,
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

one

s‘
OST—Monday, at Wilson's Dancing Xcademy, or on Congress to State to Deering St.,
one small silver watch and ehatelalnpin; watcn
d
made by Goiham.
Finder will obtain reward
24-1
by returning to 46 DEERING ST.
boat went adrift from Cape shore
e
on Saturday, ya'nted light color outside,
?•
Finder pleaso notily P. E.
darker inside.
5*
231
HANNAFORD. 164 Commercial street.
LiOUND—A set of builders plan with name
ie
-*•
W. J. Keith, Minneapolis. Can be obiained
'd
al
by applying to the Note Teller, First National
Bank, by proving same and paving charges.

LOST—Row

OST—At

„231

Union Stition, Portland, a
-1pen and ink drawing on linen, of the Dirigo Telephone Co.’s lines and possible connections. Tne tinder will be suitably rewarded
by returning same to Ot FICE OF THE COMPANY, ii Exchange St., room 14, Portland,
d,
Me.
19-1
J

or near

£
—

AGENTS

71

A

atlgl4eoa

,,

first-class
cottage,
at Willard
Beach.
Apply
No, 394 Fore street.
3l-tf_
WANTED.
----

:

__

Forty words inserted under tfcis head
one week for 23 cents, cash in ndvanc**
W ANTED—From four to six horses to board
on hay and grain this winter; good ranning water under cover; cm exercise hoises u
agreed upon; referenc-s given in Portland Post
Office. Box 125, Brownfield, Maine. SAMI Et
E. SPRING.
252_
ELI ABLE PARTY—Wants to lease a good
I|»t payng farm in Cumbe: laud or York countles. Address Box 86, East Parsonslleld, Me*
351
hire a pleasant, sunny.Hr*'
class house, west oi High street Fanu-J
of two, no children.
Andress H. B. B.,

WANTED—To

office.23d_
WANTED.
horses to board through winter month*.
Terms reasonable.
Address H. P. W.. 24, &
St,, City. I will call personally to make ar aap

Fifty

OcQMng

ments.

WANTED.

GEN i 8 WANTED in every section for our
full line of flavoring extracts and other A
A
IVANTEO-Sitnstion
as
barber; wbo
No. l products from our own laboratory. All
*’
strictly temperate, will be pleased I
and
warranted.
Libera
strictly high grade
hear from a liberal party, willing to woi
comission, permanent work; state experience
■e.
reasonable. Address G. M., 316 CODgress S:
inclose stamp. Address P. O. BOX 175T, Port
rtPortland. Me.
24-1
land. Me.
25-1l
GENTS WANTED-1 GALVESTON; |Tm
Horrors of a Stricken City,” by Mura
Halstead.
Fully Illustrated, fastest selltni
ng
Warranted for 1 year. The best quality
t book ever published; only $1.50.
Be-t term
ms
American mainsprings.
McKENNEY. Tii
IGguaranteed; outfit free; be Quick. J. S. ZEIG
Watchmaker, Monument Square.
LER & CO., Chicago, 111,
septiad

MAINSPRINGS 75c.

st.

Touch Tv
j,e

Banjo Strings, Clarinets, Cornets,

repaired.

—

Term will begin

SALE—On

•T
High and;state Sts., 11 room house, bath
and set tubs, Viot water and hot air heat, large
lot. G. F. ALEXANDER & CO,, 93 Exchange

_

eodtf

Block, 93

com-

one sodalfouutaln with mirror in splendid
coudltion; show cases, silver mounted 9 ft.
long, marble top counters and turning seat
Call or address T. M. GLENDENNING at Y.
M. C. A. Building or Cook, Everett & Pennell.
20-ljr?

plete,

'BOLD.

We pay spot cash for old gold aqd
the highest price. We also fake It in
for other goods. McKKNNEY, The

T-0

The Zante Hair Destroyer, a harmless l.qui.it
for the removal of superfluous hair.
It nott
only removes the hair perfectly clean tn
a
minutes but will. If applied every third d_rv
■
It
remove
The length oft
permanently.
time It takes to entirely destroy It depends oa
the strength of the hair.
$1.50 express pa-<i
Send for circular.

Centennial

and

FOR

DRAWING

School of Sforthanl and

Reliable men for
position.

permanent

NOTICE—C.

In its advanced

in the

MISS A. L.

most desirable
fine trick resibath, recently renovated
inside and out. Including open plumoing, steam
heat and all modern conveniences, first time
offered, price $6,500, best bargain in Portland,
W. H. WALDRON & CO., 180 Middle St. 20-1
one

in
rooms

FOR

Many Chinese temples have windows
made from the white mother of pearl
found in oyster shells. The material is
perfectly transparent and looks like opal

octl3

SALK—On
ot the
FORstreets
western part,

dence. 15

class and suitable for trust funds or individual
UPTON has returned with the latest investment. Builtlul899.
DALTON & C0„
designs and will be pleased to see all old 5f! Exchange street.
ootl&dtf
customers, and new ones; designer and maker
of all kinds of dresses, from storm suits to
SALE—Those magnificent building lots
Prices reasonable.
evening and bridal gowns.
on Fessenden, Pitt? William and DartRENT-House No. 26 Arsenal, 12 rooms, Dressmaking Parlors, 2-’4 Cninberlrna St. ltt-2 mouth streets, Oak da e. Perfect electric car
all improvements, rent moderate; No. 779
sidewalks and Seba£o; sure to
service,
to
cast
of
ICE—Wanted
buy
clothing, advance setters,
\[OT
to Rouble their present cost; interest
Congress, suitable for physician; No. 129 Spring, 1-*
gents’, ladies’ and children's. High prices
10 rooms, all improvements; No. 138 Federal, :
6 p?r cent; other property taken in exonly
or
Send
Address
letter
D.
postal card.
paid.
rooms; No. 1 Munroe Place, house 7 rooms,
change ; it will pay you to investigate. DAD
ROSENBERG, 17 Pearl St.__12-2
TON & C<V 53 Exchange street,pctiSdtf
cozy ml convenient; No. 270 B., 7 rooms, neat
A N experienced teacher, a college graduate,
Union Station; No. 16 Gilman, 6 rooms, very
OR SALE—It will suit you. Conte and see
•£»will tutor In studies of primary, grammar
desirable; No. 236 Brackett 6 rooms; No. cfl
it. New house, just finished, all ready ior
GerSmith, flat 7 rooms, separate front door, prict and high school grades; Latin, Greek an
Spiendidiv situated at Deerlng
a
of
Best
man
terms
occupancy.
references;
specialty.
moderate; No. 64 Smith, corner Oxford, i
re.
Cen
MYRON E. MOORE, Deerlng Centre.
moderate. Address ’'TUTOR,” 72 Ocean Ave.
room flat,, very sunny; No. 89 Myrtle, 7 rooms
9-2
octid4w
and many others.
FREDERICK S. VAILE
Real Estate, First National Bauk Building.
S. DeLong. contractor and
SALE—Houses in Doeriug for $1600,
’-20-1
builder; Jobbing promptly attended to;
$2,400, $3,000, $3,800, $4,000; alsoj houses in
estimates given; houses for sa:e and to let; Portland for $2,200 to $5,0u0. Choice building
RENT—A desirable new rent at th<
also care of DroDerty, lots at Oakdale, Fessenden
negotiated,
Park. Peering
mortgages
West End; never occupied; compact anc
Call or Highlands and also choice cottage lots at OttaCarpenter’s shop 204 Federal St.
convenient; contains 6 rooms and bath; hare write 66 EXCHANGE ST. Office hours 9-11 a. wa Park (Cliff
Elizabeth. All
Cottage)
Cape
wood floors, open plumbing and steam heat m. and from 1-6
kinds of real osrate taken in exchange. Easy
p. m. Telephone 434-2, J
BENJAMIN SHAW & Co„ 6lVi Exchange
terms, DaLTON & CO., 53 Exchange street.
St

W IT AND WISDOM.

Hair

■

.25
barrels,
Cash with all orders unless known to ship,
per. Address GEO. L. FILLIOT & (p*., Cor.
Mystic and Garfield Aves., Somerville, Mass.
octiOJlw s

one

TO

Paris

mi

Flour

23-2

LET-Nice house of 10 rooms, bath and
A laundry, hot and cold water, steam heat,
everything up to date; near congress street;
can be seen afternoons; will be vacant Nov. 1st
Enquire of EZRA HAWKES, 86 Exchange St.

rr-0

TO

Loverins’s

in

Also agents for places outside of city. For fur15-2.
ther information address P., Press Office.
TITAN TED—An able-bodied man. who unT T
derstands fanning thoroughly, between
the ages of 21 and 35, and who comes well reSTOCKcommended.
Apply to IRA 0,
12-tf-lw«
BRIDGE 507% Congress street.

winter,
MRS. CHAPLIN, 118 Winter St., telephone
22 1
In
house.
proposed utility.
Immediately a conference was held, and the staff decided it r»\0 LET—HOUSES AND APARTMENTS.
A Frederick S. Vaill has the largest list of
was not composed of messenger or bell
houses and apartments for sale and to let of
boys and would refuse to jump at the any real estate office In Portland. His specialty
summons of the buzzer.
A strike was Is in negotiating mortgages, collecting rents ana
the economical management of real estate.
proposed if the powers insisted on the OFFICE
FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDIn a little while ING20-1
use of the new device.
the city editor, pleased as a child with a
of 7
new toy, pressed one of the buttons to rro LET—At Woodfords, lower tenement
A rooms; modern conveniences; furnace;
call a certain reporter. No one respond- with or withe*; stable. Apply to JOHN H.
ed.
Thinking the arrangement was out CARD, 87 Lincoln St., or 98 Exchange St., city.
20-1
of order, he tried another and another,
and, although this time he beard the ■j’UIy A‘VPl i—iSO.iaiS.J5X.., IVUlgUlTUlS, UOVY11
buzzers buzz, no reporters appeared in A? stair tenement, 5 room* compact, sun all
answer.
day, fine harbor view, steam heat, ha-; stable,
SHAW
The next minute he jumped into the lo- small family, $12 a month. BENJAMIN 20-1
& CO„ 611-2 Exchange street*
cal room, white to the lips.
“What does this mean?” he demanded
LET—Lower rent of 6 rooms, rear No. 2
Monroe
Place, gas and Sebago. house
of the staff in general. “Am I to get any
nearly
new, in nice repair, good yard room,
answers to my calls?”
Apply to EDW.
sunny exposure; price $12.
No one spoke.
HASTY, 248 Middle St., upstairs.20-1
Turning to the nearest reporter, he deq'O LET— With excellent table board, single
manded a personal explanation as to why a side room, adjoining bath, second floor,
near corner Park and Congress streets, and
he had not answered the summons.
MBS, SKILLINGS, 6 Congress
electrics.
“Oh, I thought that was intended for Pars,
19-1
the office boy.” said the reporter Innodetached house, 7
pleasant
LET—Very
“If
I’m
the
messenger boy, I
cently,
rooms and bath, furnace he3t, nice lawn,
want to know it.”
132 Sheinan St,
Cppsrflatin new h’use, 5
“There’s something in that,” said the ooms and bath, 286 Brackett St.; also two 5
room rentsin next house.
COLESWORTHY,
after
a
moment’s
editor
city
thought, and 02 Exchange St*19-1
the buttons were never used again. They
are still in place, but the buzzers never q-O LET—Lower tenement No. 232 High St..
A
9 rooms, hot water i e at, all modern consound.—Chicago Chronicle.
Address
veniences ; now ready for occupant.
F. E, DOCKKRTY, Box 1619.19-2

HAIR ON LADIES’

Whiskey, rum or wine barrels, $1.25
25 gallon kegs.
1.00
15
.75

rARG

steam

LET—House
rflO
JL

boat.

E-house wants capable men and woman
J to act as general agents. *900 yearly salary,
expenses, extra commissions, brilliant opportunity. STAFFORD PRESS CO., New Haven,
octl7-4
Conn.

rooms

go

23-1

SALE—Ladders of all kinds; pole, extension, step and tressle. REUBEN WEB
COVET, 137 Lancaster St., foot of Myrtle, telephone 338-4._22-2

with or
electric j
S. W. FOS
Ladles’ WANTED—20 brick masons.
1
21 meal ticxets. Gents’ #3.50.
lights,
23-1
TER. Rumford, Falls. Me.
1#3.(0.
At tte WALDO, No. 536 Congress St.
j
24-1
LAYER WANTED at Fort Williams.
^ J. S. RANDALL.2»1
LET—Two desirable rents corner of Ash- j
mont and Beacon Sts., Woodfords; key at
write us.
68 Highland St,, or apply to F. N. MAT- [ WE do not want boys or loafers to
v*
of ability only. $200 to $500 per
THEWS, Union Mutual Building.24-1 l month.menSahsmen
an • general agents, salary
ri O LET—A West End flat of 6 rooms and or commission, special inducements. RACINE
*
bathroom, newly renovated, located 929 FIRE ENGINE & MOTOR CO., Raciue, Wis.
20-1
Congress St„ near Union Station; price #16.00
to family adults. Apply M. H. FOSTER, 137
Spring street_24-1
an established, well rated
IVANTED-By
*
•
firm, scheme or specialty men to sell au
LET—Whole house, C6 Quebec 8L, 7
aud salat) e line.
Specattractive
exceedingly
rent
rooms, Sebago and water closets,
High
A. ial terms aud unique Inducem nts.
*y.oo, a cozy convenient home all by Itself,
Mich.
Box
Detroit,
men
432,
Investigate.
priced
C. LIBBY, 42 1-2 Exchange sireet.24-1
20-1
LET—Rooms by the day
week,
TJ without
meals, steam heat and

36 inch, 4 saws for
Ricker planer, $JOOu-

saw.

to ^ct as booka rapidly growing concern.
easy hand, and be rapid in.
n an

managers
RESIDENT
lu prominent cities, position

j
i

^

A
20 ft. long, 6 ft. in diameter. 31-2 inefc
tubes, good condition; also six steam radiators
WM. H. PERRY CO., Brattle and Martyr 8t»,

Must writs plain,
would like party
both writing ana figures,
familiar witn type-writing by long or shorthand
dictation Address, with references, N. E. A. T
CO., No. 11 Exchange St., Room 14.24-1

LET—Rent of 7 rooms and bath, steam
heat, very pleasant and convenient. C. B.
DOTEN. 10 Sherman St., or at 176 Commercial
24-1
1Sc. Telephone 720.

street._

"TOR SALE—At Deering Center, convenient
A
to the High and Grammar schools, one of
the best building lots on Pleasant Avenue, new
Stevens Plains Avenue; excellent neighbor*
hood; about one minute from two lines 0^ el*.tries.
FRANK B. SHEPHERD & CO. real
estate office, room
3, First National’Bank
Building.
24-1

young men throughout
ths State of Maine to solicit among physi1. P.
cians and make from $10 to $20 per day.
24-1
CO., Day Building Worcester. Mass.

f

best locations;.
W. H. WALDPnv

rOR SALE—Farm, 100 acres, well divided in
tillage, pasture and wood, house of a r.joW,
ampie outoui.dings in good repair. yaun»
orchard, halt mile from tiray village- r,rh-5
$1200. W. H. WALDRON & CO., 1M kiS2
Street.
23-1
rrYPEWRITER FOR SALE-The new pittZ
A
visible
writer.
burg
Every letter is m
plain view as soon as made. It will co all tdnu
of work, runs easy and gives good impression
A first class machine; price $75.00. g
BAILEY, 263 Middle street.
25.1

bright
WANTED—24
»»

young

one of the
on ear Una.

estate,

ISO Mid ale

A
and

WASTED-Two young men to board in
*’ private iamlly, nice pleasant front chamCall 62
ber, location central to business.
MYRTLE ST., upper belL24-1
\lrANTED—Carpenters. Apply to J. 8. RANtt
PALL, 221 B St.24-1

\TTA>TED—A
vv
keeper for

CO.,

&

one

last.

an

Deering section,

house with all modern lm

Forty words Inserted under this heed
week for 25 cents, cash In advance,

rooms,

\TO

THE REPORTERS KICKED.

Palace

the

One

The ceulrally located store No.
ISO Middle St., formerly occupied by Lovell Arms Co. Will be
for offices to suit
1remodelled
1tenant.
Apply to
II. T. WHIPPLE,
176 1-2 Middle St.
oct20dlw

stable government

TURKS WERE SCARED.

Robert St.

to

DESIGNING

petitors and imitators the

FOR

Pierce’s Favorite
Prescription makes Weak
Women Strong and Sick
Women Well.
TO

PEN

things. As against the claims of transient com-

SALE—On Pleasant avenue, two famr?
house, 14 rooms: now occupied by
tenants, paying $3o0 per annum; must be so$

Si.

25-1

the Philippine islands as we are now
The Savage Bachelor.
in
establishing a stable government
“I believe you think you have a good
Cuba; to declare our purpose to give independence to the Filipinos as we prom- anderstnnding of human nature,” said the
ised to give independence to the Cubans; bridegroom boarder.
to declare our
purpose to give protec“Human nnture? I’ve even got some
tion to the Filipinos as we have promideas about women also,” said the savage
ised to give protection to the Cubans and
Press.
have for seventy-five
years given pro- bachelor.—Iniiinnapolis
tection to the republics of Central and
»
South America.
“No one has attempted to fix the n umber of hours or days or weeks or months
but I will say this that 1
necessary,
....AND....
believe we could establish a stable government in the Philipines in less lime
than the Republican party has established one in Cut*, and that I think I for
lllujtratlng, faugh: by W. C. P tRSOxs,
can promise you that our oiiioials would White Rock, Me.
Honorable mention Columnot embezzle’ as Republican officials have bian Expositio;Un design mail course, s^nd
for particulars.
embezzled Cuban money.”
ocUeodimo

Madrid,October 24.—The French steamIn coler Faldherbe was sunk yesterday
lision with the steamer hllttldja and 24
The
drowned.
of her crew were
Mitldja
was
damaged seriously but managed to
_
reach
port.
good. This is Nature's law and applies to all

Excliauge

to close

_

in

IWENTY-FOUB DROWNED.

FOR S/LE TODAY BY

in
bathroom,
Inquire at 28 SPRING ST. s

LET—Downstaiis rent of six
TO new
house, electric lights and

woman, woman write to woman
makes
the resemblance to the cuckoo even

stronger.

Forty words Inserted under «M,
he«4
week for 25 cents, caah In

provemente.
One new 10 room house In Coyle Park on
TO LET—Sunny tenemen*, 6 ro-ims, with shed
street.
Clifton
A
extension, nicely finished, new house, near
One 2 tenement house 4 years old. A splendid
electrics and steam cars, perfect drainage,
investment.
street lighted, near schools and churches. InOne new c Jroom house with all modern imquire at house No. 17 SAWYER ST.. Woodfords, or ol C. B. WHITE, with W. L. Wilson & provement?.
Seven fine house lots. Fessenden Park, will
Cm__254 be sold cheap to close.
TO LET—Tenement of five rooms, in good reA
pair, Howard St. Will let to small family
HELP.
WANTED—MALE
#8.60 month; rent free lo November 1st, G. F.
25-1
ALEXANDER & CO.. 93 Exchange St.

There is a good deal of the cuckoo
about these advertisers who, instead of
making a success of their own, seek to

Dr. Pierce s methods,
by which free
medical advice is offered,
although those
who make the offer are without
medical ability or experience. qualified
And th<
cry raised in some cases of “woman,

Estate

Geo. W. Brown, 53

tide ups airs rent of 8
f
8t, rent #25 per
rooms, 138 Sher -a
I rowbridge Place; also
also
small
ie.ii
month;
cn? on Forest St.
Aptly to JOHN W. DEER*
1NG, 376 Congress St Telephone 868-2. 25-1
TO LET—A very drs

over

FOR SALK.

one

one

and chronic form a cold
head is known as Nasal Catarrh and is
the recognized source of other diseases.
Havstood the test of continued successful use.
Wilmington, Del., October 24.—At the ing
Balm
is
Cream
recognized
as
In
a
Ely’s
Brvan’s
Mr.
of
first
specific
night meetings
thlB city, In reply to a series of questions for membranal diseases in the nasal passages,
propounded to him by John P. Nields and you shoul I resort to this treatment in your
of this city, Mr. Bryan said:
own case.
It is not drying, does not produce
that If elected Prasldent I
“I stated
sneezing. Trice BO cents at druggists or by
would immediately convene Congress in
mail. Ely Brothers, 5U Warren street, New
extraordinary session and would ask
to declare the nation’s polioy York. Give up prejudice and try it.
tn

Real

he

*}“■

TV ANTED— Horses to board during the
ter: best of f«ed and care; terms reason-

ahle.nHENRY NELSON, Cumberland Centre.
Me.

TV ANTED—Horses to board for the winter's
”
ft good light and warm stable at
Deerinp on line of electric cars. For
particulars euqulre of L. J. SMITH at 23<Mt

futtjiw

die

St.__Bi-

of all kin is desired, wrappers
made, tsiloress work of all
MRS. NORRIS, 61 Tur«w
reasonable.

JEWING
^
and

prices

•

Lard—Pure, leaf..

(MMIiCIAL

10

Chickens.

i6<a

@10Vs

18
12*15

.

Ham?:.

lKaa.1%
8%

Fruit.

Products in the

Leading Markets.
dew

Monk,

tork

Money

and

t»

r *1 n

Market Uevlew

Oils. Turpentine anil Coal.
Raw Linseed Oil..
77@82
Roiled Linseed oil..
78:5)84
Turpentine.
48@58
Ltgonia and Centennial oil bbl.,
@1014
Penned tst Petroleum. 120.
10%
Pratt’s Astral...:
1214
Half bbls. lc extra
Cumberland, coal.
@4 25
Stove and furnace coal, retail...
@7 00

Franklin.

October
24.—Today’s
market
and the
active
broad and
offered excelwide lluctuatlons In prices
and all
lent opportunities for speoulatlon
were very
cases of professional operators
defined movebusy all day. The broadly
the
ments wbloh dominated the action of
whole market were themselves under
oootrol of powerful speculative cliques
«nd there wore Indications of oo-operamanition between the pools which were
different portions of the market.

Grain

York,

jjew

8 50
6 00

yuotatioso.

CHICAGO BOARD OK TRAD C
Tuesday’s quotations.

71
73 Vs

COHN.

^Ct..

39%

i’ec. 35%

36%

OATS.

Q.Ct.
Nov

The

the Missouri river.
The strength from these stocks radiated
throughout the general list with greater
Active buying of sugar
or leB3 effect.
the
In
rise
the
specialties.
helped
Other leaders In the advance suffered to
subthe extent of 1 to 1% points. Of more
stantial benefit was tne news of the enadditional
an
of
$11,030,000 of

gagement

import

gold for
There

weak spots in tbe bond
market today and If- did not share fully
in the great activity of the stock market.
Total eale3 par value $2,035,(MX).
U. S. government bonds were nil adnnn.fourth ner cent on the last

22

PORK

N°v.
Jau.

10 75
10 07%

LAUD.

Nov.
Jan.

ft 85
6 65 ■
XtIBS.

Nov...

«*an

fi 20
5 85

..

Wnedesd: y’s quo a’ions
\

WHEAT

Oaemds.

Closina

7l8/8
71%
72%

..*•••••.

Nov.

.72%

Lec..
CORK.

were

2ct.
]Sov..

Uec...

37
35

36 J*

OATH

Oct.

21%
21%
21%

f*ov.
Dec..21%

call.
24.

NEW tfiiRK. Oct

rail closed firm at 3^5 percent;
last loan 3; ruling rate —.
paper at 6 6 6 rer cent.
i nine mercantile
ttterltUK Kxelmnge was weak, with actual bus*!,
u»r deties* in bankers bills at 0 OOa,4 t-03h
mand and 4 80<$4 80Vs for sixty days posted
comistes at 4 81Mi.<^4 82 and 4 84Wgl85
mercial bill* at 4 79^* <±4 fcO1*.
Money

21V,
21%

21%
22 Vs

pulating

back bone of today's market consisted of the strength of the transcontinental group of railroads lying beyond

72%

on

Bar Sliver C5

•—

14 00
10 35
10 07%

£ov'*».
Jau.
CARD

°ct.

82 Vs

6

RIBS.

Oct.

fl 46

Portland

Dally Press Stock (luotatlo ns
Corrected by Sw.au St Barrett. Biukari. 186

M id die street.

eerUtksUa* H4 \ft <4**6 ViMexicnn dollars 61.
Goverumetns strong.
State bonds steady.
Uabroad bonds Irregular.
Stiver

M

IPOKK.

v

*lov.

The follow Hie (juotaUous represent ta« paying prioss in this market:
p 18
tow and steers..,...0c
Mulls and suurs.So
8j
Call Skin*—No l Quality..
....da
No 3
.26c each
No 3
...

Itetall Ornesrs1 8m^«r ,'larkri.
Portland market—eut loot 8:: eonleeti tiers
; 1 *c; powdered
7l.4«j grauulated 7c: coTee
Tinned 0 Vs e ; y«H<> ,v (5 -.

Kxporli.
Trinity Hay, Mart. Schr St r of the Sea—12,snu hhd shook* with tteads too do without
and
beads 2860 saggar bbl shocks with
llh'O pairs bbl heads 22 ru prs su? hhd
heads 13,000 heading bars 2*>oO sug bbl •>.. j- ks
81,co wo hoops .-'.9,244 it lumber.
7"l

Chnrlrri.

STOCKS.
Par Value
llescrlpUon
Bio. Asked
Canal National Bank...,.... ioo
100
102
Casco National Bank..iiiO
no
112
vumoerlaud National Hank.10G
100
101
Chapman National Hank.ioo
loo
101
Flist National Bank.loo
100
102
Aierchants’ National Bank_75 _10l
102
National Traders'Banic.too
102
ioo
Portiaud National Bank.... loo
109
110
Portland Trust Co.100
145
160
Portland Gas Company. 60
85
oo
Portland Water Co.1OO
HO
112
Portland St. Kallroad Co. 100
150
lRo
Mamo Central R'y. 100
7 60
170
Portland & Ogdensburg It. R. Ioj
60
61
Portland Os. 1907.117
Portland 4s. 1902—1912 Funding. lo»
Portland 4s. 1913. Funding.108
Bangor «s. 1905.1 Water.112
Bath 4%s. 1907. Mumeloal.101
Bath 4v 1021. Refunding.101
Belfast 4s. Municipal 1918.110
Calais 4s 1901—1911 Refunding. ...100
Lewiston Os.* 1901. Municipal.101
Re\vistcu4e. 1913, Municipal.105
Maco 4s. 1901. Municipal ...100
Maine Central U K7s.19i2.cons.mtg 135
“4%s~
10s
"
48 cons. Mtg. ... 105
*
gHs.l9oO,exten'sa.J01
rorfland A Ogd'jj r6s, '900, 1st incaloO
Portland Water Co's 4s. 1927 ....107

119
103

I08
114
103
103
113
102

102
107
102
137
110
106
102
101
109

Schr Monhegan. Fenuuitlins to Las Palmas,
lumber f 12 and p. c.
Sehr Josephine, Jacksonville to Philadelphia*
Boston Stock Lilt.
dry cypress 96: out with coal 91 16.
Sales of stock at the Boston Stock Exchange;
Schr w. W. Converse, Fernandloa to New Y.
bid.
umber fS 60.
k,
Schr Charles A. Campbell, Baltimore to Bos -Boston it Maine.
19c
Central Massachusetts. 13
ton, coal 90c.
do pfd,
Schr Aug. Hunt, do to Portsmouth, 96c.
62
Maine Central.Ifi8
Union
Pacific.
<•
uu»ic<m
62%
roriunil
.uitr’cs’.
American Tel. and Tel.147
PORTLAND. Oct. 24.
Union 1’aettlc ofd. 76%
Breadstulfs and Provisions rather easy in Mexican Central 4s. 79%
American Sugar
.125%
tone. Turpentine firm and lc higher.
American Sugar pfd..116%
The loltowrma nuotauousioi»r«iijus uie wuola
sale prices lur the markst;
New York Ouotataorn of Stooks and Bonds
_

Float

fsperflne and low graues.2 75 23 00
tprlng \i Ueat Bakers.S 7.la4 05
Spring Wheal patents.4 65a4 90
Mich, and BtLouisst. ronar.4 1034 25
15
Mich, aim 8L Louis clear.4 00
Winter Wheat patents.4 4Ui4 50
Corn and Feel.
3 51

Corn, car lots...
Corn, bag lota.
Meal, bag lots.

@64
@52
@30

onu. car lots.
Oatt. bag lots.... .. 333
Cotton seed, car lots.OO 00328
Cotton Seed, bag lots.00 OOg,27
Sacked Burn, car lots..... ....18 OOalu
..OO 00^19
.Sacked Bran, bax. @1*
Middling, car lots.18 00 a 20
Middling, ba& lots..19 0o®3O
Mixed teea.19 0O<t 19
OryjKlih and Mackerel.

34
50
OO
00
00
00
60
50

Cod, Urge Shore. 4 753.5 no
@3 76
Medium shore fish.
Pollock. 2 60.S3 50
Haddock...
@3 00
2 75
Hake.
Herring, per box, sealed.
@10
Mackerel, shore is.
@18 00
Mackerel, shoro 2»..
@$lrt
Large Us.
@$13
Prod nee.

Beans. Pea..
2
Beans, Ca ifornta Pea. 2
Beans, Yellow Eyes. 2
Beans, Red Kidney..
2
Native Onions, bbl.1
Cranberries. Cape Cod.
Potat< es. bush.
Sweet Potatoes, Jersey
Sweet. Eastern Shore.
Kens. Eastern fresh.
F.ecs.Western fresh.
Butter, Fancy Creamer.
Butter. Vermont
Cheese. N. York and Vormt...

Cheese,

sage.

Sugar,

3032 35
86 a 3 00
40 @2 50
40«2 50
76 @3 0<>
ft 50

..

G0@66
@2 50
@2 OO

@24
@
22
24@ 25
2'1@ 22
12% « 13
13
@13%

Tea. Jloiasnoj, Knight4.

Mipar—Standard granulated.
Sugar— Fxtra line granulated....
Sugar—Extra C.
Coffee—Jtlo. roasted.
Coffee—Java and Mocha.

Teas—4moys....
Leas—Congous.
Teas—Japan.
Teas—Formosa.
Molasses—Porto Rico.
Molasses—Bar badoes.

6 94
5 94
6165
isin

13

27430
2&<g35
27450
35440
36465
86(440

32435
Molasses—common.
20o25
New Raisins. 2 crown.2 004)2 26
do
8 Clown...2 254)2 50
do
4 crown.2 GOtt2 75
I’, a tains. 1 oore Muscatel. 7Vs«£8V5»

Pork. Beef. l.nr.i a»»d Poultry.
Pork—neavv, clear.18 00
backs..•?*...17 00
I ork—Medium.16
60(216 00
Beef—liea**.
;.10 764)11 26
Beet—light. 10 00410 75
Boneless, call bbls.
m 0 50
Lara—uw ana naubbi. nure....
8 "/sifts 44
Lard—tes and hall bbl.com....
6%*07/a
Lard—Pans pure.
9Vfc4i9VSi
Lard—piuls. compouna.
7Va «8
...

(By Telegraph.)
The following eretha elosun quotations of
BongOcL 24.
Oct 23.
New 43. rec.1«S%
133%
New 4».;«uap.....134%
134%
New.4s.re*.116
1J4%
New 49. coup.115
114%
Denver <s it. W* 1st.103
103
Brie gen. 4s. 71%
71%
aAo.;n.gn.S lex. 2d*. 67%
6>%

A .uisas <st Pacmc consols.....
Oregon Nav.ist.109
Texas pacific, c. «*. lsts_J14
do reg. 2ds. 70
Union l aciflc lsts.106%

109

113%
72
106

yuoiatlons of stocics—
Oct. 24.
Atchison. 32%

Oct. 23.
31%
74%

Atcmson pig. 75
Central Pacmc.
Cbe*. fa omo..... 30
Chicago. Bur. suuracv.128%
Den «'rtuu. Cauai co.113%
Del. LaCK. « west.178
uenver fa it. Gr. 20
Brie, new. 12

30Vs
128%
113%
177
20%
12%
35

118%
37

206%
76%
98%
12%

..

69%
97%
64%

...

13(1
138%

57%

Nortnwestori.........163
woaa.rK,

___

163

17%
109

7 V<»

115%
17L

113

St Haul « umaiia...115
bu Ham & urnaua diu...
17%
..
Texas
Union Hacino ora. 70
7
Waoasn.
\Vaba9U me. i9Vi
190
Boston & Maine.
New YorK ana now sum. Df..
Old Colony.
Adam* express.129
American Kxpresa.155
49
u. ». Bxoress.

Ifc is
*

a

Deep Mystery.
mystery

why

women

endure

Baokaohe, Headache, Nervousness, BleepleBsness, Melancholy, Fainting and Diz-

zy Spells when thousands have provde
that Electric Bitters will quickly cure
such troubles.
‘‘I suffered for years with
kidney troubles,” writes Mrs. Phebe
of
Cherley,
Peterson, la., ‘‘and a lame
back pained me so I could not dress myself, but Electric Bitters wholly cured
me, and, although 73 years old, I now am
able to do all my housework.” It
over;
comes

Constipation

improves AppetiteH. P,
drug store.

gives perfect health'. Only 50o at
B. Uoold, 577 Congress street,

special TERMS to a limited number of
beginners in order to demonstrate mv method
of ensuring a thorough inundation upon the
piano forte.
SO FREE ST,, Portland, Me.
oc teood m

SICHANCE niSPATCHK*.

Sid fm Antwerp Oct 21. steamer Belgian, (new
Leylaud line) tor Montreal.
M eniomuln

Barque Merora, (formerly ship)

wrecked (Oct 6

43
190
123Va

80%

pia.127

Metropolitan street K R.161%
Tenti. coal <s iron.... 68%
U. S. KUbber. 33%

Continental! loDacco. 297/a

58

39%
«8
98

127
159%
687/8
33%
29%

Oo—Tne following
BOSTON, Oct. 24
today’s quotations oi Flour ana worn:
FLOUR.
Spring patents 4 25 xo 25
4
OOa.4
75.
Winter patents
Clear xml straight. 3 60oA 50
49c.
Corn—steamer yellow

were

t'hicago Cattle Market.
By reletrra 'it.
receipts
CHICAGO. Oct. 24. 1900.—Cattle
17,000. including 800 Texans and 2000 Westerns: generally strong to 10c higher, closing
easier; liatives, be t on s ile a cars 5 90 and 1
—

6 00; good to prime steers at 6 60i®6 00:
poor to medium 4 60tc§6 60: selected feeders are
at 3 7o,&4 4^i mixed stockers steady at 2 60@

which

was

ou Kodiak Island, leglstored
1204 tons, was built at Fhiitsburg, Maine, In
1870 and was owned at San Francisco.
Ship Tam O’Shanter, which was wrecked hi
Gasper Strutts, sailed from Hong Kong Sept 9
bound to Baltimore.

Domestic Ports.
NEW YORK—Ar 23d. steamers Kaiser Win
der Gresse, Bremen; Havana, from Havana;
Advance, Colon; schs Agues Manning, Feruandtna; James A Parsons, So Amboy for —; J S
Lamprey, ltussell, Baltimore; Ida C Southard,
Blake, New Haven tor Baltimore.
Ar 24th. barque Nmevehi Walls, Manzanilla;
brig Irene. Yates. Turks Island ; sells James
Davidson, Fernandi.ia; Wm II Haile/, Norfolk;
Harrv Prescott. Jacksonville; Sedgwick, Savannah for Perth
Helen Montague, from
Charleston ; Jes-ie Hart. South Ambov for Calais ; Sarah Eaton, do for
Sid 23d, steamers St Leuls, for Southampton;

money

*flfi
FROM
New York. Hamburg. ...Oct 26
K Friedrich
Uller.New York. .Demarara ....Oct 25
..New York. -South Cuba Oct 25
Santiago
Maracaibo.New York. .San Juan ..Oct 27
Corinthian.Montreal.. .Liverpool... .Oct 27
Minneapolis.... New York. .London.Oct 27
Werra.New York. .Genoa.Oct 27
Mesaba.New York. London.Oct 27
Astoria.New York. -Glasgow... .Oct 27
Patricia.New York. .Hamburg_Oct 27
Umbria.New York. Liverpool ..Oct 27
Trojan Prince..New York. .Naples.Oct 27
Havana.NewYork. .Havana.Oct 27
—

...

ville.
■ BATH—Ar 24th, sell Wm H Davenport, New
York; Duvid I‘ Davis, Portland.
Sin 24th. sch Hone Haiues. New York.
CAPE HENRY—Passed in 23d, barque Jessie Macgregor, Norwood, fm Orchillafor Richmond.
CARTERET, NJ-Sld 23d, sch R L Kenney,
for Bowdoinhaxn.
BANGOR—Ar 23d, sch Levi Bart, Philadelphia; Nortneru Llgnt, Portland.
Sid 23d, sells An rew Nebinger, New York;
R L lay. and Post Boy, do; Win H Archer, Neponset: Wm Pickering, Boston; Arthur Clifford
and Jesie Hook, do.
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR-Ar 24th, sells
Maggie Mulvey. Bangor ior New York; Eva
May, Augusta for do; Lizzie Lane. New York
for Bangor; Charles E Sears, do for Booth-

....

..

..

....

:

bay.
GLOUCESTElt— Ar 24th, sells Mouticello,
Portland for.Portland: Polly. Rockport for Boston; 8 K Davis, Boston for Biuelull.
HYaNNIS—Ar 24th, sells Abner Taylor, fm
New York for an eastern port; Belle Hallaaay,
Philadelphia for Saco, and sailed.
LYNN—Ar 22d, ach Nathan Lawrence, Irom
Hampton Roads.
NORFOLK—Cld 23d, sch Norman, Gray, foj
Boston.
NEW LONDON—Sid 23d, sch Alice Holbrook
Allyna Point for Philadelphia.
PHILADELPHIA-Ar 23<J, sch Loriog C
Ballard, Kennebec.
Ar 24th, sch Wm T Donnell, Kennebec.
eld 23(i, sells Normandy. Adams, Cardenas;
John W Dana, Fo3.sett, do.
At Delaware Breakwater 22d, sch R D Bibbet, from Boston for Baltimore.
PERTH AMBOY—Sid 24th, sch Damletta &
Joanna, Portland.i
PROVIDENCE—Ar 23d, sch Donna T Briggs,
New York,
Sid 23d, sells Wm Slater, New York; Silver
Heels, do.
SAVANNAH—Sid 23d, sch Ella L Davenport, Dunton, Gardiuer.
Ar 22d, sch Lawrence
SOUTH AMltOY
Haynes. Blake. Bath,
TACOMA—Sid 23d. ship John C Potter, Mey—

er. Honolulu.
6 55

VINEYAKD-HA VEN—Ar 24tli. sells Jamas
Talbot, New York for Portland; Henry H
Chamberlain. Norfolk for Saco: Annie Gus, So
Amboy for Calais, (two lest sailed.
WILMINGTON, NC-Ar 23d, sch Charles H
Wolston, Hinckley, Philadelphia.
It

PORT OF PORTLAND.

Foreis-n Port*.

WEDNESDAY, Oct. 24, 1000.
Arrived.

Steamer Gov Dlngley. Thompson. Boston.
Steamer Enterprise, Race. East Boothbay.
Sell iWm Neeley, Thompson, Philadelphia—
coal to G T Ry Co.
Sch Allan, Small, Provlneetown.
Sch Julia & Martha, Martin, Boston.
Sch Nat Meador, Sullivan for New York.
Sch Clara & Mabel, Leemau. New Harbor.
Abdon Keene, and
Sells Fannie Hayden,
Fannie Reed, lishing.
Cleared.

Steamer

Manhattan, Bennett,

J F Liscomb.
Sell Star of the Sea, Pattengill.
Mart—J II tlamien & Son.

Sch Martha
J 8 Winslow &
Sch Marian,
Yoik—master.
Sch Dacotr.n.

New York—
Trlnlte Bay,

T Thomas, YTatts, Baltimore—
Co.

Coombs,

Stonlngton and New

Dennison, Maclilas—J H Blake.
Sch Anna II Preble, Hlnkley, Addison—J H

Blake.
Scb N Jones, Hall,
Sch Myra Sears,
Flouring Co.

Addison—J II Blake.
Fullerton, Camden—Paris

Sch Eldora, Griffin, Millbrldge—J H Blake.
SAILED— Schs Tlioi S DennisoD, Alicia
Crosby, Break of Day, and others.
FROM OUR

B

CORRESPONDENTS.

BOOTHBAY HARBOR. Oct 24-Ar. sch Avis,
Boston for Rockland; Rena, Rockland for Boson; A H Whitmore, Deer Isle for do.
Sailed, schs Billow, Portland for Millbridge;
C W Dexter, Calais for Middleton ;
Ada G
Shortland, SI John, NB, for New York,

*8.00, and 11.15

a.

Every Sunday train leaves Portland for
Lewiston, Gorham and Berlin at 7.30 a. m,

Ticket

on

Depot at foot of India

Office,

Street.
STEAMERS.

Hall and

Tel. 19-4.

Office. 158 Commercial St.

octisdtf

Porllan, Mt. Desert & Mac&las St.b
J steamer
CCOMMENCING

Friday,

April 201U.

Co
the

will, weather
permitting, leave Portland
aud
at
11.00
Tuesdays
Fridays
p. m*
for Rockland,
Bar
Harbor and Machiaslandings.
Report and intermedia e
leave
turning
Machiasport Mondays and
Thursdays at 4 a. m. for all landings, arriving
Portland 11.00 p. m.
F. E. BOOTHBY
GEO. F. EVANS.
Gen’i Mar.
G. P. & T. A.

aprlSdtr

Portland, Tuesdays, Thursdays
Saturdays
at 6 p. m. tor New York direct Returning, leave
Pier 38. K, R., Tuesdays. Thursdays and Satur-

days at 6 p. m.
These steamers are superbly fitted
nished for passenger travel and afford
onrenlent and comfortable route
Portland and New York.
J. V. L1BCOMB, General
TH08- M. BARTLETT. Agt

and furthe most

between
Agent.
ooudtf

International Steamship Co.
FOR

--

Easlpon, Lufceo, Calais St. John. N. 8. Halitax N.Sand all parts of New Brunswick. Nova Scotia.
Prince Edward Island and Cape Breton.
The
favorite route to Campobello and at. Andrews,
N. IS.
f iiinmcr Arrangement.
On and alter Monday, Mav 11. steamers will
leave Railroad Wharf, Portland, on
Monday,
Wednesday and Friday at 5 30 p. m.
Returning leave St. John, Eastporc and Lubeo Mon-

days and’Friday.
Through tickets Issued and baggage checked
to destination.
nggnFrelght received up to 4.00
p.m.
For tickets and staterooms apply at the Pine
Ttree Ticket Office, 270 Mid lie street, or for
other information at Company’s Office, Railroad
Wharf foot of State street,
J. F. I.ISCOMB, Supt.
H. P.
may tf
HERSKY, Agent.

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT GO.
Beginning

October 1.1900, steamer Aticocisco
Portland
Pier. Portland, idaily,
Sundays excepted. at 2.30 p. m.. for Long Island, Little and Great Chebeauue, Cliff Island, So. Harpswell. Bailey’s and Orr’s Island.
Return tor Portland—Leave Orr’s Island,and
above iandings, 7.00 a. m.
Arrive Portland.
9,30 a. tn.
octldtf
ISAIAH DANIELS. Gen. Mgr.
win

le ive

lKo=Nut”

9. lat 33 38, Ion 46 16. barque Virginia,
Cates, from New York for Bahia.
Oct 21, 43 02 N, Ion 66 49 W, sclir Henry
Weller, for Vrlueyard-Haven.

Me.

WEEK DAY TIME TABLE.
In Effect Oet. 8,
For

land,
p.

Forest
6.0O, 6.45,

1900.

City Lauding, Peaks Is8.00, 10.30, a. ni.. 2.15, 4.00. 6.15

m.

Return—6.20, 7.20,

9.15, 1J.45 a. iu.,3.30, 4.15,

m.

Cushing’s Island, 6 45,

10.30 a,

m.,

in.

4.21 p.
m.
Return—7.05, 11.50, a. m„
For Lit 0|e and Great Diamond Islands,
and Trefethens
Landings, Peaks Inland, 5.30, 7.00, 8.00, 10.30 a. m., 2.15.4.00, 0.15

p. m.
Return— Leave Little Diamond Island,
6.10, 7.55, 9.10, H.4n a. ID., 3.25, 4.10, 6.30 p. ra.
Return
Leave Great Diamond Island,
6.05, 7.50. !),05, 11.35 a. m.. 3.20, 4.16, 6.35 P. m.
Return—Leave Trefethen’s landing,
Peaks Island, 6.00, 7.45. 9.00, 11.30 a, ril., 3.15,
4.20. 6.40 p. m.
For Ponce's Landing.Long Island, 8.00,
10.30 a. iu.. 2.15 p. m.
Return—8.45, 11.16 a. m., 3.00 p. m.

ortening and Frying.

m.

PHILADELPHIA:

From Boston Tuesday,
From

N. E. AGENTS

FOOD €JO,t Boston, Mass

Thursday, Saturday.

Philadelphia, Monday, Wednesday
;nd Friday.

From Central Wharf, Boston, 3 p. m. From
Flue street Wharf, Philadelphia, at 3 p. in. Insurance effected at office.
Freights for the West by the Penn. R. R. and

SOLE M’ER'S.

ft iICI IMVG CO.,
set St., Boston, New England

South forwarded by connecting lines.
Round Trip §18.00
Passage §10.00.
Meals and room included.
For freight or passage apply 10 F. P. WING,
Agent, Central Wharf. Boston.
E. B. Sampson, Treasurer and General Manager, 89 State St, Fiska Building, Boston, Mass.

REFINING CO., Philadelphia,
Mfrs.

oct22dtf

\

P

P
4

2

2>

MILLER

OIL

l
HEATERS f
5

The bare announcement that one
sells MILLER HEATERS is xxsually enough, but if you are not
familiar with their superior qualities, step in and have a look at
them.
PRICES,

j| $4.50,

\ N. M.

#

P

HARDWARE DEALERS,

8 Fre© ^St.

P

2

**/*%'*%-vi

Worms?
If a. ohild is ailing don’t, neglect to
for worms. Give several dosaa of

TRUE’S m mm mm

§

If worms are present they will be expelled. A harmless GS?
_fi;etabU* toiiic, making rich, pure blood. At your drug* m
•^fsts, 36c. Or. J. F. True At fo. Auburn, Mc.9

Jj

ITlaiiie General

STEPHEN

Hospital.

FREE.

BERRY,

Boot, Job and Carl Printer,
AO. 37 PLUM

Bucksport Saturdays^
5.10 p. m. For Brunswick, Bath, Rockland,

Augusta and Waterville.
5.i5p, in. For Danville Junot on. Mechanic
Falls and Lewiston
11.00 p. m. Night Express for Brunswick;
Batn, Lewiston, Augusta, Waterville.
o*hegan, Bangor, Mooseliead Lake, Aroostook
County via Oldtown, liar Harbor, Bucksport.
Was bin to t o. It. R., Vaneeboro, St. Stephen
(t'a als), Sr. Andrews, St. John and *11 Aroostook Cou ty via Vaneeboro, Halifax and the
Provinces. Tbe train <-a
<r Saturday night
does not connect to Belfast, Dexter, Dover and
Foxerof, nor beyond Bangor.

Minneapolis.
1.05 p.m.
For Sebago Lake, Brldgton. Harrison. North Conway, Fabyans,
Lancaster,
Co'ebrook and Beecher Falls.
0.00 p. m. For Sebago Lake. Cornish, Bridgloil

II

1

STftUCH T.

11

Vm-til

'nim.il

nnH

MJNlfrAY 1HA«a8.
1 20 a. m. Faper train for Bangor, Bath, and
for Rockland except Ferry Transfer at Bath.
12.41 p. ni. For Biunswlcfc, Lewiston, Bath,
Augusta, Watervtlle anti Baugor.
11.00 p. ni. Night iixDress for all point?.

ARRIVALS IN

POKTLANR.

From Bartlett, No. Conway and Harrison,
8.25 a. m.; i.ewiston and Mechanic t ails, 8.35
a. ra.; Watervilie, Augusta and Rockland, 8.45
a. ni.; Bangor, Augusta and Rocklana. 12.15
p. in.; Skownegan, Farmington, Rumford Falis
and Lewiston, 12.20 p. m.; Beecher Falls. Fabyans and Bridgton, 1165 p. m.; Skowhegau,
Waterv lie, Augusta and Rockland. 6.20 p. m.;
St. John, St. Stephens, (Calais), Bar Harbor.
Aroostook
Moosehead Lake and Bangor. 5.35 p. m.; Rangeiey, Farmington, Rmnford Falls and Lewiston, 5.45 p. in, Chicago,
Montreal, Quebec, Fabyans, No. Conway,
Bridgton, 7.55 p. in.; Bar Harbor and Bangor,
l.25a. m.daily; Halifax. St. John, Iioulton, St.
Stephen. Bar Harbor, Bangor, 3.50 a. m.
SunuAys- Baugor and Lewi?tor, 12.25 p. m.;
Baugor, 1 25 a. m.; Halifax, St. John, Vance*
boro and Baugor, 3.50 a. in.

County,

F.

GKO. F. EVANS, V. F. & G. M.
E. BOOTH BY, G. F. & T. A.
octOdtf

BRIDGTON

STEAMSHIPS.

From

IN

EFFECT,

Tliif2<njuly“NunTldfan
2
9
16
2.1
30
6
33
20
27

Coriuthiau
Parisian

Aug

Tunisian
carried

these

Sicilian

Tuuisiau
"
Numidian
Sept 1 Corinthian
Parisian
Sicilian

I

il Aug!

t«
25
31
7
15
22
29
5
12

Ho cattle

RATES

on

Quebec

FTAug,.

18
?5
31
8
Sept.
15
"
22
*•
29
5
Oet,
“13

'*

Sept,
**

Oct.

steamers.

OF PASSAGE.

Cabin—§52.50 and upwards. A reduction of 5
per cent Is allowou on returu tickets.
Second Cabin—To Llvernool, London or
Londonderry—§35.00 to §45.00.
Steerage—Liverpool, London, Glasgow,
Belfast, Londonderry or Queenstown, $23.50.
Prepaid certificates $24.
Children under 12 years, half fare. Rates to
or from other poiuts on application to
T. P. McGOWAN,
420 Congress St.,
Portland, Me.
Foreign Steamship Agency, Room 4,
First National Banlf ffaildlng, Portland, Maine
ar27dtf

Portland &

Boothbay

1900

OCT. 8,

Bridgton, Harrison,
(on, WestSebtigo,

Stearntjoat Go.

STEAMER ENTERPRISE leaves East
Boothbay at 7 a. m, Monday, Wednesday and
Friday for Pori land, touching at So, Bristol,
lleron island, Boothbav Harbor and Squirrel
Island.
Returning, leave Franklin Wharf, Portland,
at 7 a. in. Tuesday. Thursday aud Saturday for
Squirrel island. Boothbav Harbor, Heron Island, So. Bristol and East Boothbay.
ALFRED RACE. Manager.
aug2dtt

North
South

Bridg*
Bridg*

tou, Waterford and Sweden.
A. M. F. M. F. M.
Leave Portlanu mcrr.

8.50

1.06

6.0 a

Leave Bridgton Junction, 10.08
2.23
7.21
Arrive Bridgton,
11.08
3.18
8.21
3.4 t
Arrive Harrison.
11.34
8,40
oct8dtf
J. A. Bennett, Supt.

Portland & Rumford Falls Ry.
(n

Effect Oct. 8, 11*00.
DEPARTURES

From Union Station
8.30 A. M. and 12.55 noon.
lor Poland, Mechanic Falls. Buckfleld. Canton, Dlxheld and Bumlord Fails.
8.30 a. nv 12.55 noon and 5.15 p. m. From Union
Station for Mechanic Falls and Intermediate

stations.
12.55

noon

from Union Station for Bemis.,

R C. BRADFORD, Tiafflo Manager,
Portland, Maine.
E. L. LOYEJOT, Superintendent,
Rumford Falla. Maine
}el8 dtf

BOSTON & MAINE B. II.
Isi Effect Oct. 8,

LIVERPOOL.

Montreal

& SAGO RIVER

RAILROAD CO.

Service.

Calling at Moviile.

2

P

TO

MONTREAL

2

2

PERSONS & GO.,

LINE

Lawrence

St.

P Liverpool.

\

(r

ALLAN

$5.50, $8.00 Each 5

%^*%/*%

7.00a. m. For Brunswick, Lewiston
(Lower)
Bath, ltooklaud. Augusta, Waterville, HkowheBelfast, Hanghr Bucksport and Vaneeboro
connecting !or St. John. at. Stephen, (Calais),
Houlton and Woodstock.
8.30 n. m.
For Danville Junction, Rumford
Falls, Lewiston, Farmington, Raugeiey and
Waterville.
10.25 a. m,
For Brunswick, Bath, Lewiston,
Gardiner, Augusta, Watervllle, Pittsfield and
Bangor.
12.40 r. m. Express for Brunswick, Lisbon
Falls, Lewiston via Brnuswick,Augusta, Wateryilie, Newport, Bangor, Bucksport. Bar Harbor, Washington Co. It. It. Oldtown, Greenville,
Houlton and Caribou via B. & A. R. it.
12.55 p. ui. For Danville, Jo.,Rumford Falls,
Bends. Lewiston, Farmington, Carrabasset,
Itiiiigeley, Bingham, Waterville. Skowbegan.

FOU

TRI-WEEKLY SAILINGS.

grocer or write

1900.

gan,

T. GODING, General Manager,

BOSTON and

itter flavor “KO-NUT” rethe
addition
of
salt.
; 1 oz. of salt to 1 pound of
tTUf” gives the regular
Hr flavor.

8tli,

—

octsdtf

Philadelphia.
Sid 22d, steamer Orizabe,

Oct

CASCO BAY STEAMBOAT CO,
Custom House Wliarf, Portland,

sr

Cure Your Piles.

Spoken.

JBL
staunch
ana
elegant
steamer
DINGlEY” and
“GOV.
"BAY STATE”
alternately leave Franklin Wharf, Portland
and India Wharf. Boston, at 7.00 p. rn daily
Bundavs exccpied.
meet every
These steamers
demand of
modem steamship service in safety,
speed,
of
traveling.
comfort and luxury
Through tickets for Providence, Lowell
Worcester, New York, etc., etc.
J. P. LISOOMB, Gen. Mauagar
THOMAS M. BARTLETT. AgouL
The

in., and 2.15 p
C. W.

Sterilized Uocoanut Fat
gets rancid—twice the
ming power of lard.
re

Oct.

WHITE MOUNTAIN JUVISION.
For Brldgton. Harrison, Fabyans,
Burlington, Lancaster, St. Johnsbury, Sherbrooke. Quebec, Montrea'. Chicago, St. Paul
and

For
Forest
City
Lauding, Peaks
Islund, 10.30 a. IU., 2.15 p. in.
For Cushing’n island, 10.30 a. IU.
For Little and Great Diamond Inlands,
Trefethens Landings,Peaks Inland,and
Police’s Landing, Long Island, 10.30 a.

USB

\

Effect

SlTYDAY TIME TABLE.

Wise

our

In

TRAINS LEAVE UNION STATION, RAILWAY SQUARE AS FOLLOWS:

8.50 a.m.

6.25 p.
For
4.00 p.

Ar at Hong Kong Oct 22d, steamer Belgian
annual meeting of the Maine General
King, US transport) Weiss, fm Manila for San npHK
A
Hospital for the choice of officers for the
Francisco, pul in to repair machinery.
Ar at Yokohama Oct 16, ship lteuoc, Wlutte- .ensuing year and the transaction of such other
business as may legally bo presented, will bo
more. New York.
Ar at Sydney, NSW, prev to iOct 23, ship Jas held in the office of the Treasurer, in Portland,
at
four o’clock in the afternoon of the first
via
Tacoma.
Drummond, Chemaluua
At Mauritius Oct 7. barque Bose Innes, Col- Tuesday, the sixth day of November. 1000.
F. It. BARRETT, Secretary.
cord, lor Singapore.
octT eodtd
Portland, Oct. id, 1000.
Sid fm Cherbourg Oct 23^teamer Friederlch
der Grosso, for Southampton and New York.
Ar at Hamburg Oct 25. steamer Deutschland,
New York; 22d, Belgravia, do.
Ar at Queenstown Oct 23, steamer Waesland,
New York lor Liverpool.
Ar at Buenos Ayres Sept 28, barquo Edmund
I have nothlug to sell but will gladly direct
Pblnney, Portland.
Sid fm Colon lOili, sch Lena It Stcrer, New- sufferers from Piles. Fistula, etc., to a perfect
I was cured without patu, and without
cure.
man, Pascagoula.
Ar at Demerara 9lli, sch James Slater, from the use of a knife, and without interruption of
business
duties. Send me your address and
my
Fernandlua.
Trifiers please not apply as I
enclose stamp.
Sid Oct l, sell Henry Crosby, Turks Island.
to
heip those who are suffering needAr at St Thomas Oct 23, steamer Caribee. fm wish only
New York.
lessly, as I once did. Address, N. B. 8. Box.
TT&S
Ar at Vera Cruz 18th, sch Gertrude A liart- 226,Lewiston, Me.
lett, Webb, Ship Island.
Ar at Vera Cruz 20tli, steamer City of Washington. New York.
Sid fm Progresro Oct 20, steamer Vlgllancla,
for Hav na and New York.
Ar at Havana Oct 23, sch Lizzie J Parker,
for Progresso.
Ar at St John, NB. 24th, sell A P Emerson,
Rockland ; Rosa Mueller, New York.
Cld 24th, sch J B VanDusen City Island.

(inn

Man.

Franklin Wharf,
and

r-.-

Quebec, *8.00

Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars are run
night trains and Parlor Cars on day trains.

The steamships Horatio
Rattan
alternatively leave

m.,

Othei trains week days.

•Dally.

Eastport.

SAILING DAYS OK OCEAN STEAftlEKS

8un rises.
Bun sets.
Length of dayB.. 10 39' Moon sets

Pond,

From Chicago, Montreal,and
a. in., and 5.45 p. m.

Majestic. Liverpool.'
City Island—Passed east 23d, schs Charles E
Searse, and Lizzie Lane, New York for Bangor;
Abner Taylor, do for Lubec; Jas R Talbot, do
for Portland: Annie Gus. Amboy for Lubec;
Henry H Chamberlain, Norfolk for Saco.
Sid 23d. scii Wm II Sumner, Brunswick.
BOSTON —Ar 23d, sell Marjory Brown, Osborn, f’hllade plua.
Ar 24th. sobs Gem. Philadelphia; Medford,
Halifax; Rising Sun, New York for Portland;
Nat Ayer. New York ; Annie L Wilder, Rockport; Nil Desperandum, and. W T Emerson,
Bangor; RobtPettis, Bookviile.
Sid 24th, schs Race Horse, Weymouth. NS:
Wm F Green. St Vincent; Hattie P Simpson,
Brunswick.
Sid 23d, schs Juiia & Martha, Calais; Jas G
Beecher, coal port.
miuins wiun.—sm 23U, sens it uowers, tor
Providencs; Susan N Pickering, do; Jebnie S
Hull, Boston.
BEAUFORT, NC—Sid 23d, sell Puritau, Sargent. Nesv York.
BALTIMORE—Ar 23d, sch Alice E Clark,
Haskeil, Boston.
Sid 23d, sell Gov Ames, for Boston.
■ Cld23d, sch Gen A Ames, Dodge, Jackson-

bales.

AtAHNv.OCT. 25.

From Island
б. 45 p. m.

Amboy;

(By Telegraph.)
LIVERPOOL. Oct. 24. 1900.—The Cotton
market is active; spot at 6 5-t6d; sales 0000

MI AN ITU UK

546

FRANK JONES

nropean Market*

..

PIANO.

Teacher of

GAI.V E3TON—The Cotton market closed
easy; middlings 9;.
CHARLESTON—The Cotton market to-day
quiet: middlings Os.
M KM PH IS—The Cotton market to-day closed
steady; middlings 9c.
NEW ORLEANS—The Cotton market closed
quiet; middlings 8 13-16c.
MOBILE—Cotton market is easy; middlings
8*4®
SAVANNAH—The Cotton
market
closed
c.
quiet; middlings

—

m.,

ADELBERT J. SJOHOLM,

was

—

a.

MCDONALD STEAMBOAT GO.

NOTICE.

nn

Steamship Co.

—

9 11-16: sales 300 bales.

....

Lewiston, *8.00, and 11.15

m.

hereby gives notice that they
Beginning Oct. 16th, 1900, steamers will leave
have baen duly appointed Executors of the -Portland
Pier, Mondays, Wednesdays and Frilast Will and Testament of
days at 11 a, m., for Cousins’, Littlejohn’s,
WEALTHY H. WILLIAMS, late of Portland, Great Chebeague (Hamilton’s Landing.) Orr’s
In
the County
of Cumberland,
deceased, Island, Ashdale, Small Point Harbor and
and
tho
given bonds as
law
dlreots. Cundy’s Harbor.
All persons having demands against the estate
Tuesdays. Thursdays and Saturdays at 2 p.
of said deceased are desired to present the m., for Cousins', Littlejohn’s and Great Chesame tor settlement, and all indebted thereto
beague, (Hamilton’s Landing.)
Keiurn Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays
are requested to make payment Immediately.
Leave Great Chebeague at 7.30 a. m.. Lit leGEORGE H. RICHARDSON.
7.45 a. m.. Cousins’ Island 7.50 a. m.,
john’s
HARRY M. VERRILL.
arrive Portland 8.55 a. m.
Portland. Sept. 18, 1900.
Thursdays and Saturdays leave
Tuesdays,
sep27-d l awawTh*
Cundv’e Harbor at 6 a. m.. Ashdale 6.20 a. m..
Small Point 6,40 a. m., Orr’s Island 8.00 a. m.
Gr>*at Chebettrue (Hamilton’s Landing) 9.30 a.
m., Littlejohn’s 9.45 a. m., Cousins’ 9.50 a. m.,
arrive Portland 11.00 a. ni.
•!. H. McDONALD, Man iger.

quiet: middling uplands at 9 7-160; do gulf at

163
48

southern Rv p*C.
BrooKivn Bamd Iraustt.59%
Federal Steel common. 393/a
68%
aov>ia.
98%
American .tobacco.

car at

EXECUTORS’

*<i.co

subscribers
opUE
1

Oct. 24

203

Boston .liarnot.

A

the vlclultv of PORTLAND. Mo., Oct 20,
Address MISS 8TOOKBRIDGE, 267
1900,
Benefit street, Providence, K. I.
References
Itt. Rev. Robert Codman, Jr., Bishop of Maine.
auglSdTu.lh.Stf

Cotton Mnrkota.

.Nov 7
New York. .Antwerp
Friesland
St Paul.New York .So’ameton. .Nov 7
Columbia.New York. Hamburg...Nov 7
F derGrosso .New York. Bremen.Nov g
NewYork. .Hamburg ...Nov 8
Deutchland
Touraine..
.^ew York. .Havre|.... .Nvo 8
Montreal... Liverpool... Nov 8
Cambroman
Ragusa.New York. .Santos .Nov 10
Hildur.New York. .Curacoa ...Nov IQ
British ITiuce .Now Y’ork. Montevideo Nov 10
Tunisian.Montreal
Liverpool. ..Nov n
Ethiopia.New York. .Glasgow.. .Nov 10
Bulgaria.New Y’ork.. Hamburg ..Nov lo
Etruria.New Y’ork..Liverpool.. .Nov lo
.Nov 10
Maiutou..New York. .London..
K.WilhelmII..New York. .Gonoa..Nov 10

—

In

Cheese ilrm at J0»41tTiy»c.
Eggs steady-fresh 17Va.
Flour—receipts 40.000 hbls: wheat 326.000;
bush; corn *88.000 bush; oats 330.ooo bush;
rye 16,000 bush: barley 170.000 husn.
Shipments—-Flour 23.000 bbis; wheat 12.000
bush; corn 491,000 bush; oats 252,000 bush
rve 3,000 busn; barley 33,000 bush.
DETROIT—Wheat Quoted 7394 cash White
Red 7594c; Oct —c; Nov —: Dec 77J4o.
TOLEDO—Wheatf quiet—cash and October
75Vic; Nov 75K®c; Dec 77c; May 81 bye.

NewYork.. Kingston.Oct 27
Alleghany
Statendam.New York.. Rotterdam
Oct 2 7
Cymric.New York.. Liverpool... Oct 30
Kaiser WdeG New York. Bremen.not 3 >
New1 Y’ork... .New Y’ork..S’thampton Oct 31
Oceanic.New York. .Liverpool... .Oct 31
Noordland.New York. .Antwerp... .Oct31.
Aquitaine.:!...New York .Havre.Nov 1
Parisian.Monrtreal.. Liveroool|...Nov 3
Carrcas.New York. .Laguayra ..Nov 3
Furnessla.New York..Glasgow... Nov 3
New York.. Liverpool... Nov 3
Cainpaula
London.Nov 3
Menominee-New York
York,. Rotterdam.. Nov 3
New
Spaarndam
Dominion.Montreal ..Liverpool ...Nov 3
Buffon.New York. .P’rnainbuco Nov 5
Lahn.New|York. .Bremen.Nov 6
Teutonic.New York. .Liverpool....Nov 0
G Waldersee..New York. .Hamburg ...Nov 6

WILL OPEN A

TEACHER

HOME SCHOOL FOR GIRLS

^Butter

190

94%

p.

—

CHICAGO—Cash quotaions:J
Flour dull, easy.
Wheat—no 2 spring—c-.
No 3 do at 65®
72Vic: No 2 Rea at 73®74J/:ic. Corn—No 2 at
88V*|H9%c: No 2 yellow at 39®391*c. Oats
—No 2 at —c ; No 2 white at 25 V*®25^i:c :No 3
white 24®‘.‘5; No 2 Rve at 471Ac; fair to choice
malting Barley at48«56e; No l Flaxseed at
l 72V'a : No 1 N W Flaxseed 1 73; primo Timothy seed at 4 30: mess Pork at 1125;gll60.
Lard 6 85® 6 92 Vs : snort ribs sides 6 60 6 80;
dry salted shoulders (0.4@6 Va : short clear sides
at 6 90®« 95.
llrm—creamery at 16^22; aalrles 13@

17%
75Va
7%
19%

People uas.’••• 93%
42
racinc Mau.
Pullman Haiaee. 189
Sugar, common.12o
81
Western Union.

From

Accounts subject to check on demand.
Dally market letter and quotation slips,
monthly manual of quotations and private
cipher code mailed free on application.

EXPERIENCED

and

Trains Arrive Portland.

margin.

octSSdtf

0.90.

22%

22%

Hock israua......109%
Hi. ..116
St. Haul DIO.■..172%

ao

sold at 1-16 commission. 10 share lots and upwards. Six per cent allowed on all deposits for

AN

1.30,

a, m

a.ro.,1.30. and '6 0> p.m
and
Montreal,
Chicago. 8.15
*6.00
m..and.
p. ni„ reaching Montreal at
7,00 a. m., and 7.00 p. m.
For Quebec at 6 p. JU.

Member* of f ew York Cons. Stock Exchange and
New York Produce Exchange.

6.i5; powdered 5.85; granulated 5.75; Cubes

LONDON. Oct. 24. 1900—Consols for
and 98 13-16: for the accounc 98Tk.

For
Lewiston, 8,15,
p. in.
For island Pond,8.15
а.

Stocks, Bonds, Grain and Cotton bought and

I,

3 TRIPS PER WEEK.

Portland

For

Direct Private Wires Between Offices.

....

Brie is mu. 35%
Illinois Central. ...119
Latte nrie & West..-;. 35%
Lane snore.206%
Louis fa rsasn. 76%
Mannauan Elevatnu..97%
Mexican, central ..12%
Micnigan central.
61
Minn. fS St. Louis.,
Minn. <s sr. corns uia. 98
55%
Missouri Pacific.
New dersev Central.135
New York central.133%
Northern Pacmc com. 57%
Nortnern racilio ofd. 73%
pfd.
do
Ont. & West.

PARK ROW BLDG,
and 00 BROADWAY

in

LINE,

Long IkIbuiI Sound By Daylight.

Trains Leave

NEW YORK

Molasses steady.

I'

NEW lOKK DIRECT

Maine

Mauiger.

RAILROADS.
—-

JOHN u. miaow

ougar—raw easy; iair renmng at 4Vac:"Centrifugal 96 tesi4^8C: Molasses sugar 3ygc: tell ned market weak; Nod at 6.20; No 7, 6.10;
No 8 at 5.00c; No y at J.90;NolU at 4.86;
No 11 at 4.80 No 12 at 4.76c, No 13 at 4.75;
No 14 at 6.70; standard A and Confetioners
A 5.55; Mould A 6.90; cut loaf and orushed at

NEW YORK—*The Cotton market to-aav

£T1£ AM Kits.

RAILROADS.

BOSTON

jdeet

lily Telegraph.)

45iT3

103 State St

Uomestlo Marxeu.
VBv Telegraph-V
Oct. 24. 1900.
NEW YORK—The Flour
market—receipts
22.4*4 bbla: exports 10,530 bbis: saxes 7,200
pc kgs: market weak and nominally lower In
sympathy with Wheat.
Flour—Winter pis 3 70®4 00;wtnter straight
3 4623 00; Mlmiesota
patents 4 00inj4 85; winter extras 2 G5®3 00: Minnesota bakers 3 OOq?
3 40; do low urailes 2 4622 00.
Rye easv ; No 2 Western at 67o f o b afloat:
State Rve 52»53u GIF :>ew York.
Wheal—receiots
bus: exports
195,276
bu; saxes 3,860,000 bush futures. 200.090 bush
spot: spot
»No 2 Rea at 7c f o b afloat]
No 2 Red at 76c elev; No 1 Northern Duluth
83 f o d atloat.
Gorn—receipts 279.300 bushs exports 42,936
bush; sales 135,000 bush futures: 400.000 bush
spot; spot easy; No 2 at 4Gc in exev, and 46% c
f o b afloat.
Oats—receipts G.>o biunt exports 0,991
bush; sates 0,000 Push snot; spot Quiet; No 2
1
at 26V*e; No 3 at
%c; No 2 white at 27 Vic:
No 3 white «t 27c; track mixed Western at 24
@26c; track white Western 27it83e.
steady; family 10 60^$li; mess at $9tg
o
Cut meats quiet; p ckled hams—.
* Lard
weaker; Western steamed at 7 25®7 30;
Oct closed 7 30 nominal :retlued weakjeonineut
7 40; 8 A —; compound —.
Fork weak; mess at 12 50,®13 60; family at
1G 00® 16 60: shc-t clear 14 60<®17 00.
Butter market is steady: creameries at 1
22Vic; do factory at I3®16c; June crm 18a
2ic: state dairv 16r#21c.
Cheese steady; large white at 10y8: small
white lie; large ctured at 11; small a 11.
Eggs steady; state and Fenn 20®2l ;Western
regular pack ng I6®10e; Western loss off 21c.
l etroleum dull.
Rosin firm.
T orpantine firm.
Rice firm.

BONDS.

BOSTON

Bankers and Brokers

mixed and butchers at 4 60<^4 82 Va ;
good to choice heavy at 4 65t<$4 80p rough and
heavy at 4 4o,a4 60: lUhl at 4 86@4 77 Vi ;bulk
of sales 4 65 iy 70.
#
Sheep—reeeiDts
steady 1o strong;
lambs mostly loc lower-.good to choice wethers
3 86v®4 16; fair to cuoiee mixed at 3 46@4 00;
Western sheep at 3 90®4 16; native lambs 4 2o
(25 60; Western 4 7626 40.
;

weak;

Closlne.

‘hjemnsE.

1)e°.

82Va

—

WHEAT.

°ct.

TKL.KCHONK

14*000;

Apples. 25«i'2 00
Lemons.4 26@6 50
Oranges. 4 00@4 60

Pea coal, retail.

90; Texas grass

Hogs—receipts 30.000: Bc@10e lower, active;

to 4

Shoulders.„.

Quotations of Staple

3 75; Texas fed steers 4 Of @4
steers at 3 35@4 is.

1900.

WESTERS DIVISION,

Trains leave Union Station for Scarboro
Crossing, 10.00 a. m., 6.20 p. m.; Scarboro
Beach, Pine Point, 7.00, 10.00 a. m.,
3.30,
6.25, 6.20, p, in.; Old Orchard, Saco, Bid7.00.
8.5 >.
deford, Kcnncbnnk.
30,00
6.20
a. in..
12.30, 3.30,
5.25,
p.
m.: Kennebnnkport, 7.00, 8.5\ 10.00 a. ni.,
12.30, 3.30,15. 5 p. m.; Wells Beach, 7.00, 3.50
a. 111.. 3.30. 6.25 p. ni.; North Berwick, Hollinsford, Somerswortb, 7.00, 8.50 a. m.,
12.30, 3.30, 5.25 p. Ul. ; Rochester. Farmington, Alton Bay, AVolfboro, 8.50 a. m 12.30,
3.30 p. m.; lakeport,
Laconia, Weirs,
Plymouth, 8,5) a. ill.. 12.30 p. til.; Manchester. Concord and Northern connettons,
7.00 a. ill., 3.30 p. 111.; Dover, Fleeter, Haverhill, Lawrence, Dowell, 7.00, 8.50 a. ni.,
12.30.3.30, p. m.;
Boston, +4.05, 7.00, 8.50 a.
Leave Boston
3.30
m.;
p.
ni.,
12.30,
for Portland, 6.5', 7.30, 8.30 a. IP., 1.15,4.15,
11.50
arrive
a. m.,
ill.;
.10,10,
Portland,
p.
12.10, 5.0J, 7.50, p. 111.
SUNDAY TRAINS.

Leave Union Station for Scarboro Reach,
Oitl
Pine
Point,
Orchard,
Saco,
Keuuebuiik, North BerBlddeford,
Exeter,
Dover,
Haverhill,
wick,
Lawrence, Lowell, Boston, 12.55, 4 30
p. m.; arrive Boston, 5.18. 8,22 p ,m.
EASTERN

DIVISION,

Leave Union Station for Boston and Way
Stations, 9.00 a. fu.; Blddeford, Kittery,
Newburyport,
Portsmouth,
Salem,
Lynn, Boston, 2.00, 9.00 a. m„ 12.45. G.00 p. m.;
arrive Boston 5.57 a. m 12.40, 4.00, 9.05 p. m.;
Leave Boston at 7.30, 9.00 a. rn., 12.30, 7.00,
12.05
7.45 p. in., anive Portland 11.45 a, m.,
4.30.10.15, 10.45 p, m.
SUNDAY TRAINS.

Leave Union Station for Blddeford, Kittery, Portsmouth, Newburyport, Salem,
Lynn, Boston, 2.00 a. m., 12.45 p. in., arrive
Boston 5,57 a. m., 4.C0 p. ni.
Leave Boston
for Portland, 9.00 a. Hi.,
7.00
p. m.. arrive
lJ0lt II
12.10, 10.30 p. m.
t—Daily except Monday.
W. N. & P. D1V.

Preble street.
Worcester, Clinton, Ayer. Nashua,
Windham, Eppiny, Manchester, Concord and Points Nort.li 7.34 A. rn., 12.33 p. m.;
II ochester, Sprlngvnle, Alfred, YYntcrboro, Saco River, 7.34 a. ni., 12.33, 5.33 p. m.;
Gorham, YVesfbroolt, Cumberland Mills
Westbrook .let., YVoodfords, 7.33. 9.45 a.
Trains
12.33. 3.05, 5.33, 6.20 p. ir.
m„
1.07
arrive
from
YVorcester,
m.;
p.
Rochester, 8.25 a. m.. 1.07. 5.48 p. m.; Gorham and Way Stations, 6.40. 8.25, 10.47 a. ir,.,
1.07, 4.15, 5.48 P. rn.
D. J. FLANDERS, G. P. ifc T. A.
o tSdtf
Station foot of

For

Montreal

to

/

Liverpool.

From Quebec.
Montreal,
Vancouver. Oor. 20, daylight, Oct. 20,2 p.m.
Nov. 3, daylignt. Nov. 3, 2 p. m.
Dominion,
Cambroman, Nov. 10, daylight. Nov. 10, 2 p. m.
•Roman
Nov. 17 daylight, direct.
•This steamer does not carry passengers.
Steamer.

Boston to
Steamer.
New

From

Liverpool via. Queenstown.

England.
Commonwealth
rates of

From Boston.
Nov. 7, 10.00 a. m.
Nov. 14.
passage.

KeFirst Cabin—$50.0) and up single.
turn—$100.00 and up, according to steamer
and accommodation.
Second Cabin—$35.00 and upwards single.
Return—®C0 60 and
upwards, according to
steamer.
London,
Steerage—To E.vorpool, Derry,
Queenstown, Belfast and Glasgow.
$26.00.
Steerage outfit furnished free.
420
T.
to
P.
Congress
MoGOWAN,
Apply
street, J. B. KEATING room 4, First National Bank Building. CHARLES ASHTON. 947A
Congress street and Comrress Square Hotel, or
DAVID TORRANCE & CO., Montreal.
oclOdtf

Portland <St Yarmouth Electric

Ry. Co.

Leave Elm St. for Underwood Spring, 6.45,
7.45, 8.15. 8.*5 a. m., hourly till 12.43 p, m., half
liourlv HU 7.45 p, m„ hourly till io.4j p. ni. For
Yannoutli, at same time, omitting 115, 2.45,
Leave Yarmouth
4.15, 5.45 and 7.15 p. m. trips.
5.40, 6.40. 7.10, 7.40 a ill., hourly till 12.4)
p m., 1.10, 2.10, 2.40, 3.40. 4.10. 5.10, 5-40, hourly
Leave Underwood Spring for
till 9.40 p. m.
Portland. 6,10, 7.10. 7.4i), 8.10 a. m., hourly tilt
1.10 p. m„ half hourly till 7.10. hourly till 10.10
p.

m.

Sundays for Underwood Spring and Yarmouth from 8.15 a. ni. halt' hourly to 9.45 p. m.
Last car from Underwood for Portland at 9.10
p. m. and from Yarmouth 8.40 p. m.
cctadtf

THE

PEE55.

SEW ADVtHTlstJltiTs

HEARING CONTINUED.

THE WATER SERVICE.

TODAY.

The

Warrant

Charge* Ilanaah
Donough With Murder.

Ftandsrd Clothing Co.
Owen Moore & Co.

,7. ft. Libby Co.-2.
Eastman Bro^. tc Bancroft.

Insurance

T. F. Foss & Son*.
O C. Elweli
Frank SL ix>w.

Men

Here

Making Investigation.

Bohtn-7 Glove Co.
C. F. Maalto i.
F. & C. B. Nash.
The Century Co.
Fox Studio.
Currier. Bunker 8c

Read.
FINANCIAL.

They Found

Swan & Barrett.

the Conditions

Here

a

positions by puttingtheir
in the
DAILY
PRESS. Has the largest
circulation among business men of Portland.
25 cents a week for 40
words.

Recommend

May

In-

wants

_BRIEF

JOTTINGS.

About

Wouldn’t

Conditions but

Anticipate Report.

the murder of her
She
pleaded not guilty by
arrangement of counsel and tbe bearing was continued to Saturday morning,
the respondent
remanded to
infant son.

being

without

Army

being made of the conduit. The committee passed the afternoon in Interviewing
dle street.
The Fox studio opens Its classes in art the chief of the lire department and citinstruction
on
November 6th.
The izens generally and later made a call upon
at

206 1-2 Mid-

school will oiler
the J 6ame thorough officials of the Portland Water company
When seen by a representative of the
groundwork In art that It has given in
t^a past, It has sought to fill the wants PKESS at the Falmouth hotel the memof each [individual In
several depart- bers of this committee did not hesitate to
ments of art. The teaohers are glad to discuss the condition of affairs as they
desire to had found them but they would not say
consult with students who
kuow a little of art methods before de- what recommendations their committee
would
make to the New England Exciding to study systematically. Attention is called to the advertisement in this change. Enough was gathered from a conversation with these gentlemen to conissue.
Towns which have recently paid their vince him that with the present condithe
committee would
probably
county tax-s for 1900 ara Cumberland, tions
recommend
that unless some improveOtislield, Scarboro and Kaymond.
service
water
On Tuesday were begun repairs on ments were made in the
here the insurance rates of Portland
be
Portland bridge,
Yesterday new plle3
The committee would not
driven to replace old ones which increased,
were
answer questions as to what their probahave stood for 40 years.
After Monday night's rehearsal of the ble report would be, but they seemed to
Portland Festival chorus a meeting of the regard affairs here as rather serious and
directors was held and the resignation said that something should be done.
One of the gentlemen speaking for the
of Accompanist W. H. Carter accepted,
of the Exwith the election of Dr. Latham True to rest said that the attention
change was attracted to the condition of
the vacancy.
The membership list of the Portland affairs in Portland some years ago by the
Athletio club is taking a decided boom low pressure of water on the high levels
this fall, Over
850 members are now while a break in the water pipe which
enrolled and some 6!) names are posted
for membership, which is limited
to
600
It is
hoped that the limit may be
reached
this year and a waiting list
secured.
the construction of the new tire wall at
for which
contract was reCity hall,
cently awaidxl by the public buildings
committee.
\Ym. H. Shaw and family, who have
been stoopping
at the New Falmouth
hotel for several months,returned yesterday morning to New York, where they are
until February, when they
to remain
will again take up their abode in Portland.
Martin O'Donnell, is reported as holding his own. He passed a fairly comHis condition will take a
fortable night
turn for the better or worse in a short
"time.
United States Circuit Justice William
L, Putnam and District Judge Nathan
Webb, are In Boston this week, sitting at
the s?S3ion of the United States Court
of Appeals.
The Kotzschmar
club
will meet tonight with Mrs. B.F. Carleton, 597 Congress street
Beason Commandery, Knights of Malta, will confer the blue degree, Thursday

evening,
GOLF TOURNAMENT.
In the men's tournament of the Portland Golf olub, Dean Sills played W. C.
Eaton
yesterday for the second prize.
Dean Sills won 4 up and 2 to play.
The
winner played a remarkably strong game,
his two rounds. In 49 and 47.
making
Mr.
Sills will play Harry Clark today
the match deciding the contest for seoond place.

bail

jail

County Attorney Ueorge

Libby

discharged.

Splendid Corsets are made_for9
and dedicated to “Her Majesty”

These

Charles Williams was arraigned on two
warrants charging the larceny of wrenches valued at
$4, and sentenced to 90 days
in the county jail.
William Metcalf was convicted of the
larceny of a wheel from the William H.

C. F.

oct25sod3w__--rM

Judge Enoch Foster, whose friends
been urging his re appointment
to the Supreme bench, says he is rot a
candidate and is supportlng’Judge Peabody for the "position.
“English Jack,” the hermit of Crawford Notch,
is in the city visiting Col.
John D. Prlndable, This is the first time
that

he

has been

to live and to paint for the trut
brotherhood of man.

FOX

Opens TJOv. S, 1900
TEACHER'—Ch rles I.. Fox, Carrie I,
Eastman, Curtis A. Perry
Herbert A. Richardson,

Proprietor Nunns of the Falmouth hotel has recovered from his Illness and is
again able to be on hand for business.

And

Half-a-Miltion,—perhaps a million, of “HE71 MAJESTY” the
are bearing these Corsets bvith
comfort and satisfaction,
Her Majesty's Corset retains its shape.
It hides and helps the defects

SCAKCE.

Monday night Sheriff Despeaux and D.
from

gunning trip to Ebeeme and Schoodic,each
bringing home on a buck and a doe.
Sheriff Despeaux says the deer are now
scarce except
in the mountains
The
heavy rains of the past fortnight have
obviated the necessity of their staying

of

nature.

Her Majesty’s Corset will
not
Btretch, bend or break.
It is positively unchangeable in
shape.
Is absolutely perspiration-proof.
Will make the waist longer and
smaller, and reduced the abdomen
without injurious tight lacing, more
easily and naturally than any other

about the streams for water
Mr. Des
peaux said that during his trip he fell In
with an Indian party of nine men who
have been in the woods for ten days and
had seen no deer.
From all reports game seems less plentiful than during last season.
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Style 200.
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Jean,

15 inches
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inches
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33,
30,
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long.
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$3.25
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$3.50
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$3.75
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Corset

I

Emitting.

Expert-Corset-fitter will fit
Majesty’s Corsets to customers

Our
Sizes 18 to

30,

Her

at

Sizes 31 to 33, at
Sizes 34 to 36, at

$3.00
$3.25

a

worn

with

or

without

J. R. LSBBY CO.

J. R. LIBBY CO.

Corset-fitting

room

and convenient.

stock

Won t

§OC Buy

One of
Hair
those
Brushes in our window
after this week.
In making this display we included a lot
of 75c goods and you
are
getting a brush of
that value if you se-

§
p !

it today at 50c.
Strong heavy Dressing Combs 25c each.
cure

Hay’s Pharmacy,

*3.50 SHOE

GLOVES

be found in Portland. We
also carry VEILINGS and
STOCKS.

Shoes

1 OurJeweiry Store 1
OWES,

for Women.

SHOE DEPARTMENT.

X
z

♦

If
if
♦

A

fI

Specialty.

As

<;j

T

.▼

i

Telephone 202.

good

wearers.

pair of W.L. Douglas $3.50 shoes will
positively outwear two pairs
of
ordinary
83,50 shoe*

We’ll make good this claim by giving
if for any reason you are
you a NSW HT
not satisfied after wearing one of our
STNDTD 3P2C1VLS
2.00.
These hats are made for us,—made by
the best hat makers in America,—made to
sell at a higher price,-they won’t disap-

We are the largest makers and retailof men’s $3.30 shoes in the world.
We make and sell more $3.50 shoes than
any other two manufacturers in theFA
The reasowmore W. L.

Douglas $3.50

shoes are sold than any other make is
because they are the best that can be
made. They fit like custom made shoes.
The style is the best and always up to date.

point.
Weare
ness

just

going
as

to build a
we’ve built

big hat busibig clothing

We sell

bbol

a

business by selling strictly reliable goods
the lowest prices known in modern

*

$Q
Wib)U
CLIHC
OnUb

merchandising.

STANDARD
W. C.

•

CLOTHING

Ware, Mgr.

544

I

ers

torT *«

direct from faothrough our

wearer

61 stores in the large cities.
The extra middleman's
proflts that others have to
charge we add to the quality, and give to the wearers
of W, L. Dougins 83.50 shoes.

$4 Kfl
nufiC

unUC

The reputation of W. L. Douglas
shoes for style, comfort, and wear

$3.50

CO.,

is

known

everywhere throughout

the

world. They have to give better satisfaction than other makes, because the

Congress St.

standard has always been placed so high
that the wearers expect more for their
money than they can get elsewhere.

f

»♦♦♦♦♦»♦»♦♦♦»♦♦♦♦♦ »#♦»»♦11

as

One

! FOSTER’S DTE HOUSE, i:

£

just

Exactly as good Style
Exactly as good Quality
sold by any dealer for $3

at

CLEAN f
J[i

♦

Square. X
A

CLEANING
CARPETS

f

JEWELER,

a

00.

********** ****** **********

♦

ImenbMcKenney, |
Monument

&

♦

%

X

“Then there is danger of a recommenTHE
dation of increased rates in Portland, "
asked the reporter.
“Well we do not wish to discuss that
quickly at home by an invisible device; help* ears at
glasses help eyes, after all remedies have failed. Music,
but
6uch things
question at present,
conversation, whispers heard. >'o pain, wnwf1
*
jly20dtf5ttlorStnp
Self-adjusting I wd and endorsed hv LULL, have happened in other places under simIaA
•teian«.vrriteVoF.Hiscoi.SS3It’r-^v, *r nr §
ilar
said
tha
insurance
man. fTv* 4AAAAAA4 Aaaaaaaaa
conditions,’’
y v
f
IlbEe
l'i
mi > ~f
llUniiniHi

MOORE

are

in every way and cost
le:s.
Over
$1.50

1,000,000

Number 10—Opera last—Cuban Heel,
made of Amazon kid, lace, patent tip
perforated at edge. Hand sewed welt,
yellow stitched edge. New high side
vamp, whole quarter, English Backstay.
A natty creation, adding beauty to the
foot, giving satisfaction to the wearer.

GLOVE CO. I

they

DERBYS and FEDORAS.

PATRICIAN

THE BOLAND

you everything usually found in
a first class jewelry establish-

MADE

If you have been paying $5.00 for shoes,'a
trial of W. I,. Douglas $3.50 shoes will
that
convince
you

to

is packed with everything new in
We have the
the Jewelry line.
most complete stock in the city.
Come to our store we can show

Middle st.

W.L.DOHSLAS

expression for
money’s worth.

of

■
i

i

corset.

is retired

Our

J. R. LIBBY CO.

justed, maybe

No. 1. Children’s up to 15 years.
No. 2. For medium figures.
Kor large figures.
No. 3.
Price for either size
$1.00

who desire it.

£2.7 s

A woman’s invention for women
and children.
Simple in construction, easily ad-

your
Our stock of Latin is small
but we have the most com-

plete

!

<

QUO

is the Latin

|

\

|
|

PRO

i

The Adrienne

and black.

QUID

£

Style 250.

corset.

THE CIVIL SERVICE.

Young.

tlO a month day class, 25c per week evening
c^ass. Full particulars furnished on application.
oct25th.*at,tu;m

American Women

week’s

a

Sr., Portland.

Drawing, Painting and Modelling
in Clay,

in Portland for four

W. Heseltine returned

STUDIO,

47 8 1-2 Congress

years.

GAME IS

Moulton,

567 CONGRESS ST.

have

Look

•ttnlNOISESCURED

OUR SPECIALTY.
Made from extra fine kid, and genuine
box calf, Goodyear welts, heavy sole*,
on manish lasts.
We cannot recommend
this boot too highly to those In want of
a stylish, well fitting, serviceable
boot,
They are equal to many of the $S.OO and
$y.50 boots.

Examinations will be held, at Portland,
supplies the city was being
repaired. November 20 and 21 for positions of asWhen the recent shortage of water for 48 sistants In serum
therapeutics, Departhours on a stretch was reported it was ment of
Agriculture; heating and ventithought best to make a thorough Investi- lating draftsman, Treasury Department;
The water supply
gation of the matter.
superintendent and head nurse, Freedof the entire
district, including Port- man’s Hospital, Washington.
On Noland, Deerlng, ’Westbrook, South Port- vember 17, for position of skilled laborer
land, Cape Elizabebth and Gorham, pass- with practical experience as electrical
es through a conduit of stone and cement worker. For this examination no
scholasextending from the foot of the lake about tic test Is given as applicants are graded
a mile. Attached to the end of this con- on their
age, character and experience,
duit
are two
water mains, one of 20 and
they are not required to appear at
Inches and the other of 26 inches in diamany place for examination.
For a long distance these water ■
eter.
Apply to the Civil Service Commission,
mains are connected one with the other
Washington, for blanks and information.
so that if a break should occur in one
A VERY WARM DAY.
section of either of these two mains that
was the
warmest day since
Yesterday
particular section could be entirely cut
The temperature reached
September 14
off without shutting off the water
supIts highest point at noon when it was 76
ply.
and held this record for the next lour
A lew days ago the water company
had one of the most expert hydraulic hours.
“This weather is rather unusual fo
engineers in New England engaged m
this season of the year,” said Assistant
a
of
this
conduit
at
making
survey
big
Observer Roche. “On October 16-16, 1897,
the foot of the lake. It was necessary in
the figures went up to 81 degrees.”
order to make this survey to shut of the
water
water at the upper end and the
WHIST PARTY.
company was relying on the stand pipes
A whist party and entertainment will
and reservoirs in various parts of the
be the attractions after the regular meetdistrict to supply the house service. But
ot Ivanhoe lodge,
K. of P., Tuesday
even with the houses
supplied there ing
The members
evening, November 13.
was not sufficient water
pressure, so the
are allowed to Invite their ladles
and
insurance men say, to furnish adequate
friends. Refreshments will be served.
fire protection and had a bad fire broken
out anywhere in this district in which
the insurance
risks
companies have
amounting t3 over twenty millions of dollars the loss would have been large.
It
five
hours to have
would have taken
filled up the water pipes from Sebago lake
and in five hours a good deal of property
could have been destroyed,
“The trouble is with this single con-

ing year.’1

$2.50 BOOT.

Both

duit at the toot or the lake," said one or
the Insurance men yesterday
afternoon,
FOOT BALL GAMES WANTED.
“Should anything happen to this conduit
The Irons, the foot ball team of Ligo- the whole district would be shut off
nla, are open to a challenge from any from water. Another conduit should be
team] averaging 140 pounds, for any Sat- built with an
Independent main running
Address WT. Gough,
urday afternoon.
This would
be a very
Into the city.
Portland PRESS, Portland, or Llgonia,
South Portland.
expensive piece of work but it would give
this oity a pressure of 9D pounds I should
estimate for a rough guess, I have been
told that the]presentoondult,about a mile
on, cost the water company $130,000.
“There Is another trouble with the
water service here. The service mains in
residential districts are not large
the
Hair-Health is warranted
enough. They are only six inches and in
to restore gray, white or
bleached hair to its natural
It i3 now consome places even smaller.
color. Hair-Health is a hair
sidered necessary to have water mains of
food, restoring youthful color and beauty to gray and
faded hair. Removes dandruff and stops falling and at least eight inches In residential disbreaking of the hair. It is not a dye. It positively tricts. This should be done in Portland
will not discolor the skin, scalp or clothing.
and the old mains replaced with new.
It acts on the roots, giving them the required nourish
“Your trouble here is that you haven't
mcnt and positively produces luxuriant, thick hair on
bald beads. Keeps the scalp dean and healthy. Does municipal control of your water supply.
not rub efi or make the hair greasy or sticky, and its
It 1b something, in my opinion which ♦
use casnot be detected. Good for men and women.
and
Hair-Health is a dainty dressing, and a necessary every city should own and control
adjunct to every toilet, and unlike other prepar- then It could operate in conjunction with
T
ations, its healthful action on the roots of the hait
the fire department without difficulty or *
causes the hair to regain its original health and color,
whether It be brown, black or golden. Prevents friction.
hair falling after much
“The
water company
perspiptiop.
contemplates
Hair-Health is sola Dy leading druggists everywhere. Price, 50c. for large bottle, or sent by express, making some extensive
alterations and
prepaid, in plain sealed package, on receipt of 60c. by additions I am told. This committee will
LONDON SUPPLY C0„ 853 Broadway, N. Y. probably not make Its final report to the
*'
Remember the name,
Hair-Health.” Refuse all Exchange until th3y have an opportunity
tuortitutes. Money refunded if it does not benefit you. to learn what the water company intends
doing. In the meantime the old rates
will probably be announced for the com-

nCACNESS & HEAD

THE NIAGARA

the “American Woman.”

Perry company and sentenced to 30 days
in the county jail,
On warrant charging
vagrancy and
resisting a police officer, John Murray
was given 33
uays in jail and a fine of
$10 and oosti
On a warrant
charging the maintenance
ol a nuisance J, Siteman was held
for
the Superior court under $300 bail.

Yesteraay afternoon a committee repreJoseph Lee was lined $100 and costs
senting the New England Insurance ex- on a search and seizure warrant. He
change of Boston came to Portland to in- appealed and gave bail In the sum of
vestigate the city's water supply 60 far $Ai0 for his appjarance in the Superior
as it concerns the extinguishing of tires, court.
The committee was appointed by the New
England exchange as soon as it was
PERSONALS.

There will be a Hally Social at the
Friends’ church, Oak street, tonight.
Interesting exercises will begin at 7.30.
Every member and friend of tfle. church
Snnday school and Christian Endeavor
Society is urged to be present. No post- learned that Portland had besn without
nonement on account of weather.
BteSsI adequate water pressure for 48 hours owThe Marine recruiting office In this ing to the shutting off of the water at
.Lake iSebago while an examination was
has been
rebut the

city
closed,
cruiting office Is still open

MISCELLANEOUS.

ADVERTISK->lE3fT8.

Messrs,

creased Rates.

Talked

ADVERTISEMENTS._I_NEW

ffiMbnU

municipal court yesterday,
was arraigned
on

McDonough
warrant
charging

was

CLERKS and STENOGRAPHERS get better

Mc-

XEYV

appeared for the prosecution and
Weymouth and Kehoe for the
defence.
John Burns, charged with
vagrancy,

Unsatisfactory.

New Wants. For Sale. lo Let, Lost, Found
8»d simiiar advertisement* trill be found on
page 8 under appropriate beads.

In the
Hannah

I

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

Portland
S

tu.tli&sat-tf

Store,

546 Congress St#

